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Abstract
Agricultural production needs to be doubled by year 2050; this task is complicated
by various abiotic stresses severely affecting crop production. Salinity stress is
among major environmental stresses that influences crop production globally and
it is estimated that around 950 million hectares of arable land is affected by this
environmental stress. Considering this fact, it is necessary to introduce new
approaches to manage this main challenge. One of them is breeding for enhanced
salinity tolerance. An alternative solution may be the use of halophyte relatives.
Despite having high tolerance to salt stress, halophytic plants have not been
extensively used to study salinity tolerance mechanisms. Also, studies investigating
the salinity tolerance mechanism in halophytes have concentrated on physiological
or anatomical aspects with relatively little focus being given to the omics-based
studies such as metabolomics and transcriptome analysis.
Epidermal bladder cells (EBCs) are specialized structures in some of
halophytic plants that provide external store for toxic ions such as Na+ and Cl-, and
hence understanding the function of EBCs may eventually play an important role
in transferring this ability to crop plants.
Stomata also being another focus of this study. Although there have been
significant advances of understanding mechanisms that controlling stomatal
development and also the signalling pathways that regulate guard cells function in
glycophytes, much less is known about stomata development and operation in
halophytes. In light with this fact a question on how environmental variables and
in particular salinity stress change the basal stomatal development pathway requires
more studies. Given the fact that osmotic stress and toxic Na+ level negatively affect
stomatal parameters under saline conditions the question is that why are halophytes
capable to optimise their stomata performance? Do halophytic plants possess
unique stomata operation mechanisms? How does salinity stress affect epidermal
cell differentiation which leads to either an increase or decrease in stomatal density?
Hence, the major aim of this PhD project was to fill some of above discussed gaps
in our knowledge by addressing the following specific objectives: (i) investigate
the role of EBC in salinity tolerance in quinoa; (ii) identifying key genes related to
salt sequestration into EBCs by transcriptome analysis of EBC through comparing
bladder-bearing quinoa plants with those that EBCs were mechanically removed;
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(iii) evaluate the effects of salinity on EBC patterning in quinoa and correlate the
extent of variability in this trait with the genetic variation in salinity stress tolerance;
(iv) investigate stomata patterning and development and associate the extent of
variability in stomata characteristics with genetic variation in salinity stress
tolerance; (v) comparing stomatal traits as a component of the tolerant mechanism
between halophytic crops and their wild relatives (using cultivated and wild barley
as a case study).
To provide direct supporting evidence for the role of EBCs that have been
postulated to assist halophytes to cope with saline environment, Chenopodium
quinoa plants were grown under saline conditions for 5 weeks. One day prior to
commencement of salinity stress EBC from all leaves and petioles were gently
removed using soft cosmetic brush. Physiological, ionic and metabolic changes in
brushed and non-brushed leaves were compared. Gentle removal of EBC did
neither initiate wound metabolism nor affected physiology and biochemistry of
control-grown plants but had a pronounced effect on salt-grown plants resulting in
a salt-sensitive phenotype. Of 91 detected metabolites, more than half (50) were
significantly affected by salinity. Removal of EBC has dramatically modified these
metabolic changes, with the biggest differences reported for gamma-aminobutyric
acid (GABA), proline, sucrose and inositol, affecting ion transport across cellular
membranes (as shown in electrophysiological experiments). This work provides the
first direct evidence for the role of EBC in salt tolerance in halophytes and attributes
this role to (1) key role of EBC as a salt dumper to externally sequester salt load;
(2) improved K+ retention in leaf mesophyll and (3) storage space for several
metabolites known to modulate plant ionic relations.
To identify key genes related to salt sequestration abilities in EBCs, a
transcriptome study was conducted with bladder-bearing and bladderless plants
similar to above experiment. Comparing differently expressed genes (DEGs) of
brushed and non-brushed leaves grown under 400 mM NaCl using a p-value < 0.05
and fold change > 2 as the significance cut-offs, indicated that 2015 genes were
differently expressed where 1399 genes were up-regulated and 616 genes were
down-regulated in bladder-bearing leaves. Significant alterations of genes related
to ion transport, DNA replication, and genes related to stress signalling in response
to salinity stress were determined. Altogether, the finding that the transcriptome of
bladder-bearing leaves differed from those of bladderless leaves suggests that
xxx
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EBCs do not function as a passive external store place for salt as it was perceived
before but play active metabolic role in quinoa plant.
Varietal differences in salinity tolerance of quinoa was explored by
evaluation of 114 accessions grown under control and 400 mM NaCl conditions,
and different physiological and anatomical characteristics were measured.
Accessions were grouped to sensitive, intermediate and tolerant classes based on
relative dry weight defined as salinity tolerance index (STI). Results showed a large
variability for fresh and dry weights indicating a strong genetic variation for salinity
tolerance in quinoa. Bladder density increased in majority of accessions under
saline condition while bladder diameter remained unchanged; this resulted in a
large variability in a bladder volume as a dependant variable. Stomata density
remained unchanged between saline and non-saline conditions while stomata
length declined between 3% to 43% among accessions. Correlation analysis
indicated a significant positive association between EBC diameter and STI on one
hand and EBC volume and STI on the other hand, in a salt-tolerant group. A
negative association between STI and stomata length was also found in a salttolerant group, suggesting that these plants were able to efficiently regulate
stomatal patterning to efficiently balance water loss and CO2 assimilation under
saline condition. Both salt-sensitive and salt-tolerant groups had the same Na+
content under saline condition; however, a negative association between leaf Na+
concentration and STI in salt-sensitive plants indicated an efficient Na+
sequestration into the EBCs in salt-tolerant plants.
While sequestration of toxic ions into EBCs is an efficient mechanism
contributing to salinity tolerance in quinoa, many halophytes do not utilize EBCs
to modulate their tissue ion concentrations but still possess superior salinity
tolerance ability. To elucidate possible compensation mechanism(s) underlying
superior salinity tolerance in the absence of external salt storage capacity, we have
selected four accessions from our previous experiment to address this issue. Wholeplant physiological and electrophysiological characteristics were assessed after 2
days and 3 weeks of 400 mM NaCl stress. The results showed that accession Q21
that had low EBC volume had superior photosynthetic rate and stomatal
conductance at both 2 days and 3 weeks of salt stress than the counterpart Q68 with
high EBC volume. Both accessions with low EBC volume (Q21 and Q30) utilised
Na+ exclusion at the root level and were capable to maintain low Na+ concentration
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in leaves, to compensate for inability to sequester Na+ load in EBC. These
conclusions were further confirmed by electrophysiological experiments showing
higher Na+ efflux from Q21 and Q30 roots as compared with 195 and Q68 as
accessions with high EBC volume. Furthermore, accessions with low EBC volume
had significantly higher K+ concentration in their leaves at long-term salinity stress
compared to plants with high EBC sequestration ability suggesting that the ability
to maintain high K+ content in mesophyll was as another key compensation
mechanism.
In the light of importance of stomatal traits as a determinant of salinity
tolerance in quinoa, we have extrapolated this work to cereal plants, comparing
cultivated (CB; Hordeum vulgare) and wild (WB; Hordeum spontaneum ) barley.
Twenty-six genotypes of WB and CB were grown under control and saline
conditions and stomatal characteristics, leaf ion content and epidermal strips
response to Na+ and K+ were measured. WB had higher relative biomass than CB
when exposed to salinity stress. Under saline conditions, WB plants were able to
keep constant stomata density (SD) while SD significantly decreased in CB. The
higher SD in WB also resulted in higher stomatal conductance (gs) under saline
conditions, with gs reduction being 51% and 72% in WB and CB, respectively.
Furthermore, WB showed faster stomatal response to light, indicating their better
ability to adapt to changing environmental conditions. Experiments with isolated
epidermal strips indicated that CB genotypes have the higher stomatal aperture
when incubated in 80 mM KCl solution, and its aperture declined when KCl was
substituted by NaCl, indicating strong preference to KCl for stomatal operation in
CB. On the contrary, WB genotype had the highest stomata aperture being exposed
to 80 mM NaCl suggesting that WB plants may use Na+ instead of K+ for stomata
movements. Our data suggest that CB employ a stress-escaping strategy by
reducing stomata density, in an attempt to conserve water when grown under
salinity conditions. WB, on the contrary, is capable to utilize Na+ as a cheap
osmoticum for stomatal operation.
In conclusion, this work has demonstrated that stomatal traits and tissuetolerance mechanisms represent critical traits enabling plants adaptation to saline
environment. These traits should become a focus of future breeding programs
aimed to improve salinity tolerance in traditional crops.
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Chapter 1: Literature Review
1.1 Salinity
It is predicted that the world population will increase in excess of 9 billion by 2050;
thus, world food production has to be doubled by this year (Lal, 2010). While
agricultural production needs to be increased, various abiotic stresses affect crop
production. Salinity stress is among major environmental stresses that affects crop
production globally and it is estimated that around 950 million hectares of arable
land is affected by salt stress (Ruan et al., 2010). Considering this fact, it is
necessary to introduce new approaches to manage this main challenge (Hanin et al.,
2016). The increasing trend of Na+ affected lands can be decreased by reclamation
of saline lands and farm management practices. However, reclaiming saline soils
by engineering projects is not a cheap option and thus would not feasible. On the
other hand, improving salinity tolerance of crop plants, appears a more possible
approach (Bressan et al., 2013; Zorb et al., 2019). Designing plant breeding
program to enhance salinity tolerance in crops has great environmental and
economic advantages. Another potential strategy to cope with increased salinity
problem is to cultivate halophyte crops, which can resistant severe salinity stress
(Koyro et al., 2008).
1.2 Halophytes
Halophytes are small group of plants from different families that constitute 0.4%
of the total plants in the world. They are able to survive and complete their life
cycle under saline condition of more than 200 mM salt (Santos et al., 2016; Shabala,
2013).
Salinity tolerance mechanisms have extensively been studied in halophytes
during the past years (Bose et al., 2014; Flowers and Colmer, 2008, 2015; Shabala,
2013; Shabala et al., 2016; Shabala and Mackay, 2011). The results of these studies
have indicated there are various morphological, anatomical and physiological
differences between halophytes and glycophytes however, the primary
characteristic which differentiates halophytes from their counterpart is the ability
of halophytes to efficiently take away salt from active metabolic tissues. This
effective compartmentalisation ability is achieved through either an internal
mechanism (sequestration of salt into large vacuoles) (Bonales-Alatorre et al.,
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2013)or by secretion of excessive salt into external store such as epidermal bladder
cells (EBCs) or salt glands (Barkla et al., 2018; Dassanayake and Larkin, 2017).
1.3: What makes halophytes tolerant to salinity stress
Halophytes indicating complex responses to environmental stresses such as salinity
by employing a variety of tolerance mechanisms which includes biochemical,
physiological, and anatomical processes at both cell and whole plant levels (Fig.
1.1). Plant growth reduction under saline conditions is mainly due to osmotic and
ionic factors (Munns and Tester, 2008), and hence some of the most important
salinity tolerance mechanisms in halophytes to a large extent are based on ion
homeostasis. Given this fact, the salinity tolerance in plants is mostly associated
with the plant’s ability in minimizing Na+ content in the shoot or to deal with higher
concentration of Na+ once it has been accumulated in plant tissues. While the
physiological processes of salinity tolerance in traditional plants have been wellstudied, our knowledge of the underlying physiological and anatomical
mechanisms in halophytes is poor. Thus, much more research is required to fully
elucidate the salinity tolerance bases in halophytes.
1.4: Physiological mechanisms of salinity tolerance in halophytes
1.4.1: Osmotic adjustment
To maintain growth and produce new tissues, plants need positive turgor pressure
that is gained through osmotic adjustment. In this context Na+ concentration that is
below the toxic level can be beneficiary to the plant growth through a positive role
in osmotic adjustment by acting as a cheap osmoticum. It is well-known that
halophytes heavily rely on inorganic ions as cheap osmolytes to keep their cell
osmotic adjustment under salinity stress (Flowers and Colmer, 2015; Munns and
Tester, 2008; Shabala and Mackay, 2011). For example, the growth of quinoa
stimulated under 100 mM NaCl stress compared to the non-saline conditions
(Hariadi et al., 2011). Also, it has reported that quinoa uses Na+ as a cheap osmolyte
(Santa-Cruz et al., 1999; Shabala and Mackay, 2011) and 80-85% of osmotic
adjustment in young leaves in quinoa is achieved by means of accumulation of
inorganic ions (Na+, K+ and Cl-) under saline conditions (Hariadi et al., 2011).
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Fig. 1.1 The mechanisms of salinity tolerance in halophytes from cells to whole plant
level (Xu et al., 2016)

At the root level, to overcome high osmotic pressure resulted from excess
Na+ and Cl- ions in the root zone, they need to increase osmotic potential either
through synthesis of compatible organic solutes or by accumulating of inorganic
ions. Given the fact that de novo synthesis of organic compounds requires high
carbon cost (Raven, 1985), it is remarkedly beneficial to roots to adopt Na+ as a
metabolically cheap osmolyte for osmotic adjustment. To prevent this toxic effect
on root cells would be is to excrete these toxic ions and particularly Na+ into the
vacuoles of mesophyll cells (Shabala, 2013).
1.4.2: Vacuole sequestration
While prevention of Na+ from entry via limited root uptake is mostly represented
in glycophtes, Na+ exclusion from metabolic pathways and sequestration of
substantial amounts of this ion into the vacuole has been known as a primary
salinity tolerance strategy in halophytes (Flowers and Colmer, 2008; Munns and
Tester, 2008). The rationale behind this strategy is that halophytes species achieve
osmotic adjustment primarily by the accumulation of inorganic ions which are
energetically cheap rather than organic solutes which require high amount of
energy to be synthesised (Hariadi et al., 2011). Several plant membrane transporters
have primary roles in tolerance mechanisms to abiotic stress, and in this respect
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Na+ and K+ transporters have a vital role for tolerance to salinity (Schroeder et al.,
2013; Shabala et al., 2016). Plants are able to reduce the amount of Na+ content
through sequestration of Na+ out of cytoplasm via different ion transporters such as
tonoplast-localized Na+/H+ exchanger 1 (NHX1) (Blumwald and Poole, 1985). The
majority

of

NHXs

are

required

for

Na+

detoxification

through

compartmentalisation of this ion into the vacuole (Deinlein et al., 2014).
NHXs genes which encode cation/H+ antiporters have important roles in
mediating sequestration of K+ and Na+ ions into the vacuole (Bassil et al., 2011). It
has been recently shown in Arabidopsis that NHX1 and NHX2 ion transporters
have comparatively greater role in K+ homeostasis than in sequestration of Na+, and
thus it has been argued that other ion transporters than NHX1 and NHX2 control
the translocation of Na+ into the vacuole in this plant (Barragan et al., 2012). In
halophytic species, Suaeda salsa, it has been shown that SsNHX1 gene was upregulated under 500 mM NaCl in leaves and thus it was proposed that this Na+/H+
antiporter has an important role in conferring salinity tolerance in this species (Ma
et al., 2004).
The information on the role of NHXs transporters in quinoa is very scarce.
In this plant it is reported that CqNHX transcript level was significantly induced
under 300 mM salinity stress in both shoot and root tissues (Ruiz-Carrasco et al.,
2011). Over-expression of CqNHX was observed in all the studied accessions
except in one that the authors concluded that was because of the origin of that
accession and the fact it was considered as the most salt-sensitive accession.
1.4.3: Na+ exclusion from uptake
It is argued that neither halophytes nor glycophytes are able to tolerant high
concentrations of salt in their cytoplasm, due to ion toxicity and therefore, to deal
with high Na+ concentration plants have developed tolerance strategies (Munns and
Tester, 2008; Neumann, 1997; Tester and Davenport, 2003). In general, plants can
cope with high content of cytosolic Na+ by different means at root or shoot levels.
At root level, they can limit Na+ entry either through restricting Na+ uptake or
reducing Na+ loading into xylem and at shoot level plants are able to re-translocate
Na+ from the shoot or sequester this toxic ion into vacuoles (Munns and Tester,
2008). Given the fact that the unidirectional influx of Na+ is thermodynamically
passive and hence is not well regulated, the primary strategy for Na+ exclusion
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appears to be the prevention of Na+ loading into the xylem (Tester and Davenport,
2003). Sodium extrusion from the cytosol is achieved by plasma membrane Na+/H+
antiporter. It has been reported that in Arabidopsis SOS1 transporters are overexpressed in xylem parenchyma tissue (Shi et al., 2000; Shi et al., 2002) and
accordingly suggested that Na+ loading to the xylem in halophytic species is an
active process that needed over-expression of SOS1 Na+/H+ antiporters at the xylem
parenchyma tissue (Shabala and Mackay, 2011). Also, rapid Na+ loading into the
xylem at the early growth stages may be adopted strategy to deal with saline
conditions (Flowers and Colmer, 2015; Hariadi et al., 2011). Given the fact that
water uptake from saline root zone needed higher energy, rapid loading and uptake
of Na+ at the initial phases of growth may be beneficial for shoot osmotic
adjustment. It has been shown that transgenic barley plants with up-regulated
HvHKT2;1 gene had higher Na+ levels in the xylem and superior salinity tolerance
compared to wild type counterpart (Mian et al., 2011). It was suggested that the
capacity to translocate Na+ to the shoot was more limiting than accumulating and
sequestration of this ion in leaf tissue and therefore is a factor that limit salinity
tolerance in this crop (Mian et al., 2011). This finding also suggests the importance
of Na+ exclusion at the root level and also shows the vital role of SOS1 as a
transporter. In addition to the role of Na+ extrusion from the roots, SOS1
transporters also play an important role in long-distance Na+ transport through
regulation of Na+ loading into the xylem and Na+ retrieval from the xylem (Shabala
and Mackay, 2011; Shi et al., 2002).
1.4.4: ROS detoxification
Plants have developed defence systems against damaging effects of increased level
of ROS resulted from stressful conditions such as salinity by enzymatic and nonenzymatic antioxidant compounds (Munns and Tester, 2008). The increased
activity of enzymes such as glutathione peroxidases, superoxide dismutase,
glutathione, catalase and non-enzymatic antioxidants such as α-tocopherols,
ascorbic acid, and glutathione have been reported under saline conditions (Gill and
Tuteja, 2010). Also, other non-enzymatic antioxidants compound such as
carotenoids, polyols, soluble sugars, trehalose, and polyamines have been reported
that play a role in ROS regulation with more accumulation in halophytes (Bose et
al., 2014).
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Given the fact that halophytic plants have strategies to restrict the build-up
of toxic level of oxidative damage either through reducing ROS production or by
overexpression of enzymatic and non-enzymatic means, they experience less
damage resulted from ROS than crop plants (Bose et al., 2014; Gill and Tuteja,
2010). To this reason, the threshold of salt concentration needed to impose
oxidative damage appears to be higher in halophytes than glycophytes. The first
symptom of lipid peroxidation was observed in halophytes at salt concentration
higher than 150 mM where this salt stress level severally damages the majority of
glycophytes (Ozgur et al., 2013).
Halophytes are able to reduce the potential damage of oxidative stress
through synthesising protective compounds (e.g. proteins such as CP24 protein and
modification in fatty acid profile) which can stabilize the photosystems I and II and
as a result reduce the production of ROS (Peng et al., 2009; Sengupta and
Majumder, 2010). Such protective mechanisms have not been observed in crop
plants (Bose et al., 2014). As another defence line against oxidative damage,
halophytic plants are able to switch between various carbon fixation pathways, and
particularly switch to C4 and crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM) after being
imposed by salinity stress which enable them to reduce the production of ROS
(Bose et al., 2014). For instance, C3 halophyte species Portulacaria afra and
Mesembryanthemum crystallinum are able to alter their photosynthesis system to
CAM during salinity stress (Cushman and Bohnert, 1999).
1.5: Stomata as gatekeepers for gaseous exchange in plant
Plants need to efficiently balance gaseous exchange of leaf to maximize CO2 uptake
for photo-assimilation and to minimize water loss through transpiration. Although
the stomatal pores only represent less than 3% of total leaf surface (Chaves et al.,
2016; Hetherington and Woodward, 2003), they are responsible for about 95% of
total water loss in plants (Hedrich and Shabala, 2018).
Salinity stress severely impacts water balance in plants and stomata are the
“gatekeepers” responsible for all gaseous diffusion and thus show the ultimate
boundary line for regulating water relation in plants under saline condition. To this
fact, understanding the drivers of stomatal dynamics has a key role in predicting
plant responses under saline condition. Also, the fact that stomata play a major role
in plant water use efficiency (WUE), makes stomata a potential target for its
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alteration to enhance photosynthesis and transpiration (Chaves et al., 2016;
Hetherington and Woodward, 2003).
Stomata show a diverse range of morphological and anatomical differences
including shapes, sizes, and numbers across different plant species which in turn
have the potential to influence stomatal movement and, consequently, plant
photosynthesis capacity, stomatal conductance and WUE (Bertolino et al., 2019;
Chen et al., 2017). Although different stomatal properties such as behaviour,
patterning and morphology have an important influence on plant performance
(Bertolino et al., 2019; Lawson and Vialet‐Chabrand, 2019), there is little
information about how targeted alteration of stomatal characteristics affect
physiological responses in crop plants (Chaves et al., 2016) with no information on
halophytes. The question in this area that needs to be answered is that is there a
potential for manipulating stomatal properties of crop species to enhance WUE and
consequently crop productivity without a significant change in assimilation
capacity? Although stomata are not the only limiting factor for water loss by the
crop plants but they have a main role in this process and hence needs appropriate
considerations in this context. In respect to this fact, several approaches have been
attempted to improve photosynthesis rate and WUE with the focus on stomata.
1.5.1: Developmental stomata responses
Arguably, alteration of stomatal density could be a primary strategy by which plant
can control WUE. Alteration of stomatal density in crop plants with the aim of
improving WUE was first analysed decades ago in different breeding programs
which had a limited success (Casson and Hetherington, 2010; Shabala, 2013). The
hypothesis of those studies was that decreasing or increasing stomatal density
would, respectively, decrease or increase stomatal conductance. However, several
investigations have shown that this is a very complex approach. For instance,
stomatal density and distribution (sdd1-1) mutants in Arabidopsis resulted in plants
with a 250% higher stomatal density compared with wild-type counterpart (Berger
and Altmann, 2000). On the other hand, transgenic Arabidopsis plants
overexpressing SDD1 gene have a 40% less stomatal numbers compared with the
wild type (Von Groll et al., 2002). A comparative study of above Arabidopsis plants
revealed no difference in photosynthesis rate or stomatal conductance between the
sdd1-1 mutants, overexpressing SDD1 plants, and wild-type plants (Büssis et al.,
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2006) indicating that the lower stomatal density in the SDD1 plants was
compensated with increased aperture of stomata while in sdd1-1 plants the higher
stomata density was resulted in lower aperture. This result shows a negative
association between stomatal density and size (Hetherington and Woodward, 2003)
suggesting a plastic developmental response to changes in environmental
conditions (de Boer et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2014). It is noteworthy to mention that
the relation between stomatal density and size and the impact of these traits on
stomatal functions have recently received much attention (Franks and Farquhar,
2007). However, stomata size and density can be influenced by the growth
environment (Drake et al., 2013), thus the manipulation of stomatal density and
size studies should be with consideration of understanding the interactions between
stomatal density and size and the influence they can have on speed of stomatal
opening and closing.
Another important aspect of stomatal density and size alterations that needs
to be taken in consideration is that these characteristics may change due to genetic
factors or different environmental conditions. For instance, stomata density is
changed by different environmental factors such as light (Gay and Hurd, 1975) and
CO2 concentration (Gray et al., 2000).
1.5.2: Impact of stomatal patterning on gas exchange
In addition to investigations that have concentrated on the stomata density and size
on gas exchange, some studies have established the physiological importance of
stomatal patterning on water loss and CO2 uptake (Casson and Hetherington, 2010;
Hetherington and Woodward, 2003). There is advance understanding of molecular
mechanisms controlling stomatal patterning that provide the opportunity to
investigate the physiological impacts of stomatal parameters alterations on plant
performance. In the absence of studies on quinoa, stomatal development
investigations in Arabidopsis have been shown that this process is regulated by a
complex genetic network. It has been shown that bHLH (Basic Helix Loop Helix)
transcription factors such as FAMA, SPEECHLESS (SPCH), and MUTE together
with SCRM (SCREAM) or SCRM2 regulate the cell fate differentiation (Zoulias
et al., 2018). The activity of the bHLH transcription factors is controlled by an
intercellular signalling network including leucine-rich repeat receptor kinases
(LRR-RKs), peptide ligands, and a mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)
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cascade (Vaten and Bergmann, 2012). Additionally, the aforementioned signalling
pathway includes the secretory peptides epidermal patterning factors such as
epidermal patterning factor1 (EPF1), EPF2, and EPF-like 9 where EPF1 and EPF2
negatively control stoatal density (Hara et al., 2009). It has been indicated that while
EPF1 prevents stomatal clustering, EPFL9 promotes stomatal development (Hunt
et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2015). Understanding of these molecular mechanisms
provided an opportunity to generate many mutants e.g. mute, tmm, fama and spch
in which specific gene mutation has resulted in cell division and differentiation
alteration. These mutations resulting in stomatal pairing or clustering that in turn
changes the stomata and epidermal cells patterns (Lau and Bergmann, 2012). For
example, changes in the expression of the various epidermal patterning factor
family members influenced division and differentiation of stomatal and epidermal
cells as well as the spacing of cells (Doheny-Adams et al., 2012). In this regard,
double mutants of epf1 and epf2, indicated increases in stomatal density in plants.
1.5.3: Impact of stomatal anatomy on gas exchange
Besides physiological drivers that influence stomatal responses, their function is
also determined by anatomical traits. Theoretically, anatomical features of stomata
determine the maximum conductance (Dow et al., 2014) and these characteristics
also affect the speed of response.
Several investigations have argued that smaller stomata respond faster than
larger ones due to the fact that they have higher surface-to-volume ratios that allows
faster solute transport, results to faster guard cell turgor changes and a more rapid
movement (Chaves et al., 2016; Drake et al., 2013). However, it has also been
argued that stomatal movement is a mechanical process with a requirement of guard
cells to overcome the osmotic pressure imposed by the subsidiary cells. Hence,
stomatal opening is possible with a considerable decrease in turgor pressure of
surrounding subsidiary cells (Franks and Farquhar, 2007).
In addition to stomata size, the shape of guard cells and the presence of
subsidiary cells are other anatomical characteristics that influence stomatal
responsiveness of movement (Franks and Farquhar, 2007). For instance, on the
contrary to two kidney-shaped guard cells that have been identified in many plants,
grass species develop dumbbell-shaped guard cells that has been argued to have
successfully contributed to various environmental conditions and in particular in
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regions with variable water availability (Chen et al., 2017). Evidence of some
investigations have indicated that stomatal opening and closing in grasses is faster
than species with kidney-shaped stomata suggesting efficient stomatal regulation
in grasses (Haworth et al., 2018; McAusland et al., 2016; Vico et al., 2011). The
rationale behind this characteristic is that the dumbbell-shaped guard cells in grass
species needed small volume alteration to achieve stomatal opening (Hetherington
and Woodward, 2003) which eventually resulted in fast and efficient stomatal
movement. Furthermore, slow stomatal movement has negative consequences on
stomatal gas exchange where it leads to inefficient CO2 uptake when stomata are
open and also result in unnecessary water loss during closure of stomata
(McAusland et al., 2016). Based on this discussion, plant species with high stomata
response might gain higher WUE under fluctuating environmental conditions.
1.6: Anatomical mechanisms of salinity tolerance in halophytes
1.6.1: Succulency
Salinity tolerance in halophytes requires high tissue osmolality to overcome the
high osmotic pressure caused by salt in the root zone. To this reason, the majority
of halophytic plants avoid physiological drought caused by salinity stress through
the absorption of ionic solutes (Flowers and Colmer, 2015) to maintain a favourable
water potential gradient between the soil solution and the plant (McNulty, 1985).
In halophytic plants, succulency is an adaptive mechanism that has
contribution to the regulation of internal ion concentrations (Pessarakli, 2016). It
has been argued that succulency moderates the toxic effects of ions (Zeng et al.,
2018) that could be achieved by diluting of potentially lethal levels Na+ and Cl- in
plant tissues (Glenn and O'Leary, 1984). For example, it has reported that the
exposure of halophyte species such as Sarcocornia natalensis and Halosarcia
pergranulata to high concentrations of salt resulted in increased succulency of
these plants (Naidoo and Rughunanan, 1990; Short and Colmer, 1999).
Succulent halophytic species need salt for optimal growth and accumulate
ions such as Na+ and Cl− in their tissues for osmotic adjustment (Neumann, 1997;
Wang et al., 2009). For example, Arthrocnemum macrostachyum as a coastal
habitat succulent halophyte from the Chenopodiaceae family, had high ion contents
of 455 mmol kg−1 Na+ and 490 mmol kg−1 Cl− (Winter et al., 1976). Also, it is
reported that the stem-succulent halophyte, Haloxylon stocksii, had high shoot ion
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concentration which varied from 278 to 528 mmol Na+ kg−1 dry mass and 215 to
488 mmol Cl− kg−1 during the growing season. These high shoot ion contents may
serve as a strategy for osmoregulation. The role of increased ion contents is wellrepresented in ash content in halophytes. In an investigation with A.
macrostachyum it was shown that the ash content of plants increased from 35%
under the non-saline conditions to about 60% under 200 mM of salt stress (Khan et
al., 2005). As additional example, in Suaeda maritima, ion contents of plants
constituted of 27% and 45% of dry weight under non-saline and saline conditions,
respectively (Yeo and Flowers, 1980). In this regard, it has been argued that the
high content of ash which is resulted from the accumulation of ions is considered
as a major adaptive mechanism for osmotic adjustment in the Chenopodiaceae
family (Pessarakli, 2016).
Another advantage of succulency in halophytes is a greater water content in
these species where it has been shown that the water content of halophytic plants is
much higher than glycophyte species (Flowers and Colmer, 2008). The shoot water
content in A. macrostachyum was significantly higher under high salt stress
condition (200 to 600 mM NaCl) than under control condition, suggesting that
succulency was increased with an increase in salinity (Pessarakli, 2016).
Moreover, it has been hypothesised that the increase in succulency induced
by salinity stress also result in higher CO2 uptake of leaves due to the greater
internal surface area of the mesophyll relative to organ surface area (Zheng et al.,
2009). It was argued that the increased mesophyll area and succulence may play a
role in maintaining of high photosynthesis rates at moderate salinity levels (MoirBarnetson et al., 2016).
1.6.2: Salt glands as external salt sequestration structure in halophytes
A significant proportion of halophytes are able to sequester salt from their leaves
into the external store cells. This external anatomical feature called salt glands
(Dassanayake and Larkin, 2017; Liphschitz et al., 1974; Shabala et al., 2014).
Halophytic plants with this external secretion ability also called recreto-halophytes
which approximately including 370 species all over the world (Flowers and Colmer,
2008, 2015). In terms of structural perspective, salt glands originated from
epidermal cells and thus considered as specialized trichomes (Esau, 1965). From
functional perspective, salt glands have been categorised as exo-recretohalophytes
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which directly secrete salts to the surface of the leaf and endo-recretohalophytes as
plants that sequester salt into the vacuole of a specialized bladder cell (Ding et al.,
2010).
Based on the similarities among salt glands they have been categorised into
four groups (Dassanayake and Larkin, 2017). First group are salt bladders (also
called epidermal bladder cells) consisting of a large vacuolated cell without any
stalk cell or they may have one or two stalk cells. This kind of external salt store
are found only in Aizoaceae and Amaranthaceae plant families. The second type of
salt glands consisting multicellular structure ranging from 4 to 40 cells, with cells
commonly differentiated into collecting and secretory cells in a cuticle lined
structure. This group widely distributed among eudicots halophytic plants from
various families. The third group of salt glands are bicellular secretory hair-like
features with a basal cell and a cap cell that are present in chloridoid grasses. The
fourth structural type of salt glands are unicellular highly vacuolated secretory hairs
that are formed in Porteresia.
1.6.3: The role of epidermal bladder cells and in salinity tolerance of halophytic
plants
Epidermal bladder cells (EBC) is a unique structure that directly sequester toxic
ions such as Na+ and Cl- out of the plant and are present on stem and both abaxial
and adaxial leaf surfaces (Dassanayake and Larkin, 2017; Shabala et al., 2014).
EBC is composed of one bladder cell, without or with one or more stalk cells (Fig.
1.2).
The presence of EBC improves salinity tolerance in halophytes and this is
mainly due to the fact that EBCs volume has a significant proportion of total leaf
volume. It has been indicated in Mesembryanthemum crystallinum that Na+
concentration can reach to 0.4 – 1.2 M in EBCs under salinity stress (Barkla et al.,
2002; Oh et al., 2015) with similar amount for other halophyte plants. For instance,
it is reported that Na+ concentration in young leaves of Atriplex gmelini may reach
500 mM, with 80% of all accumulated Na+ stored in EBC (Tsutsumi et al., 2015).
This high role of contribution in Na+ dumping may come from the higher volume
of EBCs. For example, in M. crystallinum EBCs comprise up to 25% of the total
aerial volume under saline conditions (Barkla et al., 2002).
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Current study on EBCs of M. crystallinum has been indicated that EBCs do
not function as a passive external store place for salt as it was perceived before,
instead they have active metabolism in plant. It has been revealed that EBCs play

EBC

Stalk cell

200 μm

Epidermal
cell

Fig. 1.2 The structure of an epidermal bladder cell. The large balloon-like object shows
the typical structure of the salt bladder in quinoa. Na+ can be sequestered from mesophyll
into the EBC by stalk cell.

roles in accumulation of organic osmolytes, providing a secondary epidermal layer
to protect against water loss, protection of leaves against UV and also have a role
in energy generation, and stress signalling (Adolf et al., 2013; Barkla and VeraEstrella, 2015; Barkla et al., 2012; Jou et al., 2007; Oh et al., 2015). Comparison of
metabolic profile of salt-grown M. crystallinum plants with their control
counterparts revealed that 352 metabolites were differently expressed in EBCs
(Barkla and Vera-Estrella, 2015). Transcriptomic analysis of EBCs of M.
crystallinum also indicated EBC-specific salt adaptive responses under saline
conditions (Oh et al., 2015).
It has been argued that EBC function may change with leaf development.
For halophytic plants Aizoaceae and Amaranthaceae it is proposed that salt
compartmentalisation capacity of EBCs may be more critical function for young
leaves (Barkla and Vera-Estrella, 2015; Bonales-Alatorre et al., 2013), but as the
leaf matures and the EBC reaches its final volume, salt secretion content required
to be paused (Jou et al., 2007; Oh et al., 2015). Under this circumstance, the
aforementioned functions of EBCs may contribute more to plant survival under
stressful conditions such as salinity stress (Barkla and Vera-Estrella, 2015).
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1.6.3.1 Development of EBC
There is little information on molecular mechanisms of EBC or salt glands
formation and patterning in halophytes. The existing knowledge in Arabidopsis
indicates that trichome formation is the result of an interaction between
neighbouring epidermal cells which is controlled by a number of positive and
negative regulators (Pesch and Hulskamp, 2009; Shabala et al., 2014). Trichome
formation in Arabidopsis occurs initially in all leaf epidermal cells (Martin and
Glover, 2007) and is triggered by a transcription factor complex including Glabera1
(GL1), GL3, and THIOGLUCOSIDE GLUCOHYDROLASE (TTG) (Larkin et al.,
2003). This complex directly activates transcription of its inhibitors such as
Enhancer of triptychon and caprice2 (ETC2), Caprice (CPC), Triptychon (TRY),
and single-repeat R3 MYELOBLASTOSIS (MYB) transcription factor that is
subjected to protein movement to neighboring cells (Grebe, 2012) which result in
inactivating TTG1, GL3, GL1 complex there (Martin and Glover, 2007). This
process eventually prevents trichome formation in neighboring cells. The activator
transcription factor complex is also playing a role in directly activating of
transcription of GL2 which function as a downstream regulator of trichome
differentiation (Grebe, 2012). It also activates transcription of the mitosis inhibitor
SIAMESE (SIM) that is needed for endoreplication process. Based on the traveling
distance of the negative regulator, some epidermal cells will form trichomes, while
the remaining cell do not and thus a trichome pattern is generated. In Arabidopsis
it has been indicated by forward genetics studies that around 40 genes are involved
in cell differentiation and trichome formation (Martin and Glover, 2007; Pesch and
Hulskamp, 2009).
As in Arabidopsis the number of trichomes branches associated with the
ploidy level (Passardi et al., 2007), it has also been shown in M. crystallinum that
salinity stress induced endopolyploidy in EBCs with one or two additional rounds
of endoreduplication under saline condition (Barkla et al., 2018). It has been
suggested that this increase in cell size may contribute to salinity tolerance through
increasing the external store volume for Na+ sequestration. Thus, a similar
mechanism may be involved in quinoa where endoreduplication plays a key role in
EBC size in this plant.
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1.6.3.2 How is salt transported into the EBCs?
EBCs are external structure which act as an extra reservoir for toxic ions and they
required to have all the necessary metabolic pathways in place e.g. they need a
source of energy for their activities (Shabala et al., 2014). Current study of
comparison between salt responsiveness of transcriptomes from bladder bearing
leaves with bladderless leaves showed a low expression of genes related to
photosystem II in EBCs. It has also indicated that there were relatively few
chloroplasts in EBCs (Bohm et al., 2018) and therefore, they need external energy
source which is provided from leaf.
The simplified working model identified key transporters that play a role in
delivery of Na+ and Cl- to EBCs is shown in Figure 1.3 and details of the involved
transporters are discussed below (Brownlee, 2018). Based on the working model,
vacuole of EBC is the final destination of salt. To make this happen, salt has to be
transported from root to leaf and then be stored in EBC vacuole (Fig. 1.3). For Na+
and Cl- to be entered and accumulated in the vacuole of EBC, they need to pass
through plasma membranes and to be transported to the bladder cytoplasm. Large
vacuole of EBC is considered as a final destination of taken away salt from
photosynthetically active tissue of leaf and therefore, certain vacuolar membrane
transporters are needed for this function. To cross the plasma membrane, EBCs
need membrane transporters and there is sufficient information confirming that
SOS1 and HKT1 genes are primary players in Na+ transport across the plasma
membrane in plant (Shi et al., 2002; Waters et al., 2013). SOS1 is a Na+/H+antiporter that utilizes the proton-motive-force to transport Na+ out of the cell (Qiu
et al., 2002; Shi et al., 2000), and as a result the cytoplasm to be prevented from
reaching the toxic concentration of Na+. In quinoa, EBCs had a quite low level of
SOS1 transcripts compared to leaf whereas there was found high expression levels
of the sodium-permeable ion channel HKT1 in EBCs (Bohm et al., 2018; Brownlee,
2018). HKT-type channels have been found to mediate Na+-selective or a combined
K+/Na+ transport across the plasma membrane (Platten et al., 2006; Waters et al.,
2013). In case with EBC in quinoa, two co-orthologs of AtHKT1 namely
CqHKT1.1 and CqHKT1.2 were found in both leaves and EBCs (Bohm et al.,
2018). With the presence of Na+ and hyperpolarization of membrane, CqHKT1.2
mediated inward Na+ currents and the voltage-dependent Na+ channel is responsible
for loading this ion into the EBC. Some transporters such as NHX1 and ClC-c
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quinoa orthologs, which are characterised as vacuolar proton-coupled Na+ and
anion exchangers were highly up-regulated in EBCs and therefore, it has been
proposed that CqClC-c acts as a Cl-/H+ antiporter and uses the proton-motive-force
to compartmentalise Cl- into the EBC vacuole (Bohm et al., 2018; Brownlee, 2018).
1.6.3.3: Responsive genes for balancing the osmotic pressure in EBCs
As it has been mentioned above, under salinity stress NaCl content of EBCs can
reach up to 1 M and therefore, salt gradient must be balanced between the bladder
apoplast and cytoplasm on one side and cytoplasm and vacuole on the other

Fig. 1.3 Suggested roles of key identified ion and solute transporters responsible for
transportation of ions and compatible osmolytes from leaves to epidermal bladder cell
(EBC). Leaf epidermal cells move Na+, Cl- and compatible osmolytes via the stalk cell to
the EBC through co-ordinated action of different cation, anion and solute transporters
(Brownlee, 2018).

(Barkla et al., 2002; Shabala et al., 2014). Transportation of ions such as Na+ and
Cl- across the cytoplasmic layer of the EBC into the vacuole is most probably
buffered by the synthesis or uptake of osmo-protectant. These compatible
osmolytes play an important role to protect the cytoplasmic metabolism from the
toxic effects of toxic ions (Shabala and Mackay, 2011). It has already been revealed
that proline as a major organic osmolyte has a crucial role in balancing the osmotic
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adjustment and also providing shield against the toxic effects of toxic ions (Daum
et al., 2010). Furthermore, in a current study the role of proline in EBCs is further
investigated in quinoa and it has been indicated up-regulation of a ProT-type
proline transporter which mediates a proton-driven proline uptake. This indicates
that proline is transported from surrounding leaf cells into EBCs. This observation
has been further confirmed through over-expression of proline synthesis-related
genes in leaves under saline conditions (Bohm et al., 2018; Brownlee, 2018).
Additionally, CqProT transporter also has a role in transportation of GABA, which
is stress-related and have effects on plant channel activity (Shabala et al., 2014). It
was also reported higher content of GABA in EBCs could facilitate the rate of salt
loading into EBC and thus it could be suggested that CqProT has dual role of
providing proline as an osmolyte and regulating ion transport through GABA
(Ramesh et al., 2015)
In addition to proline as an organic osmolyte, K+ is the primary inorganic
osmolyte in the cytoplasm of plant species and it has a vital role in many metabolic
functions such as cytoplasmic homeostasis, maintaining membrane potential and
cell turgor and as a result plants need to take up K+ under saline conditions (Tada
et al., 2014). In the case with EBC of quinoa, it has been shown that two genes of
the high affinity plasma membrane high affinity K+ transporter (HAK/KUP/KT
family) up-regulated EBC (Bohm et al., 2018).
1.7: Salinity stress studies using omics technologies
Environmental stresses such as salinity and drought are largely affecting plant
growth and hence understanding plant responses to these stresses are very
important to enhance plant’s productivity under unfavourable condition (Munns
and Tester, 2008; Neumann, 1997; Pessarakli, 2016; Ruan et al., 2010; Shabala,
2013; Turkan, 2011; Zorb et al., 2019). Plant adaptation to these stresses occurs at
different biochemical, physiological, molecular and cellular levels (YamaguchiShinozaki and Shinozaki, 2006). In the post-genomics era, studies on
environmental stresses such as salinity has been developed with a diverse range of
omics sciences. Using functional genomics technologies such as metabolomics and
transcriptomics, comprehensive analyses have been conducted and our knowledge
of the complicated regulatory networks of plants under these stresses have
increased (Urano et al., 2010).
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Salinity stress responses in quinoa occur at different tissues among which
the EBCs specific processes are of particular importance because of the ability of
these cells to take out the salt from metabolically active leaf tissue. Previous studies
have been revealed that salinity stress alter various aspect of EBC such as
modification of metabolism and plasma membrane characteristics (Barkla et al.,
2012; Oh et al., 2015; Oh et al., 2010). It has also been shown that these alterations
are not caused by a single phenomenon but rather are generated by a combination
effects of various salt stress related pathway networks. These changes can also be
best analysed at the comprehensive levels through applying high-throughput
technologies such as transcriptome investigation (Petricka et al., 2012).
1.7.1: Metabolomics
It is estimated that there are around 200,000 metabolites within the plant kingdom
(Fiehn, 2002), however it should be taken into consideration that due to reasons
such as species-specific metabolites, rapid metabolite turnover, various metabolite
distribution between tissues and spatiotemporal determinants, it is difficult to detect
all the metabolites in a specific plant at any one time (Barkla and Vera-Estrella,
2015). Thus, using multiple analytical methods enable us to detect more
metabolites. Metabolomics approaches which have been combined with other tools
such as proteomics, genomics and transcriptomics provide this ability to understand
the association between phenotype and genome in an organism. This understanding
then can be associated with crop plants growing in adverse growth conditions to
produce genotypes of crops with capability of efficiently coping with unfavourable
environmental conditions such as salinity stress (Barkla and Vera-Estrella, 2015;
Benjamin et al., 2019).
Metabolomics is a fast-developing technology that has been extensively
used in plant stress studies. Depending on the questions need to be answered,
specific metabolomics approach such as metabolite profiling and targeted analysis
or a combination of these methods might be used (Kumari et al., 2015). For instance,
metabolomics approach has been applied to investigate oxidative (Zhou et al.,
2011), temperature (Kaplan et al., 2007), salinity (Kumari et al., 2015), and water
(Akashi et al., 2011) stresses or it has been used to study a combination of these
environmental stresses in plants (Cramer et al., 2007).
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Salinity stress results in severe osmotic and ion toxic disbalance which
cause detrimental alterations at different physiological and molecular levels in
cellular components (Munns and Tester, 2008; Neumann, 1997). Plants response
to these conditions through up and down regulation of a diverse metabolic
components that protect plants from detrimental effects of salt stress (Benjamin et
al., 2019; Shiri et al., 2015).
A broad-spectrum metabolite in response to salt stress has been determined
in various halophytes (Barkla and Vera-Estrella, 2015; Kumari et al., 2015). For
example, mono-, di-, oligo-, and polysaccharides such as glucose, fructose, sucrose,
trehalose, raffinose, and fructans; polyol compounds such as sorbitol, mannitol,
glycerol, inositol have been identified. Also, in amino acid group metabolites such
as proline and in methylated proline-related group, compounds such as methylproline, proline betaine, and hydroxyproline betaine pipecolic acid have been
determined (Kumari et al., 2015).
Benjamin et al. (2019) investigated the metabolomic profile of three
halophytic plants namely Salicornia brachiata, Suaeda maritima and Sesuvium
portulacastrum, under saline conditions. Metabolomics analysis of these plants
indicated that the species-specific salinity tolerance mechanism in each of these
species in adoption to saline conditions. It has been shown that several compounds
of well-known or novel metabolites have been determined as critical players in
mitigation to salinity stress across halophytic plants (Benjamin et al., 2019; Kumari
et al., 2015; Shiri et al., 2015).
In a combination study of applying GC-MS profiling with microarray
analysis, metabolic profile of Arabidopsis was compared with its halophytic
counterpart, Thellungiella halophila, and significant differences revealed in
metabolic contents of these plants (Gong et al., 2005). In general, Thellungiella had
a higher metabolite levels than Arabidopsis under both saline and non-saline
conditions. The results of this study also indicated that although Arabidopsis had
an increase in sucrose, proline content in under 150 mM NaC however, the response
of Thellungiella, was more complicated than Arabidopsis. In addition to having
higher levels of many metabolites under non-saline condition, Thellungiella also
showed alterations in other compounds such as sugars, sugar alcohols and organic
acids under saline condition (Gong et al., 2005; Lugan et al., 2010; Shiri et al.,
2015).
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Barkla and Vera-Estrella (2015) conducted a comprehensive global analysis
of the metabolites present in the EBC extract of facultative halophytic species M.
crystallinum through non-targeted metabolite profiling under saline conditions. The
results of this study determined 194 known and 722 total molecular features by
which 352 metabolites were significantly changed between saline and non-saline
conditions. Biochemical pathway enrichment analysis indicated that 13
biochemical pathways significantly enriched as defined in Kyoto Encyclopedia of
Genes and Genomes (KEGG). Further analysis revealed that a significant
proportion of the metabolites (more than 50%) that significantly changed in the
EBC, were categorised as compatible solutes including sugars, sugar alcohols,
protein and non-protein amino acids, and organic acids. This finding suggests that
EBC requires these metabolites for maintaining osmotic adjustment to balance the
accumulated salt. Altogether, by comparing the metabolic alteration in saline and
non-saline conditions the result of this metabolomics study confirmed large
changes in the EBCs of M. crystallinum.
1.7.2: Transcriptomic analysis
The perception of environmental stress and adaptive response induction has vital
importance in halophytes (Chantre Nongpiur et al., 2016; Deinlein et al., 2014;
Flowers and Colmer, 2015; Gong et al., 2005; Munns and Tester, 2008; Nikalje et
al., 2017). Adaptive responses in halophytes are modulated through wellcoordinated signalling pathway networks such as calcium signalling, ROS and
plant hormones (Nikalje et al., 2017). A transcriptome study which uses currently
developed sequencing technologies, represents a complete set of transcripts in
given tissue or specific cell, under certain physiological condition or in a specific
developmental stage. This kind of investigations provide information to interpret
the function of genes and indicates the molecular components of cells (Oh et al.,
2015; Oh et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2009). Additionally, transcriptomic studies
recognise different types of transcripts such as mRNAs and small RNAs which in
turn facilitate the identification of genes structure, post-transcriptional
modifications and splicing patterns as well as expression level quantification under
specific condition. Due to sensitivity and high-throughput of mRNA sequencing
technology, this is a method of choice for gene expression profiling and its
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instrumental capability in transcript abundance and discovery has been confirmed
(Trapnell et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2009).
Advances in sequencing technologies has provided this capability to move
to non-model plants to study molecular mechanisms of salinity tolerance (Turkan,
2011) thus, there is a possibility to address biological questions under unfavourable
conditions for many crop plants (Jha et al., 2019; Nikalje et al., 2017). This
advancement resulted in a significant progress in salinity stress information in
recent years using mRNA sequencing technology and many salt-stress responses
genes have been identified (Hanin et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2009).
Using transcriptome characterization and sequencing technology, (Huang
et al., 2012) argued that in terms of expressed genes under saline condition there is
a similarity among a variety of plants although they emphasised that there are
species-specific salt-responsive genes also existed. Several investigations have
been conducted to characterize the responsive genes in halophytes under saline
conditions and transcriptome analyses have revealed a number of pathways
associated with the salinity stress (Bressan et al., 2013; Joshi et al., 2019; Oh et al.,
2010). Also, a number of comparative genomics studies have been done between
halophytes and glycophytes and our understanding of Na transport and of salinity
tolerance mechanism has been increased (Nah et al., 2009; Oh et al., 2010; Taji et
al., 2004). Using deep sequencing technology, the genes regulatory network in ice
plant has been characterized under saline condition (Tsukagoshi et al., 2015). Using
mRNA database, the aforementioned study compared the gene expression of
Arabidopsis and ice plant and identified novel patterns of transcriptional responses
under high-saline condition. The critical finding of comparative investigations
between glycophytes and halophytes is that while most of the salt-responsive genes
are constitutively expressed in halophytes, they are salt inducible in glycophyte
plants (Nikalje et al., 2017).
An expressed sequence tags (ESTs) study has been conducted on EBCs to
compare the transcriptome profile under different treatments including
developmental states, diurnal cycles and stress intensity in M. crystallinum
(Cushman et al., 2008). In another RNA-seq study on this plant, significant
alterations have been identified in biological process such as signal transduction,
ion transport and also changes in carbon metabolism and metabolism related to
osmolyte accumulation (Oh et al., 2015). It was shown that there were specific
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transcriptomes related to EBC which in a number of precisely defined pathways
responded to salt, differing from canonical salt-stress responses. They argued that
this alterations in signalling and organelle functions likely resulted from
accumulation of osmolytes induced by salinity stress and significant anatomical
modification in EBCs (Oh et al., 2015).
Altogether, omics-based investigations suggest that EBCs have highly
active metabolism (Barkla and Vera-Estrella, 2015; Bohm et al., 2018; Brownlee,
2018; Oh et al., 2015; Shabala et al., 2014) and this is in contrary to the previous
views that EBCs as mere metabolically passive and considered these cells as a place
to keep components such as salt, and water (Lüttge et al., 1978).
1.8: Quinoa
Quinoa is a cultivated species of most economic importance of the family
Amaranthaceae (well-known for having the highest proportion of halophytes). This
plant is a facultative halophyte that shows remarkable durability under various
environmental stresses such as salt and drought (Adolf et al., 2013; Agarie et al.,
2007; Jacobsen, 2003) which allows its cultivation in a wide range of
environmental conditions. It has a very high tolerance to salinity stress well above
tolerance threshold of any glycophyte so that some accessions of this species can
tolerate salt concentrations identical to sea water (Jacobsen, 2003). Quinoa
cultivation has been reported that started for over 7000 years ago in the Andean
regions, which is known for its extreme conditions such as infertile soil and harsh
climatic conditions (Adolf et al., 2013; Jacobsen, 2003). In addition to its
outstanding ability to cope with various environmental stresses, quinoa is also
considered a super-food due to its nutritious values. The physiological and
molecular basis behind this significant salinity tolerance is not fully understood
however, it has been argued that quinoa may use several unique mechanisms in
order to acclimate to a saline environment (Wilson et al., 2002). Therefore, it has
been suggested that it is an interesting model plant for the identification of specific
ion transport processes mechanisms in halophytes under saline conditions.
Recognising the importance of quinoa, the genome of this plant has recently
been released (Jarvis et al., 2017; Zou et al., 2017) and it provides the possibility to
conduct more detailed studies of the molecular mechanisms underlying salinity
tolerance and identification of salt-responsive genes in this plant species.
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1.9: Research aims
Plants ability to grow under saline conditions depends on their tolerance to deal
with various osmotic, oxidative and ionic hurdles resulted from salt stress. It has
been shown that a high concentration of Na+ in the cytosol of both traditional plants
and halophytes is equally detrimental to their metabolism (Flowers and Colmer,
2008). Therefore, employing different strategies to tackle excess Na+ concentration
could be considered as the hallmark of salinity tolerance in plants and hence, it
requires understanding of salinity adaptation mechanisms.
Despite having high tolerance to salt stress, halophytic plants have not been
extensively used to study salinity tolerance mechanisms (reviewed in (Shabala,
2013). Also, studies investigating the salinity tolerance mechanism in halophytes
have concentrated on physiological or anatomical aspects with little focus being
given to the omics-based studies such as metabolomics, proteomics and
transcriptome.
EBCs are specialized structures in some of halophytic plants that provide
external store for toxic ions such as Na+ and Cl-, and hence understanding the
function of EBCs may eventually play an important role in transferring this ability
to crop plants. While there are limited studies focusing EBCs, it is argued that this
scarcity may have arisen from their occurrence on diverse taxa in ecologically
important plant families, but not economically valued as crop plants. Also, it is
suggested that this lack of information could be due to the difficulty in studying
EBCs as isolated cells in a low density in the leaf epidermis (Dassanayake and
Larkin, 2017).
Stomata also being another focus of this study. Although there have been
significant advances of understanding mechanisms that controlling stomatal
development and also the signalling pathways that regulate guard cells function in
glycophytes (Casson and Hetherington, 2010), much less is known in stomata in
halophytes (Hedrich and Shabala, 2018). In light with this fact a question on how
environmental variables and in particular salinity stress changes the basal stomatal
development pathway requires more studies. There are many questions related to
the stomata patterning as a component of the salt tolerance mechanism that have
not been answered. Given the fact that osmotic stress and toxic Na+ level negatively
affect stomatal parameters under saline conditions (Tavakkoli et al., 2012) the
question is that why are halophytes capable to optimise their stomata performance?
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Do halophytic plants have special stomata operation mechanisms that utilise under
saline conditions to cope with salt stress? How does salinity stress affect epidermal
cell differentiation which leads to either an increase or decrease in stomatal density?
To fill some of above discussed gaps in our knowledge, the current study
aimed to:
•

Investigate the role of EBC in salinity tolerance in quinoa and provide the
direct evidence by comparing the bladder-less quinoa with that of bladderbearing plants

•

Conducting RNA-sequencing analysis of EBC through comparing bladderbearing quinoa plants with those that EBCs were gently brushed under
saline and non-saline conditions. By doing this we focused on
understanding salt-induced transcriptome changes in EBC and leaf lamina,
as well as looking for proteins and ion transporters that likely are involved
in ion sequestration.

•

Evaluate the effects of salinity on EBC patterning in quinoa and correlate
the extent of variability in this trait with genetic variation in salinity stress
tolerance amongst the large number of accessions.

•

Investigate stomata patterning and development in a large number of
quinoa accessions and associate the extent of variability in stomata
characteristics with genetic variation in salinity stress tolerance.

•

Additionally, we aimed to investigate the difference in stomata operation
and patterning in barley as a glycophyte and to compare these traits
between wild and cultivated barley under saline condition. Understanding
of these mechanisms in barley as a salt-tolerant crop plant and in a
halophytic species would be beneficial to breeding programs through
introducing desirable physiological traits for screening for salinity
tolerance.
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Chapter 2: Epidermal bladder cells confer salinity stress tolerance
in the halophyte quinoa and Atriplex species 1

Abstract
Epidermal bladder cells (EBCs) have been postulated to assist halophytes in coping
with saline environments. However, little direct supporting evidence is available.
Here, Chenopodium quinoa plants were grown under saline conditions for 5 weeks.
One day prior to salinity treatment, EBCs from all leaves and petioles were gently
removed by using a soft cosmetic brush and physiological, ionic and metabolic
changes in brushed and non-brushed leaves were compared. Gentle removal of
EBC neither initiated wound metabolism nor affected the physiology and
biochemistry of control-grown plants but did have a pronounced effect on saltgrown plants, resulting in a salt-sensitive phenotype. Of 91 detected metabolites,
more than half were significantly affected by salinity. Removal of EBC
dramatically modified these metabolic changes, with the biggest differences
reported for gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), proline, sucrose and inositol,
affecting ion transport across cellular membranes (as shown in electrophysiological
experiments). This work provides the first direct evidence for a role of EBC in salt
tolerance in halophytes and attributes this to (1) a key role of EBC as a salt dump
for external sequestration of sodium; (2) improved K+ retention in leaf mesophyll
and (3) EBC as a storage space for several metabolites known to modulate plant
ionic relations.
2.1 Introduction
Halophytes constitute less than 0.4% of all land plants (Yuan et al., 2016). While
the precise definition of the term halophyte is still a matter of debate (e.g. (Flowers
and Colmer, 2008), in a broad sense, it defines plant species that naturally inhabit
saline environments and benefit from having substantial amounts of salt in the
growth media(Shabala, 2013). Consequently, in lay terms, they are often referred
to as ‘salt-loving plants’. Halophytes flourish under conditions that would kill 99%
1

This chapter has been published as: Kiani-Pouya A, Roessner U, Jayasinghe NS, Lutz A,
Rupasinghe T, Bazihizina N, Bohm J, Alharbi S, Hedrich R, Shabala S (2017) Epidermal bladder
cells confer salinity stress tolerance in the halophyte quinoa and Atriplex species. Plant Cell Environ
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of crop species, so are considered a viable alternative to conventional agriculture
in saline areas (Glenn et al., 2010; Panta et al., 2014; Ruan et al., 2010; Ventura et
al., 2015).
The superior salinity tolerance in halophytes is achieved via an orchestrated
performance of a large number of physiological mechanisms and anatomical and
morphological features(Adolf et al., 2013; Barkla and Pantoja, 1996; Bohnert et al.,
1995; Bressan, 2001; Flowers and Colmer, 2008; Ozgur et al., 2013; Shabala and
Mackay, 2011). Amongst the latter, the ability to secrete salt through specialized
leaf structures termed salt glands is arguably one of the most remarkable features
of halophytes, which is found in a large number of species from different families
(Flowers et al., 2015; Yuan et al., 2016). One type of salt gland is the epidermal
bladder cells (EBCs), which are modified trichomes (Shabala et al., 2014) of a
spherical shape, typically with an average diameter of 1 mm and a cell volume of
about 500 nL (Adams et al., 1998).
EBCs have long been suggested to play an important role in plant
performance under saline conditions. Some suggested roles include (i)
sequestration sites for excessive salt load; (ii) storage of metabolites; (iii) a
secondary epidermis for protection against UV radiation; (iv) external water
reservoirs and (v) a reservoir for reactive oxygen species (ROS)-scavenging
metabolites and organic osmoprotectants (Adams et al., 1998; Adams et al., 1992;
Agarie et al., 2007; Barkla and Vera-Estrella, 2015; Ibdah et al., 2002; Jou et al.,
2007; Oh et al., 2015; Rygol et al., 1989; Steudle et al., 1975). However, most of
these roles are postulations based solely on circumstantial evidence; they lack direct
experimental evidence. Hence, the question as to whether EBCs are essential for
salinity stress tolerance is not yet unequivocally answered.
To date, most studies on salt bladders were conducted on the inducible
crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM) plant Mesembryanthemum crystallinum. The
classical CAM physio-logical studies by Winter and co-authors in 1970s (e.g.
(Winter, 1973) and the subsequent research have provided a significant conceptual
advance in our understanding of various aspect of cell-specific regulation under
saline conditions (Barkla and Vera-Estrella, 2015; Barkla et al., 2012; Oh et al.,
2015). However, from both a physiological and biochemical point of view, M.
crystallinum plants are unique and have some features (e.g. a transition from C3 to
CAM metabolism under stress conditions and a pronounced succulency; (Adams
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et al., 1998; Adams et al., 1992) that are rarely found in any crop species. When
wild-type and M. crystallinum mutants lacking EBCs were confronted with salinity
stress, the EBC mutant showed a significant impairment in seed yield. However,
this impairment was not due to an inability of the bladderless mutant to sequester
salt in EBC as, contrary to expectations, shoots of wild-type plants had
approximately 1.5-fold higher Na+ and Cl- content than the mutant under saline
conditions (Agarie et al., 2007). De facto, these findings questioned the role of EBC
as an external storage space for the excess salt load. Thus, although extremely
interesting, these observations do not prove a direct role for salt bladders as a
component of the plant’s salt tolerance mechanism. Moreover, given the previously
mentioned unique physiological and anatomical features of M. crystallinum, it is
rather difficult to translate these findings into breeding concepts for salt tolerance
in traditional crops.
Over the last decade, our research has focused on Chenopodium quinoa.
This recretohalophyte C3 species has become a pseudo-cereal plant of a high
economic value. It possesses a combination of highly orchestrated physiological
traits that confer its superior salinity stress tolerance (Adolf et al., 2013; Hariadi et
al., 2010; Jacobsen, 2003; Shabala et al., 2014; Shabala et al., 2013). Moreover, the
simple anatomy of the C. quinoa EBC complex makes it an ideal model for
studying mechanism of salt sequestration in salt bladders (Shabala et al., 2014).
Early studies have shown that quinoa plants rely on both external (salt bladders)
and internal (mesophyll cell vacuoles) Na+ sequestrations (Bonales-Alatorre et al.,
2013). Younger plants with higher EBC density and underdeveloped vacuoles in
mesophyll cells rely predominantly on bladder-based sequestration mechanisms,
while old leaves retain Na+ in the leaf cell vacuoles (Bonales-Alatorre et al., 2013).
In this study, we used C. quinoa plants to provide direct evidence for a role of EBC
in salinity stress tolerance. Our underlying working hypothesis was 2-fold. Firstly,
we assumed that EBC operate as external Na+ storage and their removal should
increase the salt load in the leaf lamina, so affecting plant performance under saline
conditions. Secondly, we hypothesized that EBC may preferentially accumulate
certain metabolites that are known for their ability to modulate plant ionic relations.
Indeed, it was shown earlier that some of so-called ‘compatible solutes’ could
possess a strong ability to block ion channels mediating plant ionic homeostasis
(e.g. the role of choline in vacuolar Na+ sequestration, which originates from its
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ability to block slow vacuolar channels; Pottosin et al. 2014, or improved K+
retention in plant tissues treated with exogenous glycine betaine; Cuin and Shabala
2005). In addition, some compatible solutes also act as scavengers of reactive
oxygen species (ROS; (Peshev et al., 2013; Smirnoff and Cumbes, 1989), so if
accumulated in high concentrations, may potentially prevent ROS-induced changes
in the activation of a broad range of Na+, K+ and Ca2+ permeable ion channels (see
(Demidchik and Maathuis, 2007) for a review).
Here, we show that the removal of EBC results in a salt-sensitive growth
phenotype. We also demonstrate that when exposed to salinity stress, C. quinoa
undergoes a significant shift in its metabolite profile and that EBC removal impacts
upon metabolite homeostasis in the leaf lamina. Comparing salt-induced metabolic
and ionic changes, we discuss the transporters likely involved in ion sequestration
in the EBC.
2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Plant materials and growth conditions
Three plant species, quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa), its close relative Chenopodium
album and Atriplex lentiformis were used in this study. The quinoa seeds were a
gift from Prof SE Jacobsen (University of Copenhagen, Denmark). Atriplex seeds
were obtained from Wildseed Tasmania (Sorrel, Australia), and C. album seeds
were obtained from Rühlemann’s Kräuter & Duftpflanzen (Horstedt, Germany).
Plants were grown from seed in 20 cm diameter pots filled with standard potting
mix (Chen et al., 2007), under temperature-controlled glasshouse conditions (mean
day/night temperatures 26/20 °C; humidity 65%; day length 15 h) at the University
of Tasmania in Hobart, Australia, between November 2015 and March 2016. Ten
seeds were sown in each pot and later thinned to leave four uniform plants per pot.
Experiments were organized in a completely randomized design, with each
treatment including at least four pots (with four plants in each). Of these six to eight
uniform plants were later selected for sampling. All experiments were replicated
three times and showed consistent results.
2.2.2 Experiments with intact plants (experiment 1)
Quinoa plants were grown for 5 weeks under control conditions. One day prior to
the commencement of salinity stress, EBCs of all leaves were gently removed from
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both sides of the leaf by using a soft cosmetic brush (Fig. 2.1A,B). In addition, all
the EBCs were removed on the stem and petioles. Plants were then irrigated with
400 mM NaCl for 5 weeks (Fig. 2.1D). As new leaves emerged, EBCs were
removed from the leaf surface and petioles on a regular basis (3–4 times per week)
until the experiment was stopped and plants harvested for analysis (Fig. 2.1D). All
lateral buds were also removed on a regular basis. Three types of measurements
were conducted for both control and salt-treated plants: (1) non-brushed (intact)
leaves (abbreviated here as NBr); (2) leaves that were brushed shortly before
commencing the salt stress (abbreviated as Br) and (3) leaves that were not brushed
during the salt exposure but from which EBCs were removed prior to elemental
analysis (abbreviated as NBr-Br) (Fig. 2.1D).
2.2.3 Experiment with decapitated plants (experiment 2)
Plants were grown until seven-leaf stage under control conditions prior to
commencement of treatments (~5 weeks for C. quinoa and C. album and ~8 weeks
for A. lentiformis). At the seven-leaf stage, the shoot apex was excised (chopped
off), leaving six leaves remaining on the plant’s shoot (Fig. 2.1C). Then, the EBCs
of all the remaining leaves were gently brushed from both the upper and lower
surfaces of leaves by using a soft cosmetic brush (Fig. 2.1B). Salinity stress was
then imposed as described in the earlier section, and all the emerging lateral buds
were removed on a regular basis, keeping the number of leaves constant during the
entire experiment.
2.2.4 Physiological assessment
The fresh weight (FW) of the shoot biomass was determined immediately after
harvest. Dry weights (DW) of the plants were measured after drying the plants in
an oven at 65 °C for 72 h. Leaf chlorophyll content was measured (in arbitrary units)
by the Minolta Special Products Analysis Division (SPAD)-502 meter (Konica
Minolta Sensing, Tokyo, Japan). Net CO2 assimilation (Pn) and stomatal
conductance (Gs) were measured by using the LiCor 6400 gas exchange system
(Lincoln, NE, USA) under full sunlight (around mid-day) under glasshouse
conditions. All measurements were carried out on the mid-portion part of the
topmost leaves in chopped plants and on the young fully expanded leaves in nonchopped plants. For plant nutrient analysis, two types of measurements were
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conducted. In the first, approximately 0.1 g of dry matter was added to 7 mL of
nitric acid and microwave-digested for 40 min. The digested material was diluted
to a final volume of 15 mL, and leaf Na+ and K+ content was measured by using
Flame Photometer (PFP7, Jenway, UK). In the second set of measurements, a
freeze–thaw method (Cuin et al., 2009) was used. Appropriate leaves were
collected, placed in Eppendorf tubes and immediately placed in a -18°C freezer.
Before measurement, the samples were thawed and hand-squeezed to extract all the
sap. The collected sample was thoroughly mix and measured for its K+ and Na+
concentration (in mM per water basis) by using flame photometry as described
earlier. Chloride concentration in the squeezed samples was measured by using Clselective microelectrodes using the Microelectrode Ion Flux Estimation (MIFE)
system (see details in the succeeding texts).

Fig. 2.1 Details of experimental design used in this study. Br – brushed leaves; NBr – nonbrushed leaves; NBr-Br – leaves that were non-brushed during salt exposure but from
which EBCs were removed prior to elemental analysis. (a and c) Cartoons illustrating two
types of experiments conducted (on intact and decapitated plants, accordingly). (b)
Chenopodium quinoa leaf with EBC removed from one half of the leaf. (d) A summary of
treatment and sampling protocols. The scale bar in is 1 mm.
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To determine the variability of physiological measurements, the
experimental data were subjected to analysis of variance (SAS Institute, Cary, NC,
USA). The least significant difference (LSD) at P = 0.05 probability level was used
to compare means between the treatments.
2.2.5 Metabolite extraction
For each sample, approximately 100 mg of leaf was harvested and immediately
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at 80°C until freeze-drying, which was carried
out using Alpha 1–2 LD plus (Martin Christ, Osterode, Germany). Aliquots(10 mg)
of homogenized, freeze-dried leaf material were transferred to Eppendorf tubes and
accurate weights were recorded. Methanol (MeOH, 500 μL) containing the internal
standards (D-Sorbitol-13C6 (0.02 mg/mL) and L-Valine-13C5,15 N (0.02 mg/mL),
Sigma Aldrich (Australia)] was added to the sample tubes. The samples were
vortexed, then incubated in a Thermomixer at 70°C with a mixing speed of 850
rpm for 15 min, followed by a 15 min centrifugation at 13,000 rpm (15, 900 x g).
The MeOH supernatant was transferred into a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube and set aside.
Water (500 μL, Milli Q grade) was added to the remaining sample pellet and
vortexed before being centrifuged for 15 min at 13,000 rpm (15, 900 g). The
supernatant was removed and combined with the MeOH supernatant (supernatant
‘A’). This supernatant was used for gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–
MS) untargeted and targeted analysis.
2.2.6 Derivatization for GC–MS analysis
Derivatization for GC–MS analysis was carried out as described in Dias et al. (Dias
et al., 2015). The derived sample was then left for 1 h before 1 μL was injected onto
the GC column using a hot needle technique. Splitless and split (1:10) injections
were performed for each sample.
2.2.7 Untargeted GC–MS analysis
Untargeted GC–MS analysis and data analysis were carried out as described in Hill
et al. (2015).
2.2.8 Quantification of sucrose and inositol using GC–MS
An aliquot of supernatant ‘A’ was further diluted 10-fold with 50% MeOH, and
aliquots of 100 μL from the 10-fold diluted supernatant were transferred to clean
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Eppendorf tubes and dried under vacuum by using a Rotational Vacuum
Concentrator (RVC 2-33 CD plus, John Morris Scientific, Pty Ltd, Melbourne,
Australia). Sucrose and inositol were quantified as described in Dias et al. (2015).
Calculated concentrations (concentrations based on response of standards and their
expected concentrations) were exported, and the final concentrations were
expressed in mM on a FW basis.
2.2.9 Quantification of gamma-aminobutyric acid and proline using liquid
chromatography–mass spectrometry
Quantification of gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and proline was performed
as described in Boughton et al. (Boughton et al., 2011). Calculated concentrations
(concentrations based on response of standards and their expected concentrations)
were exported, and the final concentrations were expressed in mM on a FW basis.
2.2.10 Statistical and further data analysis
Statistical analysis (Student’s t-test including Benjamini–Hochberg False
Discovery Rate correction, Partial Least Square Discriminant Analysis (PLSDA)
and heat map in combination with hierarchical cluster analysis) of untargeted GC–
MS was generated through the web-based, open-source metabolomic data analysis
tool Metabo Analyst version 3.0. To generate PLSDA score plots, area responses
for all features detected are normalized to the FW and internal standard before
uploading into Metabo Analyst. Normalized responses were log10 transformed to
achieve normal distribution. The 2-D PLSDA scores plot (Fig. 2.7A) were
performed based on the sample group information provided and selected PC
component 1 and component 2. Heat maps were generated from GC–MS data (Fig.
2.7B).
GC–MS untargeted data were mapped on an author-created metabolite
network of the primary metabolism via the built-in graph editor in VANTED
(http://vanted.ipk-gatersleben.de/) (Junker et al., 2006). The bar charts indicate
relative response per metabolite from control non-brushed and salt-treated nonbrushed leaves (Fig. 2.6).
2.2.11 MIFE electrophysiology
Net ion fluxes were measured from quinoa leaf mesophyll and stalk cells by using
the Microelectrode Ion Flux Estimation (MIFE, University of Tasmania, Hobart,
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Australia) technique. The full details on the principles and methods of this
technique are available in our previous publications (Chen et al., 2007; Shabala et
al., 2006). Commercially available liquid ion exchangers K+, Na+ and Cl- cocktails
were used (catalogue numbers 60031, 71747 and 24902, respectively, all from
Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA). Youngest fully mature quinoa leaves were
harvested from 5-week-old plants, grown under ambient light in a temperaturecontrolled glasshouse (between 19°C and 26°C and average humidity of
approximately 65%) at the University of Tasmania. Seeds were sown in 2 L plastic
pots filled with standard potting mix and irrigated with either water (for mesophyll
measurements) or 100 mM NaCl (for stalk cell measurements).
For K+ flux measurements in the mesophyll, the abaxial epidermis of
youngest fully mature quinoa leaves was removed by using fine tweezers, and leaf
segments of ~5–8 mm were cut and left floating (peeled side down) overnight in
buffered Tris/MES basal salt medium (BSM: 0.5 mM KCl, 0.1 mM CaCl2, pH 5.5)
solution to eliminate possible confounding wounding effects. The following day,
leaf segments were immobilized in the measuring chamber containing either 4 mL
of buffered Tris/MES BSM or 4 mL of buffered Tris/MES BSM with the addition
of 8 mM sucrose for 1.5 h prior to the measurements. Ion fluxes were measured
under control conditions for 5 min, and then the hydroxyl-radical generating
(Demidchik, 2003) Cu/ascorbate mixture (0.1/0.3 mM) was applied by pipetting
and mixing the required volume of stock solutions into the bathing solution.
For Cl- and Na+ flux measurements in stalk cells, the petioles of youngest
fully mature quinoa leaves were excised and immobilized in the measuring
chamber containing 4 mL of BSM (0.5 mM KCl, 0.1 mM CaCl2, pH 5.5) for 1.5 h
prior to measurement. Ion fluxes were then measured under control conditions for
5 min, then 5 mM GABA was applied by pipetting and mixing the required volume
of stock solutions into the bathing solution. For mock controls, the same amount of
BSM solution was added to the chamber.
2.3 Results
Gentle removal of EBC does not affect the physiology and biochemistry of quinoa
plants.
To study the role of epidermal bladder cells in salt tolerance of C. quinoa
plants, these trichome-like structures were removed with a soft cosmetic brush.
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Such a mechanical disturbance to plant tissues could activate a broad array of
mechano-sensing channels (Monshausen and Haswell, 2013), thus potentially
result in significant changes in the growth patterns of plant organs by the process
termed thigmo-morphogenesis (Coutand, 2010).
Nonetheless, in our hands and in the absence of salt stress, removal of EBC
by a gentle brushing did not result in any obvious growth phenotype (Fig. 2.2A,B).
Both brushed and non-brushed plants had the same FW and dry weight (DW) (Fig.
2.2C). While non-brushed plants had slightly a greener appearance to the naked eye
(Fig. 2.2B), there was no significant (at P < 0.05) difference in the leaf chlorophyll
content between treatments (measured as SPAD value; Fig. 2.2D). In addition,
similar between brushed and non-brushed leaves (P > 0.05) were net CO2
assimilation rates (Pn; Fig. 2.2F) and stomatal conductance (Gs; Fig. 2.2G). Thus,
the previously mentioned visual difference is most likely explained by different
light reflective properties of the leaf surface (albedo effect) due solely to the
presence or absence of bladder cells. We also compared leaf K+ content between
treatments. No statistically significant difference in leaf content was found between
brushed and non-brushed leaves (Fig. 2.2E) for this major cationic osmolyte. To
study brushing effects on the leaf metabolism, we monitored the metabolic profiles
by using GC–MS (Table S2.1 in the Supporting Information) but did not find
significantly (P < 0.05) altered levels of amino acids, sugars or sugar alcohols. Thus,
the unique anatomy of the epidermis–stalk cell–EBC complex (Fig. S2.1 in the
Supporting Information) of predetermined breaking zone/junction allows EBC to
be removed without the bulk of leaf being disturbed. Therefore, under control
conditions, the removal of salt bladders by gentle brushing of the leaf surface seems
not to induce any damage or cause thigmo-morphogenetic effects.
As a ‘negative control’ and in order to ensure sensitivity of the metabolite
profiling method, we also removed EBC in more ‘cruel ways’ by rubbing the leaf
surface with fingers. Such removal does result in an altered plant phenotype (Fig.
S2.2), with brushed plants being more stunted and having (Fig. S2.2A) smaller
leaves (Fig. S2.2B). None of these plants were used in further studies.
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Fig. 2.2 The gentle removal of EBC does not alter plant phenotype (a and b) or have any
significant impact on its agronomical or physiological characteristics in Chenopodium
quinoa plants grown under control conditions. (c) Shoot fresh (FW) and dry (DW) weigh;
(d) chlorophyll content (SPAD readings); (e) leaf K+ content; (f) net CO2 assimilation, Pn;
and (g) stomatal conductance, Gs. Data are mean ± SE (n = 5 to 8). The scale bar is 5 cm.

2.3.1 Removal of EBC results in a salt-sensitive phenotype
The effect of gentle brushing became visible, however, for plants grown under
saline (400 mM NaCl for 5 weeks) conditions (Fig. 2.3), showing significantly (P
< 0.05) smaller biomass (Fig. 2.3C).
We then looked at how the presence of EBC affects the accumulation of
Na+, K+ and Cl- in the leaf lamina. To do this, we brushed EBC (containing
accumulated salt) off salt-grown plants immediately prior to analysis (abbreviated
as NBr-Br in Fig. 2.3) and compared Na+, K+ and Cl- contents in the leaf lamina
with those where EBCs were removed prior to the imposition of salinity stress (Br
treatment). Our working hypothesis was that NBr-Br leaves should have less Na+
and Cl- (the two components of salt) accumulated in leaf lamina as they possessed
the capability to sequester a large part of the salt load into EBC during plant growth.
Indeed, this appeared to be true; plants that had EBC during exposure to salinity
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accumulated only ~60% of both Na+ and Cl- in their leaf lamina compared with
plants from which EBC were removed before NaCl treatment (Fig. 2.3D,E).
Brushed plants also had nearly 50% lower potassium content in leaves compared
with non-brushed counterparts (Fig. 2.3F). This suggests that about 50% of the total
K+ and 40% Na+ and Cl- taken up by leaves are stored in EBC.

Fig. 2.3 Removal of EBC from salt-grown Chenopodium quinoa plants results in a saltsensitive phenotype (a–c) and has a major impact on ionic relations in leaf lamina. (a and
b) Typical images of brushed (Br; with EBC removed prior to salt stress onset) and intact
(non-brushed; NBr) quinoa plants grown for 5 weeks at 400 mM NaCl. (c) Shoot fresh
(FW) and dry (DW) weight, (d) leaf Na+ content and (e) leaf sap K+ concentration. Data
are mean ± SE (n = 5 to 8). Data labelled with different lowercase letters are significantly
different at P < 0.05. The scale bar is 5 cm.

Next, we tested how does the plant responds when either the bladders were
removed from developing leaves or when we prevented the generation of new,
growing young leaves. The rationale behind this study was that in intact plants, the
removal of EBC might potentially impact upon formation and development of new
leaves; in decapitated plants, this developmental aspect was eliminated. To answer
this question, the shoot apex from 4-week-old plants was removed to have just a
fixed number of leaves (Fig. 2.2C). Brushing of EBC under saline conditions again
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resulted in a salt-sensitive phenotype (Fig. 2.4A), with both FW and DW and leaf
surface area being significantly bigger in non-brushed plants (Fig. 2.4B-D). Similar
to the trend with plants possessing an apex, we found that bladder-free individuals
accumulated ~410 mM Na+ in the leaf lamina compared with only 270 mM in those
allowed to have EBC operating as salt dumps (e.g. 30% increase; Fig. 2.4E).

Fig. 2.4 Salt-sensitive phenotype resulting from the gentle removal of EBC from leaves of
decapitated Chenopodium quinoa plants (in which shoot apex was removed to have just a
fixed number of leaves). (a) Typical images of brushed and non-brushed plants, shoot fresh
(b) and dry (c) weight of control and salt-grown plants, (d) leaf surface area and (e) leaf
sap Na+ content. Data are mean ± SE (n = 5 to 8). Data labelled with different lowercase
letters are significantly different at P < 0.05. The scale bar is 5 cm.

To confirm the role of bladders, we performed brushing experiments with
another halophyte species that has rather dense EBC (Fig. S2.3), Atriplex
lentiformis. As with C. quinoa observations, removal of EBC resulted in a saltsensitive phenotype in A. lentiformis (Fig. 2.5A-C), with brushed plants
accumulating more Na+ (Fig. 2.5E) and having reduced biomass under saline
conditions (Fig. 2.5D). As a negative bladder control, we used C. album, a close
relative of C. quinoa. The ecotype we selected had very few EBC on the leaf surface
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(and only in very young leaves; Fig. S2.3), thus cannot rely on Na+ sequestration
in EBC as a dominant tolerance mechanism. As expected, brushing of the leaf
surface of bladderless C. album did not result in a salt-sensitive phenotype (Fig.
S2.4A,B), and no significant (at P < 0.05) difference in leaf Na+ content was
observed between brushed and non-brushed plants (Fig. S2.4C).

Fig. 2.5 Effect of EBC removal on growth and physiological characteristics of Atriplex
lentiformis plants. (a–c) Typical images of brushed and non-brushed plants grown under
control and salt conditions. (d) Shoot fresh weight; (e) leaf Na+ content. Br – brushed leaves;
NBr – non-brushed leaves; NBr-Br – leaves that were non-brushed during the salt exposure
but from which EBC were removed prior to elemental analysis. Data are mean ± SE (n =
5 to 8). Data labelled with different lowercase letters are significantly different at P < 0.05.

2.3.2 Salinity induces pronounced changes in leaf metabolic profile
Salt-grown plants need to adjust osmotically to hyperosmotic conditions. Under
such a scenario, salt tolerant plants take up salt and store it in the vacuole. Thus, we
hypothesized that they will also need to synthesize metabolites to serve as
compatible solutes that would compensate in the cytoplasm for the rise in vacuole
osmolality due to the increased Na+ and Cl-. Using GC–MS, we analysed the salt
and bladder-dependent change in C. quinoa leaves. We detected 91 metabolites in
leaves with EBC, grown in control and salt treatments (Table 2.1; Fig. 2.6). Of
these, more than half of the metabolites (50) were statistically significantly affected
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upon salt treatment (based on Student’s t-test P < 0.05), while 46 remained
significant following False Discovery Rate correction using the Benjamin–
Hochberg method (Chong et al., 2015). Among them, six amino acids, 11 organic
acids, 13 sugars and sugar

alcohols and 17 unidentified

metabolites were

significantly changed. Most amino acids such as proline (16.79-fold), glycine
(8.38-fold), phenylalanine (4.09-fold), serine (3.51-fold) and glutamate (1.59-fold)
were significantly increased. Aspartate was the only amino acid that decreased
( 8.26-fold). Interestingly, apart from succinate and nicotinate, which did not
significantly change, 10 organic acids significantly decreased (between 32.78-fold
and 1.71-fold) and with only one (mucic/saccharate) being increased (1.99-fold).
Three sugars increased, threitol (2.36-fold), rhamnose (1.52-fold) and inositol
(1.61-fold). Three sugar acids and one sugar alcohol decreased, erythronate ( 1.67fold), threonate ( 4.13-fold), galactonate ( 2.54-fold) and arabitol ( 1.65-fold). Two
sugar phosphates decreased, glucose-6-phosphate ( 5.34-fold) and fructose-6phosphate ( 3.59-fold). There were also significant decrease in primary sugars
including xylose (3.60-fold), maltose (6.37-fold), glucose (13.80-fold) and sucrose
(1.93-fold). In addition, monomethylphosphate (7.76-fold) and cytosine (1.74-fold)
significantly decreased (Table 2.1).
2.3.3 Removal of EBC affects plant metabolic adaptation to salinity
Removal of EBC of plants grown in control conditions did not alter the metabolite
profile (Table S2.1). When the metabolic profile of salt-grown bladderless leaves
was compared with their bladder-bearing counterparts, pronounced differences
were observed (Table S2.2 and Fig. 2.7A,B). Using GC–MS, we identified 11
known and 5 unknown metabolites, which were significantly different in salttreated leaves with EBC removed (Table S2.2) compared with salt-treated intact
leaves. Interestingly, all significantly changed metabolites decreased in leaves with
EBC removed, which we confirmed with quantitative GC–MS and liquid
chromatography (LC)–MS assays: GABA content dropped from 1.5 ± 0.199 to 0.5
± 0.17 mM (–3-fold), proline and inositol from 2.75 ± 0.13 to 1.3 ± 0.26 mM (–
2.12-fold) and from 0.31 ± 0.3 to 0.25 ± 0.05 mM (–1.24-fold), respectively.
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Table 2.1 Comparison of GC–MS untargeted metabolite profiles of non-brushed leaves
with and without salinity treatment
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Table 2.1 continued

CNB = control non-brushed; TNB = treated non-brushed. Data are presented as x-fold with
CNB set to 1 (n = 5). The blue cells indicate statistical significance determined with
Student’s t-test (P > 0.05), and the green cells indicate statistical significance following
Benjamin– Hochberg False Discovery Rate correction.

At the same time, the sucrose content increased from 0.27 ± 0.01 mM in samples
with EBC to 0.86 ± 0.27 mM (3.19-fold). Besides the latter metabolites, GC–MS
analysis revealed relative changes for another amino acid; aspartate (–2.82-fold),
four organic acids; citrate (–2.59-fold), glycolate (–1.72-fold), oxalate (–6.25- fold)
and threonate (–3.68-fold). Only two sugar phosphates decreased; glycerol-3phosphate (–2.28-fold) and inositol-1- phosphate (–2.17-fold). Threitol was the
only sugar that increased in salt-treated leaves with EBC removed compared with
intact salt-treated leaves (1.77-fold). There was also a decrease of kampferol (0.33fold) and uracil (0.29-fold).
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Fig. 2.6 Pathway map of metabolite differences between control and salt-treated intact
quinoa leaves (with EBC present). Metabolic pathway and graphs were created using
VANTED (Junker et al., 2006). The bars represent control (green) and salt treated (blue)
(n = 5).
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PLSDA and unsupervised Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA) combined
with Heat Map Analysis are routinely used methods for visualization of metabolite
profiling data and were applied to our samples to ascertain the overall patterns of
metabolite profiles as determined with untargeted GC–MS (Fig. 2.7A,B). An
analysis of GC–MS data revealed a clear separation between intact salt-treated
leaves and salt-treated leaves with EBC removed. The score plots (Fig. 2.7A) also
demonstrate that following the removal of EBC, the biological variation of
metabolite levels is much higher, indicated by a larger distribution of samples
within the PLSDA plot, while the biological variation of metabolite levels of intact
leaves is relatively smaller, as demonstrated by a more stringent clustering. HCA
combined with Heat Map Analysis also revealed a clear separation between salttreated intact leaves and salt-treated leaves with EBC removed (Fig. 2.7A).

Fig. 2.7 Partial Least Square Discriminant Analysis (a) and Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
combined with heatmap analysis (b) of untargeted GC–MS of salt-treated quinoa leaves
with EBC present (non-brushed) and EBC removed (brushed). The shaded circles in Panel
A indicate a 95% confidence level.

2.3.4 GABA and sucrose modulate ion transport across mesophyll and stalk cell
plasma membrane
We next attempted to establish a causal relationship between the observed changes
in a leaf metabolic profile and the plant ionic relations. Accordingly, we
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hypothesized that changes in some of the previously mentioned metabolite
concentrations caused by brushing may be essential for controlling transport of ions
across the cellular membranes of the leaf mesophyll and thus in the maintenance of
cytosolic K+/Na+ homeostasis. We tested this hypothesis by measuring the ability
of mesophyll cells to retain K+ upon exposure to oxidative stress (associated with
salinity – in both glycophytes (Mittler et al., 2011) and halophytes (Bose et al.,
2014). The addition of the hydroxyl radical-generating Cu/ascorbate mix to the leaf
mesophyll resulted in a massive K+ efflux across the plasma membrane (Fig. 2.8A,
open symbols). Pre-treating leaves with exogenously applied 8 mM sucrose
(mimicking the increase in sucrose levels in brushed cells) completely mitigated
this ROS-induced K+ efflux (Fig. 2.8A,B) so potentially improving the cytosolic
K+/Na+ ratio.

Fig. 2.8 Effect of sucrose on K+ retention in quinoa leaf mesophyll exposed to ROS. (a)
Hydroxyl radical-induced transient net K+ flux kinetics measured from mesophyll cells
pre-treated with 8 mM of sucrose for 1.5 h prior to onset of oxidative stress. Hydroxyl
radicals were generated by applying 0.1/0.3 mM Cu/ascorbate mix (see Demidchik et al.
2003 for details). The sign convention is ‘efflux negative’. Values are mean ± SE (n = 10).
(b) Steady state K+ fluxes in mesophyll tissues of quinoa leaves before and after (30 min)
the addition of Cu/ascorbate mix. Values are mean ± SE (n = 10). *Significant at P < 0.001.

We then studied the effect of GABA on ion loading into EBC by looking at
its impact on Na+ and Cl- transport from the stalk cells (Fig. 2.9). In salt-grown
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plants, a substantial Na+ and Cl- efflux (of about 700 and 1500 nmol m-2 s-1,
respectively) was measured from the stalk cell under steady conditions before
GABA treatment (Fig. 2.9A,C). Application of 5 mM GABA significantly reduced
this efflux by about 25% for Na+ and 50% for Cl- (Fig. 2.9B,D; both significant at
P < 0.05). No such changes were measured in mock controls when the equivalent
amount of BSM solution was added to the bath instead of GABA (Fig. 2.9).

Fig. 2.9 Effect of GABA on Na+ and Cl- efflux from the stalk cells in quinoa. (a) A
representative transient net Na+ flux from the stalk cells from plants germinated and grown
in the presence of 100 mM NaCl. (b) Relative Na+ fluxes from stalk cells (% of initial
values) after the addition of 5 mM GABA to the bath. Values are mean ± SE (n = 5). (c) A
representative transient net Cl- flux from the stalk cells from plants germinated and grown
in the presence of 100 mM NaCl. (d) Relative Cl- fluxes from stalk cells (% of initial values)
after the addition of 5 mM GABA to the bath. Values are mean ± SE (n = 5). In controls,
the appropriate amounts of BSM solution was added instead of GABA. For all MIFE data,
the sign convention is ‘efflux negative’. *Significant at P < 0.05.
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2.4 Discussion
The physiological role of EBC in plant adaptive responses to salinity has been a
matter of numerous experimental and review papers (see the Introduction section),
but the reported evidence is mostly circumstantial. Here we show that the gentle
removal of EBC, which did not cause any thigmo-morphogenic response (Kamano
et al., 2015; Moulia et al., 2015), results in a salt-sensitive phenotype. This provides
the first direct evidence for a role of EBC in salt tolerance in halophytes.
2.4.1 EBC act as major Na+ and Cl- store, rescuing growth under salinity stress
Removal of EBC and preventing the ability of halophyte plants to sequester Na+
and Cl- in external structures results in a salt-sensitive phenotype in both C. quinoa
(Figs 2.3 and 2.4) and A. lentiformis (Fig. 2.5) plants. At the same time, brushing
C. album leaves with very few or no bladder cells present (Fig. S2.3) did not alter
the plant’s responses to salinity stress (Fig. S2.4). This indicates that the presence
of EBC increases chenopod salinity stress tolerance.
The CAM plant M. crystallinum accumulates up to 0.4 – 1.2 M Na+ in EBC
when grown under saline conditions (Adams et al., 1992; Barkla et al., 2002; Oh et
al., 2015). Similar numbers were reported for other halophyte species. For example,
in Atriplex gmelini, 80% of all Na+ accumulated in young leaves were located in
EBC (Tsutsumi et al., 2015), reaching concentrations close to 500 mM.
In M. crystallinum, EBCs remain compressed to the epidermal surface in
unstressed plants but expand to comprise up to 25% of the total aerial volume once
the plants have responded to stress (Barkla et al., 2002; Steudle et al., 1975). The
same is true for quinoa (Fig. S2.5). The typical cell diameter of EBC in the young
leaves used in our study was ~80 μm, the density was about 85 cells per mm2 (Fig.
S2.5) and the overall volume of all EBC on one side of the leaf was ~0.02 μL3, or
0.04 μL3, assuming that EBCs are distributed uniformly on both sides. The leaf
lamina thickness is ~120 μm, making the corresponding volume of the leaf lamina
0.12 μL3. Thus, the ratio between the volume of EBC and the volume of the leaf
lamina in quinoa leaves reaches one-third, with EBC representing about 25% of the
total aerial volume. At the same time, the difference in Na+ sap concentration in the
leaf lamina between brushed and non-brushed leaves is about 150 mM (Fig. 2.4E).
Thus, we estimate the Na+ concentration of quinoa EBC to be around 850 mM. A
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similar calculation for chloride results in an estimated Cl- concentration in EBC of
about 1 M (Fig. 2.3E).
2.4.2 Salt dumping in EBC may cost plants less compared with intracellular
sequestration
In mechanistic terms, EBC may be considered as ‘inverted vacuoles’ (Shabala et
al., 2014). Nonetheless, the carbon cost of internal and external sequestration
mechanisms may be different and should be considered. As the cell volume is
proportional to the third power of the diameter while the surface area is to the
second power, the volume to area ratio increases with increased cell diameter
(Table S2.3). This implies that the carbon cost related to the formation of the cell
wall decreases as the cells become bigger (a 10-fold increase in efficiency for a 10fold increase in diameter). Thus, assuming both epidermal and mesophyll cells
possess the same set of transporters for Na+ sequestration, the carbon cost will be
an order of magnitude lower in EBC. Given that plants need to allocate a substantial
amount of carbon for de novo synthesis of compatible solutes for osmotic
adjustment under saline conditions (Flowers and Colmer, 2015; Flowers et al.,
2015), the ability to reduce the amount of carbon for cell wall deposits may be a
critical factor conferring salinity stress tolerance at the whole-plant level. This
suggestion is fully consistent with the generalized energy balanced model proposed
by (Munns and Gilliham, 2015) showing that stress tolerance mechanisms represent
additional costs to a plant required to deal with the salt load in the soil, so at high
salinity, there may be zero growth, the total costs to the plant will equal any energy
gain.
2.4.3 Removing EBC compromises leaf K+ retention ability
Over the last decade, the ability of cells to maintain cytosolic K+ homeostasis and
retain K+ under saline conditions has emerged as one of the critical mechanisms
conferring salinity tissue tolerance in both root and shoot tissues (Anschütz et al.,
2014; Shabala et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2015). In this work, we have shown that
brushed quinoa plants accumulated much less K+ in leaf lamina, with leaf sap K+
concentration being nearly 2-fold lower in plants with EBC removed prior to
salinity exposure (Fig. 2.3E). It remains to be answered as to whether such better
K+ retention is associated with better control of membrane potential in mesophyll
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cells of non-brushed plants or is related to the prevention of ROS accumulation in
these cells under saline conditions. Both voltage and ROS-inducible pathways of
K+ leak operate in plant cells under saline conditions (reviewed in (Shabala et al.,
2016; Shabala and Pottosin, 2014), and follow-up experiments are required to
reveal which of these pathways was affected by brushing.
The loss of the mesophyll K+ retention ability may be also causally related
to changes in the leaf metabolic profile (discussed in the succeeding texts) and
specifically, the difference in oxalate content (6-fold lower in brushed leaves
compared with intact counterparts; Table 2.1). Earlier, (Jou et al., 2007) suggested
that in M. crystallinum plants, calcium oxalate crystals present in EBC can serve as
a regulatory site for intracellular K+. According to this suggestion, K+ is
remobilized from the crystals to increase the cytosolic K+ concentration in nearby
leaf mesophyll cells under conditions of reduced K+ uptake and compromised leaf
K+ retention (such as under saline conditions).
2.4.4 Effect of salinity on metabolic profile in quinoa leaves
Salt treatment of intact leaves induced a strong shift in the metabolite profile when
compared with untreated intact leaves (Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.6), which aligns well
with reported metabolite changes upon salinity in halophytes (Kumari et al., 2015).
As described before, major changes also found in quinoa leaves were an increase
of proline and inositol (and other polyols) accompanied by a decrease in organic
acids, including tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle intermediates (Kumari et al., 2015).
Contrary to reported metabolite effects, we found a decrease in sucrose and glucose
in salt-treated intact quinoa leaves compared with untreated leaves. However, the
reported changes did not include any reference to the involvement of bladders
towards the metabolite changes. Only one study reported metabolic changes upon
salinity in EBC specifically prepared from M. crystallinum, which under salt stress,
also showed a decrease in most organic acids and an increase in proline and fructose
(Barkla and Vera-Estrella, 2015).
Proline, a known osmolyte involved in salt responses in plants (Szabados
and Savouré, 2010) increased more than 16-fold, which has been previously
observed in salt-treated quinoa cotyledons (Ruffino et al., 2009). Proline
accumulates in several plant species under stressful environmental conditions
including salt, drought, heat and cold, where it mitigates the adverse effects of stress
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in multiple ways including protecting cell structures, protein integrity and
enhancing enzyme activities (Szabados and Savouré, 2010). Most of the organic
acids decreased, a metabolic phenotype previously observed in salt- treated barley,
rice, Arabidopsis and grapevine (Cramer et al., 2006; Gong et al., 2005; Widodo et
al., 2009; Zuther et al., 2007). The halophyte Thellungiella showed a similar
reduction in organic acids to that seen in our experiments (Gong et al., 2005).
Reduction of organic acids, and in particular TCA cycle intermediates, has been
correlated with both decreased TCA cycle activity and an increased drawing on
carbon structures for the synthesis of compounds required for coping with stress
(Sanchez et al., 2007; Widodo et al., 2009). For instance, the precursor for proline
synthesis is glutamate, which also decreased significantly. Glutamate is derived
from 2-oxoglutarate, a TCA cycle intermediate.
Increased sugars have also been associated with osmotic stresses such as
salinity, providing an increase in cellular osmolarity and providing energy and
building blocks for osmoprotectants, such as inositol, and for scavenging ROS
(Kumari et al., 2015; Sanchez et al., 2007; Widodo et al., 2009). In most reports,
sucrose, fructose and glucose have all increased after salt stress in plants. However,
in quinoa, glucose, as well as glucose-6-phosphate, decreased massively under salt
treatment, down to 7% of the levels in control leaves. This may indicate an
increased consumption of glucose through glycolysis or as a building block of saltresponse carbohydrates or glycoproteins. For instance, ribose and inositol, which
derive from glucose-6-phosphate (which also decreased significantly), were
strongly increased. Similarly, glycine, serine and ethanolamine, which derive from
3-phosphoglyceric acid, and tyrosine and phenylalanine, which derive from
phosphoenolpyruvate, all significantly increased (Fig. 2.6). Ethanolamine is a
precursor for the synthesis of glycine betaine, a well-known osmolyte known to
increase under salinity stress in plants (Suzuki et al., 2003). Tyrosine and
phenylalanine are phenolic amino acids and are precursors of alkaloids and other
secondary metabolites that have been shown to accumulate in plants under salinity
stress.
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2.4.5 Salt metabolism in leaves that have lost the ability for external salt
sequestration in EBC
Our analysis (Table S2.1) revealed that the metabolite compositions of intact leaves
and leaves with EBC removed were very similar, indicating that removal of EBC
has no effect on the metabolite profiles of leaves when grown in control conditions.
However, when plants were grown in salt conditions, a number of metabolites were
significantly altered when intact leaves were compared with those with EBC
removed (Table S2.2). Supervised and unsupervised clustering analysis (Fig.
2.7A,B) clearly shows separations between the two treatments, which reflects the
differences in metabolite levels. GC–MS analysis detected 16 metabolites of which
interestingly 15 were significantly decreased and only one was increased in the salttreated leaves with EBC removed (Table S2.2). Here, we focus on the effect of
brushing on GABA, inositol and sucrose biology, the metabolites with a known
ability to regulate ionic relations in plants.
GABA is a non-protein amino acid known to modulate anion fluxes across
the plasma membrane (Ramesh et al., 2015). In the current work, we show that
brushing EBC reduces leaf GABA content by ~3-fold, from 1.5 to 0.5 mM, in
quinoa. Given that EBCs represent about a quarter of the total leaf volume (see the
preceding texts), the estimated concentration of GABA in EBC should be therefore
at least 10-fold higher than in brushed leaf blade, that is about 5– 6 mM. This is
clearly within the physiological range for reported effects of GABA on ion channels
activity in plants (Gilliham and Tyerman, 2016; Ramesh et al., 2015; Shabala et al.,
2014) and can therefore modulate salt loading into EBC, as shown in Fig. 2.9.
Indeed, application of 5 mM GABA significantly reduced the magnitude of net Cland Na+ efflux from the stalk cell (Fig. 2.9), suggesting that increase accumulation
of GABA in EBC may feedback on the rate of salt loading in salt bladders. Future
studies should reveal the molecular nature and intracellular targets of such potential
GABA targets in stalk and EBC.
The cyclic polyol myo-inositol is used in all organisms in many different
metabolic pathways. Additionally, inositol plays an important role in plant osmotic
adjustment (Adams et al., 2005). Importantly, both animal and plant studies have
suggested that inositol transport may be tightly coupled with transport of Na+. Myoinositol concentrations increased in salt-stressed plants (Zhai et al., 2016), and
expression of IMT (myo-inositol phosphate synthase) is enhanced in response to
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salt stress. (Nelson et al., 1999) hypothesized that the loading of Na+ into the xylem
is coupled to myo-inositol transport and that myo-inositol acts as a facilitator of the
Na+ uptake and long-distance transport in halophytes. It remains to be answered
whether such a mechanism operates in EBC.
The last aspect that warrants the discussion is a significant (3-fold) increase
in leaf sucrose levels upon removal of EBC (from 0.27 to 0.86 mM). We believe
that this phenomenon may be explained by an increased demand for non-enzymatic
ROS scavenging in bladder-less leaves, a notion strongly supported by our
observations that leaf mesophyll cells treated with exogenously supplied sucrose
have a better ability to tolerate oxidative stress and retain K+ in the cytosol (Fig.
2.8A,B). Salinity stress is known to result in a significant accumulation of various
forms of ROS (Bose et al., 2014; Mittler et al., 2011), with hydrogen peroxide,
superoxide radicals and hydroxyl radicals being the dominant ones. Of these, only
the first two can be handled (kept under control) by means of enzymatic
antioxidants. At the same time, hydroxyl radicals represent the most aggressive
forms of ROS (Demidchik, 2014), causing damage to key cellular structures and
significantly disturbing intracellular ion homeostasis (Demidchik et al., 2010),
compromising leaf photosynthetic performance (Shabala et al., 2016). Sugars have
been proposed to play a direct role in non-enzymatic antioxidant scavenging (Foyer
and Shigeoka, 2011; Peshev et al., 2013; Stoyanova et al., 2010; Uemura and
Steponkus, 2003; Van den Ende and Valluru, 2008) as fully supported by our
electro-physiological data (Fig. 2.8). When sugars are compared at the same molar
concentration, their greatest antioxidant capability is strongly correlated with their
total number of hydroxyl groups, explaining why sucrose (with eight OH groups)
is better compared with other sugars such as glucose and fructose (with five OH
groups) (Smirnoff and Cumbes, 1989). Therefore, sucrose is well suited to protect
the leaf mesophyll when hydroxyl radical production is expected to increase due to
the failure of plants to load excessive salt into EBC (Fig. 2.9).
In conclusion, this work provides the explicit evidence for the important
role of EBC as a component of salinity tolerance mechanisms in halophytes species.
This role can be attributed to several mechanisms including EBC role as external
NaCl storage space, improved K+ retention in leaf mesophyll and as a storage space
for several metabolites known to modulate plant ionic relations.
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Chapter 3: Transcriptomics analysis of salt responsive genes
related to epidermal bladder cells in quinoa

Abstract
Soil salinity is one of the most severe environmental stress that threatens crop
production throughout the world. Contrary to traditional crop plants, halophytes
have developed multiple adaptation mechanisms to cope with salt stress and hence,
are perfect model plants to understand salinity tolerance traits and strategies and
identify key genes related to salt tolerance. The ability of some halophytic plants
such as Chenopodium quinoa to sequester large quantities of salt into external
structures such as epidermal bladder cell (EBC), is one of hallmarks of salt
tolerance in this plant. In the current study, plants were grown under non-saline
condition for 4 weeks and one day prior the commencement of salt stress, EBCs
were gently removed from all leaves and petioles by using a soft cosmetic brush.
Plants were grown for 5 more weeks under 400 mM NaCl and transcriptome
analysis in brushed and non-brushed leaves were compared. Comparing differently
expressed genes (DEGs) of brushed and non-brushed leaves grown under 400 mM
NaCl using a p-value < 0.05 and fold change > 2 as the significance cut-offs,
indicated that 2014 genes were differently expressed, with 1398 genes being upregulated and 616 genes down-regulated in bladder-bearing leaves. Significant
alterations of genes related to response to stress, DNA replication, intracellular
signalling pathway and ion and transmembrane transporters were determined.
Altogether, the transcriptome analysis and reported differences between bladderbearing and bladderless leaves, suggest that EBCs do not function as a passive
external store place for salt as it was perceived before, but have active metabolic
role(s) in quinoa plant.
3.1 Introduction
Salinity stress can significantly decrease crop production by causing massive
metabolic disturbances due to osmotic stress and ionic toxicity (Zhang and Shi,
2013). Contrary to traditional crop plants, halophytes have developed multiple
adaptation mechanisms to cope with salt stress (Flowers and Colmer, 2015) and
hence, represent perfect models to understand salinity tolerance traits and strategies
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that may be instrumental to identifying key genes related to salt tolerance (Shabala,
2013). Some halophytes including quinoa possess spherically-shaped external
structures on their leaf surface called epidermal bladder cells (EBCs). These EBC
are used to sequester toxic ions such as Na+ and Cl- and, in mechanistic terms, may
be considered as ‘inverted vacuoles’ (Shabala et al., 2014). It has already been
shown that EBCs operate as an external storage for Na+ and removal of EBCs
indicated an increase of salt load into leaf and as a result plant performance was
affected under salinity stress (Chapter 2). The same study also showed that EBCs
are preferentially accumulated certain metabolites that are known to have a role in
modulating cellular ionic relations. It is estimated that about 50% of halophytes
possess EBCs (Shabala et al., 2014) and thus these plant species could be potential
plants to ameliorate saline soil or they could be considered as a source for crop
improvement for salinity tolerance.
Characterisation of key salinity tolerance components in plants is essential
for developing more salt tolerant genotypes. In this regards, next generation
sequencing technologies such as RNA-sequencing has been broadly applied to
study the molecular mechanism of adaptive responses to salt stress and to find saltrelated candidate genes by analysing significantly different transcript abundance
(Wang et al., 2009). Transcriptome analysis has great sensitivity and accuracy and
could be used as one of the most applicable method to investigate the whole
transcriptome (Jain, 2012). This technique has the ability to detect novel genes,
identify low abundance genes and detect significantly expressed transcripts with
higher fold-change (Jain, 2012; Wang et al., 2009).
Studies on Mesembryanthemum crystallinum, another halophytic species
bearing EBCs, revealed that these structures have multiple functions such as
accumulation of organic osmolytes, physical protection of leaves against UV,
protection against water loss through providing a secondary epidermal layer, as
well as having a role in energy generation (Jou et al., 2007; Oh et al., 2015). These
findings also revealed an EBC-specific salt adaptive response under saline
condition. Also, a metabolomic study comparing metabolic profile of M.
crystallinum plants under saline condition with non-saline condition-grown plants
indicated a significant change in metabolomic profile, with 352 metabolites being
differently expressed in EBCs under salinity stress (Barkla and Vera-Estrella, 2015).
These results indicate that EBCs do not solely function as a passive external store
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for toxic ions as it was perceived before but instead may play important roles in the
plant metabolism in halophytes. This conclusion is further corroborated by (Bohm
et al., 2018) who speculated that the energy required for transport processes
mediated ion sequestration in EBC may be provided by ATP from cyclic electron
transport and mitochondria in these cells.
In this chapter, we assumed that EBCs operate as external salt store place
and thus their removal should affect gene expression that would alter plant
performance under saline conditions. As no quinoa mutants are currently available,
in this investigation we used an alternate approach by removing the EBCs by the
gentle brushing, and then compared the salt responsiveness of transcriptomes from
intact leaves with those where EBCs were removed.
3.2 Materials and methods
3.2.1 Plant growth and salinity stress conditions
Quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa) seeds were grown in 20 cm diameter pots filled
with standard potting mix, under controlled glasshouse conditions (mean day and
night temperatures were 26 °C and 20 °C, respectively; humidity 65%; day length
16 hours) at the University of Tasmania in Hobart, Australia, from March to May
2017. Plants were grown for 4 weeks under non-saline conditions and one day prior
to the commencement of salinity stress, EBCs of all leaves were gently removed
from both sides of the leaves and stem by using a soft cosmetic brush (Chapter 2).
Salinity stress commenced with 100 mM NaCl and reached to a final concentration
of 400 mM NaCl in 4 days. EBCs were removed from the new emerged leaves on
a basis of 3 to 4 times per week until the experiment was stopped after 4 weeks
being under salt stress.
3.2.2 RNA-seq and data analysis
Total RNA was isolated from three biological replications of leaves using RNeasy
Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA
concentration and integrity were determined by Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 system
(Agilent Technologies Co. Ltd.) and samples with RIN value higher than 7 were
used for sequencing. The NEBNext Ultra Directional RNA Library Prep Kit for
Illumina (New England Biolabs) was used for mRNA-seq library following the
manufacturer’s protocol. In brief, 5 µg of total RNA was used to enriched mRNA
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using polyT magnetic beads which was fragmented by divalent ions and then using
random primers was subjected to first strand cDNA synthesis. The second strand
cDNA was synthesised through replacing dT with U in the reaction. Then the end
was repaired and dA-tailing and adaptor ligation were carried out. Using the USER
enzyme, the second strand cDNA and part of the adaptor was removed and adaptorligated first strand cDNA was prepared for PCR amplification. As a quality control
of libraries before conducting the sequencing process, the quality of libraries was
tested using a Fragment Analyzer (Advanced Analytical Technologies, Inc) and the
quantification was performed on a using Qubit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and
qPCR. The sequencing was performed on a HiSeq2500 using the SBS v4 reagent
at the Core Facility for Genomics of the Shanghai Centre for Plant Stress Biology.
Raw reads were filtered to remove low quality reads and the quality control
and adaptor trimming of raw sequencing reads was conducted using Trim Galore
(http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/trim_galore/). Cleaned reads
were mapped to the quinoa reference genome (Jarvis et al., 2017) using the RNAseq aligner STAR (version 2.5.4b) (Dobin et al., 2013). Differential expression
analysis was performed using DESeq2 (version 1.22.2) (Love et al., 2014) in the R
platform (version 3.5.1) (Team, 2018). Gene ontology (GO) term annotation was
performed using AHRD (https://github.com/groupschoof/AHRD) and GO
enrichment analysis was performed using agriGO (Tian et al., 2017).
3.2.3 Quantitative Real Time PCR (qRT-PCR) validation
About 2 µg of total extracted RNA (as described above) was used to synthesis
cDNA using cDNA Synthesis SuperMix kit (TransGen, Beijing, China) according
to the manufacturer’s instruction. The RT-qPCR experiment was conducted for
three biological replicates, with two technical repeats per experiment using an ABI
StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR System with the TransStart Tip Green qPCR
SuperMix (TransGen, Beijing, China) according to the manufacturer’s instruction.
The melting curve analysis was performed at the end of the cycles to ensure that
the amplification of the target fragments was properly conducted. To calculate the
relative gene expression, the relatively calculated cycle threshold values was
produced using the 2−ΔΔCt procedure with EF1-a as the internal reference gene.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Sequencing statistics
To investigate the mechanisms underlying salinity tolerance of EBCs at the global
transcriptional level, the transcriptome of quinoa leaves with and without EBCs
grown under non-saline and 400 mM NaCl were analysed by a RNA-Sequencing
study.
3.3.2 Identification of DEGs in bladderless and bladder-bearing leaves grown
under saline condition
Comparing DEGs of bladder-bearing and bladderless leaves grown under 400 mM
NaCl condition using a p-value < 0.05 and fold change > 2 as the significance cutoffs, revealed 2014 differently expressed genes. Of these, 1398 genes were downregulated, and 616 genes were up-regulated in bladderless leaves (Fig. 3.1A; Suppl.
Table 3.1). Comparing DEGs under non-saline condition also revealed that 701
genes were differently expressed; among them, 486 genes were down-regulated
and 215 genes were up-regulated in bladderless leaves compared to bladder-bearing
leaves (Fig. 3.1B; Suppl. Table 3.1).
Comparing similarity between DEGs of treatments showed that there were
103 down-regulated and 84 up-regulated genes that similarly expressed between
bladderless and bladder-bearing leaves for saline and control grown plants (Fig.
3.1C).
3.3.3 GO terms enriched among DEGs
A Gene Ontology (GO) term enrichment analysis (p≤0.05) was conducted to
provide insights into the function of DEGs. The DEGs of salt and control grown
plants were annotated through GO classification analysis and grouped into
biological process, cellular component, and molecular function categories (Suppl.
Table 3.2; Suppl. Fig. 3.1). GO analysis of leaves with and without EBCs grown
under saline conditions indicated the most enriched terms for groups such as
phosphorylation, post-translational protein modification, DNA replication response
to stress, intercellular signalling pathway, xyloglucan metabolic process, regulation
of endopeptidase activity, cell wall polysaccharide metabolic process and transport.
These groups acted as indicators of significant biological processes underlying the
specific salinity-stress responses of EBCs. In the cellular component category GO,
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Fig. 3.1 Identification of differently expressed genes (DEGs) in the quinoa leaves with or
without EBCs. Scatter plot showing mean genes for leaves with removed EBCs (x-axis)
and intact leaves (y-axis) grown under (a) 400 mM NaCl and (b) non-saline conditions.
DEGs were determined based on a false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.01 (Benjamini–
Hochberg multiple testing adjustment). Blue and red spots signify DEGs up- and downregulated by EBC removal treatment, respectively. The complete DEGs result is given in
Suppl. Table S3.1. (c) Venn diagram of genes representing overlaps among DEGs of leaves
with or without EBCs grown under saline and non-saline conditions.

the most dominant terms were nucleosome, protein-DNA complex, chromatin,
chromosomal part, integral to membrane and apoplast (Fig. 3.2 and 3.3; Suppl.
Table 3.2; Suppl. Fig. 3.1). In the molecular function category, the most enriched
terms for over-expressed DEGs were protein kinase activity, phosphotransferase
activity, transferase activity, protein serine/threonine kinase activity and transporter
activity (Fig. 3.2 and 3.3; Suppl. Table 3.2; Suppl. Fig. 3.1). These transcriptional
changes of genes categorized in different GO terms with regard to EBCs suggest
that extensive metabolic activities occur in the EBCs under salinity stress.
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Fig. 3.2 Histogram of gene ontology (GO) classification of DEGs. (a) up-regulated and (b)
down-regulated genes of leaves with or without EBCs grown under saline conditions were
assigned to biological process, molecular function and cellular component. The value
above bar shows number of GO term genes. The complete list of GO is given in Suppl.
Table S3.2.
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Fig. 3.3 Histogram of gene ontology (GO) classification of DEGs. The bar chart shows upregulated genes of leaves with or without EBCs grown under non-saline conditions were
assigned to biological process, molecular function and cellular component. The value
above bar shows number of GO term genes. In down-regulated genes, there was not
significant GO for molecular function and cellular component groups except “response to
stimuli” that was significant in biological process group. The complete list of GO is given
in Suppl. Table S3.2.

3.3.4 Salt response of the EBCs transcriptome
Based on GO enrichment analysis and visualisation of enriched GO terms using
agroGO (Suppl. Table 3.2; Suppl. Fig. 3.1) of bladderless and bladder-bearing
leaves of quinoa, we focused on gene families and pathways that highlighted
different aspects of the collective salt response of EBCs transcriptome. These
included genes involved in response to stress, DNA replication, intracellular
signalling pathway and ion and transmembrane transporters (Suppl. Table 3.3).
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3.3.5 Response to stress
Imposing 400 mM salt stress on bladderless quinoa plants resulted in a downregulation of many gene responsible for salinity stress, with 115 genes up-regulated
in bladder-bearing leaves grown under salinity stress (Suppl. Table 3.3). Ca2+binding proteins were among upregulated genes that were overexpressed in
bladder-bearing plants under saline conditions. In this gene category, two
homologues of calcium-dependent lipid-binding (CaLB domain) family protein
were upregulated by 18.1- and 2.24-folds and three homologues of calmodulinbinding proteins were overexpressed between 2.4- and 4.7-folds change. The other
gene in this category was the calcium-dependent protein kinase 29 that was
upregulated by 6.9-fold in bladder-bearing leaves under saline condition (Suppl.
Table 3.3). Five copies of ankyrin repeat family proteins (ANK) gene were upregulated between 2.7- to 7.5-fold in intact leaves. Among up-regulated genes in
intact leaves there were also genes related to disease resistance which appears to be
present in EBCs which was not of surprise as one of suggested roles for EBCs is a
protecting of leaves against diseases. Consistent with this, genes such as NB-ARC
domain-containing disease resistance protein and disease resistance protein (CCNBS-LRR class) family were upregulated (Suppl. Table 3.3). There were also many
homologues of peroxidase superfamily protein and chaperone protein htpG family
protein that were overexpressed in bladder-bearing leaves under saline condition
(Suppl. Table 3.3).
3.3.6 DNA replication
EBCs are present on the both abaxial and adaxial leaf surfaces, as well as on plant
stem. Our results indicated that numerous genes related to endoreduplication were
upregulated in intact leaves (Suppl. Table 3.3). Eight homologues of
minichromosome maintenance (MCM2/3/5) family protein which are DNA
helicase and essential for DNA replication were upregulated between 2.3- to 3.4fold in intact leaves under 400 mM NaCl. In accord with this, minichromosome
maintenance 9 which is required for DNA replication initiation was also
overexpressed by 5.5-fold (Suppl. Table 3.3). In the GO term “DNA replication”,
other genes such as cell division cycle 45, DNA primase POLA3, DNA primase 2C
large subunit family and DNA-directed DNA polymerase were among upregulated
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genes in bladder-bearing leaves (Suppl. Table 3.3). This suggests that
endopolyploidy occurs within EBCs under saline conditions.
3.3.7 Intracellular signalling pathway
Genes of sensing and signalling pathways related to salinity stress were upregulated
in intact plants. Four homologues of glutamate receptor 2.7 gene alongside
glutamate receptor 2.9 gene were among upregulated genes that overexpressed
between 2.5- to 9.6-fold in bladder-bearing leaves (Suppl. Table 3.3). Six
homologues of protein kinase superfamily protein as perceiving salt signals
probably present in EBCs were upregulated in leaves with EBCs suggesting the
presence of salt sensing mechanism in bladders (Suppl. Table 3.3). Four
homologues of S-locus lectin protein kinase family protein, two homologues of
UDP-galactose transporter 3 and G-type lectin S-receptor-like Serine/Threoninekinase also were among upregulated genes in intact leaves under saline conditions
(Suppl. Table 3.3).
3.3.8 Ion and transmembrane transporters
Under saline conditions ion transporters are involved in transportation and
compartmentalisation of Na+ and it appears that removal of EBCs resulted in overexpression of many ion and transmembrane transporters. The results of this
investigation revealed 53 genes upregulated in bladderless leaves that were related
to transmembrane transport and ion transport (Suppl. Table 3.3). Three genes
encoding outward rectifying potassium channels were upregulated in bladderless
leaves indicating K+ leakage resulted from high Na+ concentration in the absence
of EBCs. On the contrary to intact leaves that contain EBCs and indicated levels of
DNA replication, it appears that removal of EBCs stimulated DNA degradation
activity where the expression levels of nuclease transporters which are associated
with degradation of DNA were up-regulated by 2.5- to 11.3-fold in bladderless
leaves (Suppl. Table 3.3).
Many genes related to cation exchangers such as cation exchanger 1,
cation/H+ exchanger 18, high-affinity K+ transporter 1, organic cation/carnitine
transporter 3 and sodium/calcium exchanger family protein/calcium-binding EF
hand family protein were upregulated between 2.1- to 4.3-fold in bladderless leaves
(Suppl. Table 3.3). In terms of anion transporters, two homologues of ammonium
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transporter and four homologues of sulfate transporter were overexpressed in
bladderless leaves (Suppl. Table 3.3). Five homologues of MATE (Multidrug and
Toxic Compound Extrusion or Multi-Antimicrobial Extrusion) were also
upregulated in leaves without EBCs under saline conditions (Suppl. Table 3.3).
As shown in early chapters, removal of EBCs from leaf surfaces had
significantly disrupted ion homeostasis in bladderless leaves which resulted in
upregulation of ion transporters which may act as a compensation mechanism in
these plants. However, it comes with significant energy cost where the genes related
to energising cells were increased. The transcript levels of genes regulating the
energization across plasma membrane or tonoplast such as H+-ATPase 4 (two
homologues), ADP/ATP carrier 3, calcium ATPase 2, dicarboxylate carrier 2,
ATPase E1-E2 type family protein/haloacid dehalogenase-like hydrolase family
protein (two homologues) and tonoplast dicarboxylate transporter were upregulated
in bladderless leaves (Suppl. Table 3.3).
3.3.9 Validation of the DEGs
Further verification of reliability of the transcriptome analysis results was
conducted using randomly selected DEGs of this investigation for qRT-PCR
analysis. Upregulation and downregulation of all the randomly selected genes were
consistent with the corresponding gene expression levels determined by RNA-Seq
(Fig. 3.4). This indicates the results obtained from RNA-Seq experiment were
reliable.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Removal of EBCs resulted in down-regulation of stress-responsive genes in
bladderless leaves
Salt tolerance is a complex and multigenic trait and hence numerous genetic circuits
are responsible for achieving salinity tolerance. In respect to this fact, identification
of genes and gene products that play an important role in the plant adaptation to
salt stress for overcoming this unfavourable condition in vital (Munns and Tester,
2008). In the current study GO enrichment analysis revealed that GO term
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Fig 3.4 Bar plot indicating the expression analysis of randomly selected RNA-sequencing
genes by RT-qPCR from leaves with or without bladders grown under saline and nonsaline conditions. Gene expression was normalized against the housekeeping gene, EF1-a.
Values are the average of three independent replications. > 1 is upregulation and < 1 is
downregulation.

“response to stress” containing a large group of genes consisting of 115 genes
(including copy numbers) was up-regulated in bladder-bearing leaves (Suppl.
Tables 3.2 and 3.3).
In response to salinity stress, plants have evolved numerous survival
mechanisms. Amongst them, Ca2+ has a fundamental role as the second messenger
operating in different signalling transduction pathways (Tuteja and Mahajan, 2007).
This role has been carried out through regulating the activity of different
phosphatases and protein kinases families (e.g. control the activation of different
ion transporters) (Batistic and Kudla, 2012). Under saline conditions, Na+ enters
the

cell

and

sensed

by

glucuronosyltransferase

for

glycosyl

inositol

phosphorylceramide (GIPC) sphingolipids in the plasma membrane. This excessive
salt triggers an increase in the cytosolic Ca2+ concentration, which activate Ca2+binding proteins (Jiang et al., 2019). Three major group of Ca2+-binding proteins
including (i) Ca2+ dependent protein kinases (CDPK), (ii) calmodulins (CaM) and
CaM-like proteins (CaML), (iii) calcineurin B-like proteins (CBL) have been
determined in plants (Luan, 2009; McCormack et al., 2005). Here, genes related to
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two of these classes were up-regulated in bladder-bearing leaves in this study
(Suppl. Table 3.3). These Ca2+-binding proteins regulate a broad spectrum of target
proteins including proteins related to transporters for different ions (Zeng et al.,
2015). Thus, many of the target proteins directly or indirectly play a role in
regulating plant responses to unfavourable conditions such as salt stress. For
instance, it has been shown that the overexpression of CaM gene induced by salinity
stress from soybean in Arabidopsis results in an increased level of salinity tolerance
by the up-regulation of DNA-binding activity of a MYB transcription factor MYB2
(Abe et al., 2003; Yoo et al., 2005). In light with this result, up- regulation of the
Ca2+-ATPases under salinity stress has been reported in various crop plants such as
tobacco and soybean (Chung et al., 2000; Perez-Prat et al., 1992). This has been
proposed to reduce Ca2+ concentration in the cytosol thus helping to maintain the
homeostasis of Ca2+ (Singh et al., 2014).
Five homologues of genes encoding ankyrin repeat family proteins (ANK)
were up-regulated in intact leaves (Suppl. Table 3.3). In plants, proteins containing
ankyrin repeats have been indicated to be involved in diverse physiological
processes (Huang et al., 2009) and different cellular functions, such as including
cell cycle regulation, signal transduction and ion transport (Sedgwick and Smerdon,
1999). Also, they have important roles in responses to abiotic stresses in plants
(Sharma and Pandey, 2015). For example, a novel gene with an ankyrin-repeat
motif called itn1, was characterised in Arabidopsis (Sakamoto et al., 2008). It was
suggested that this gene is involved in the ABA-dependent salt stress pathway and
influences the ABA-mediated production of ROS (Sakamoto et al., 2008). Also, it
has been reported that CaKR1 gene from ANK protein family may play a role in
both biotic and abiotic stresses (Seong et al., 2007).
Another gene which highly up-regulated by 16.15-fold in bladder-bearing
plants was MLP-like protein 43. MLP proteins belong to the Bet v 1 family, which
trigger downstream signal transduction through binding ligands, such as cytokinins
and secondary metabolites (Radauer et al., 2008). In a current investigation using
physiological and biochemical analyses, it has been shown that MLP43 is a positive
regulator in ABA and drought stress (Wang et al., 2016). This function by
regulating expression ABA-responsive gene, ROS contents and of water loss
efficiency. Hence, upregulation of this gene could confer salinity tolerance in
bladder-bearing quinoa plants.
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3.4.2 Salinity stress induced endopolyploidy in leaves containing EBCs
There is a growing bulk of evidence suggesting that the severity of stress tolerance
in plants is causally linked with endopolyploidy (Barkla et al., 2018; Schoenfelder
and Fox, 2015). For example, in cucumber UV-B irradiation stress resulted in a
doubling of the ploidy level of epidermal cells and increased the cell size
(Yamasaki et al., 2010). These cells with endopolyploidy also had higher
peroxidase activity and the concentration phenolic compounds was changed.
In the current investigation, comparing significantly DEGs in response to
salt stress between bladder-bearing and bladderless leaves revealed upregulation of
many of the genes related to DNA replication in bladder-bearing leaves (Suppl.
Table 3.3). Genes such as minichromosome maintenance (8 copies of MCM2/3/5)
and minichromosome maintenance 9, were upregulated (Suppl. Table 3.3). It has
been shown that MCM proteins are required for processive DNA replication and
triggering DNA damage repair mechanisms (Hu et al., 2016). Additionally, the
magnitude of response to salinity stress in bladder-bearing leaves by DNA primase
POLA3 (2 copies), DNA-directed DNA polymerase, cell division cycle 45 (2
copies), DNA primase 2C large subunit is much higher than in bladderless leaves
(Suppl. Table 3.3). These genes are crucial for polyploidisation (Guo and Han, 2014)
and contribute the replicative helicase, elongation, and single-strand DNA-binding
complexes that are essential for DNA replication (Takahashi et al., 2010).
Various cell types in plant species undergo one or two rounds of DNA
duplication; however, it has been revealed that specialized cell types and cells that
have high active metabolism generally indicating higher level of polyploidy
(Cookson et al., 2006; Leitch and Dodsworth, 2017). In M. crystallinum, in addition
to endopolyploidy which is controlled during plant development, salinity stress
(200 mM NaCl) also induced polyploidy with 2 – 8 additional rounds of
endoreduplication measured in nuclei of plant leaf (Barkla et al., 2018). In this
study, salinity stress resulted in dramatically increased ploidy level in the EBCs of
the flower bud where nuclei of EBCs were greater than 100 μm in diameter with
estimated ploidy level of at least 32,768C.
Altogether, the result of our study suggests that increased endopolyploidy
of bladder-bearing leaves of quinoa helps to mitigate salt stress damage, and this
increases in ploidy and subsequent increase in EBC volume may contribute to salt
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compartmentalisation (Barkla et al., 2018).
3.4.3 Genes related to signalling pathway were up-regulated in bladder-bearing
leaves
In addition to salt-responsive and transcriptional regulators genes that are involved
in salinity stress, there are also sensing and signalling genes that mediate adaptation
to salinity (Zhu, 2002). A generic signal transduction pathway starts with locally
perceived special receptors on the cell membrane and is then followed by a series
of intracellular reactions, including the secondary messengers; this phenomenon
induces the expression of different stress-responsive genes, that finally resulting in
protective responses in the whole plant (Xiong et al., 2002). Our results revealed
that protein kinase superfamily protein, glutamate receptor and S-locus lectin
protein kinase family protein have critical roles in perceiving salt signals in EBCs.
Five homologues of Glutamate Receptor Ion Channel (GLRs) which were
upregulated from 2.5 to 9.6 folds in bladder-bearing leaves (Suppl. Table 3.3) may
play a role through signalling pathway and function as salt-responsive genes in
EBCs. It is suggested that GLRs in plants can cause a rapid increase in cytosolic
Ca2+ which is attributed to activation of plasma membrane Ca2+-permeable
channels (Dennison and Spalding, 2000). For example, in Arabidopsis it has been
shown that increase of Ca2+ concentration in the cytosol and depolarisation of
membrane induced by glutamate in Arabidopsis root cells are dependent on the
presence of AtGLR3.3 (Qi et al., 2006; Stephens et al., 2008).
Protein kinases are among the most common cellular regulatory
components of signal transduction that play important roles in plants response to
environmental stresses (Xiong et al., 2002; Zhu, 2002). Hence, five up-regulated
homologs of protein kinases in bladder-bearing leaves discovered in this
investigation may play a role in adaptive responses to salinity in quinoa. In respect
to this fact, fine mapping of an Arabidopsis population revealed that a protein
kinase AtCIPK16, related to SOS2, was significantly overexpressed under saline
conditions (Roy et al., 2013). The higher exclusion of Na+ in Arabidopsis roots was
linked with significantly higher up-regulation level of AtCIPK16 (Roy et al., 2013).
In this study, G-type lectin S-receptor-like Serine/Threonine-kinase gene
also up-regulated by 4.78 folds which has been shown that is a positive regulator
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of plant tolerance to salt stress. (Sun et al., 2013) provided evidence that GsSRK (a
G-type lectin S-receptor-like serine/threonine protein kinase) could be a novel
putative protein kinase in soybean that has a primary role in plant responses to
salinity stress. Also, overexpression of this gene in Arabidopsis resulted in an
increased level of salinity tolerance at various growth stages, as well as higher seed
yield in Arabidopsis under saline conditions (Sun et al., 2013).
3.4.4 Disruption of EBCs increased transmembrane and ion transporters in
bladderless plants to compensate for excessive salt load
Exposure of bladderless quinoa plants to salinity resulted in activation of many
transporters, to deal with high amount of Na+ in mesophyll in the absence of EBCs
as an external salt store place. EBCs play a major role in Na+ and toxic ions
sequestration into their large vacuole which results in lower Na+ content in
metabolically active mesophyll cells. Our previous study indicated that brushing
EBCs from leaf surface resulted in significantly higher Na+ concentration in
bladderless leaves (Chapter 2). The result of this transcriptome analysis revealed
that this disruption in external Na+ sequestration ability has significantly changed
transmembrane and transporters profile in the leaf lamina (Suppl. Tables 3.2 and
3.3). To deal with higher Na+ concentration in bladderless leaves, the genes coding
for MATE efflux family protein, cation exchanger 1, organic cation/carnitine
transporter, cation/H+ exchanger 18 (a member of Putative Na+/H+ antiporter
family), H+-ATPase were amongst the up-regulated DEGs.
MATE transporters have prominent direct or indirect roles in cell
detoxification and to this reason they are alternatively called DETOXIFICATION
(DTX) proteins (Li et al., 2002). They also play role in transporting metabolites out
of the cytosol using electrochemical gradient across the membrane, thus mediating
the efflux or subcellular metabolites sequestration in the cell (Santos et al., 2017).
The overexpression of five homologues encoding this protein family in the
bladderless leaves may indicate the need for a higher detoxification in these leaves
due to higher concentration of toxic ions such as Na+ in the absence of EBCs.
Adaptation of plants to saline conditions requires ion homeostasis at the
cellular level. This adaptation relies heavily on the vacuolar Na+ and Clsequestration, to reduce the ion concentration below the toxic levels in the cytosol.
Overexpression of genes encoding Na+ sequestration into the vacuole in leaves
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without EBCs indicates that in the absence of EBCs and under high concentration
of Na+, transportation of Na+ into the vacuole appears to be a compensation strategy.
Up-regulation of cation/H+ exchanger and vacuolar membrane localised organic
cation/carnitine transporter (Kufner and Koch, 2008) in bladderless leaves in this
study suggesting the compensation mechanism to maintain low cytoplasmic Na+
concentration to minimize the toxicity impacts of salt. These membrane-bound
transporters to pump toxic ions into vacuole play a key role for the salt tolerance.
Given the fact that K+ content in plant cells equilibrates the toxic effects of
Na+, ion homeostasis in plants exposed to salt stress requires the maintaing of stable
K+ content (Demidchik et al., 2014). Up-regulation of genes related to outward
rectifying K+ channels in leaves without EBCs also indicates that electrolyte
leakage resulted from salinity stress was higher in these leaves (Suppl. Table 3.3).
Electrolyte leakage which can be triggered by salt stress (Shabala et al., 2006) and
is mainly caused by the efflux of K+. Under this circumstance, the activity of K+ in
the cytosol can decrease from 70–200 mM to 10–30 mM (Shabala et al., 2006).
This salt-induced K+ leakage is usually accompanied by higher levels of ROS
which in turn results in programmed cell death (Demidchik et al., 2014). In light
with this result, 4 homologues of genes encoding plant nuclease were up-regulated
by 2.5- to 11.3-fold in bladderless leaves suggesting that DNA degradation activity
was higher in leaves without EBCs (Suppl. Table 3.3). The higher DNA
degradation may be a result of programmed cell death (Sakamoto and Takami, 2014)
likely resulted from higher salt concentration of leaves without EBCs. Numerous
genes encoding nucleases in plants have been reported as induced during cell-death
events resulted from stressful conditions including salinity stress (Lombardi et al.,
2007; Muramoto et al., 1999). This result implies significant role of higher salt load
in programmed cell death in bladderless leaves.
Among up-regulated genes in bladderless leaves there were also H+-ATPase
genes that are central to membrane potential maintenance and membrane
energization, required for transmembrane ion transport (Suppl. Table 3.3). It
appears that removing EBCs which resulted in an increase of transporters required
a great amount of energy to tackle the high load of salt within the cell. This
considerable amount of carbon costs to the cell is required for ion transportation
and flux across either tonoplast or plasma membrane and resultant feedbacks for
maintenance of negative membrane potential. Furthermore, higher influx rate of
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ions such as Na+ and Cl- in bladderless leaves will influence most other transport
due to changes in membrane potential. Thus, it appears that the total energy
invested into salinity tolerance in bladderless leaves is much more than that in
bladder-bearing leaves.
In conclusion, the transcriptome analysis of bladder-bearing and bladderless
leaves suggests that EBCs do not function as a passive external store place for salt
as but have active metabolic role(s) in quinoa plant.
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Chapter 4: A large-scale screening of quinoa accessions reveals
important role of epidermal bladder cells and stomatal patterning
in salinity tolerance2

Abstract
The presence of epidermal bladder cells (EBCs) in halophytes allows considerable
amount of Na+ being accumulated in these external structures, away from the
metabolically active mesophile cells. Also, stomatal patterning may represent a
primary mechanism by which plants can optimise its water-use efficiency under
saline condition. This investigation was aimed to explore the varietal differences in
a salinity tolerance of quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa) by evaluating a broad range
of accessions and linking the overall salinity tolerance with changes in stomatal
characteristics and EBC parameters. One hundred and fourteen accessions were
grown under temperature-controlled glasshouse under non-saline and 400 mM
NaCl conditions, and different physiological and anatomical characteristics were
measured. Accessions were classified into three classes (sensitive, intermediate and
tolerant) based on a relative dry weight defined as salinity tolerance index (STI).
Results showed a large variability in STI indicating a strong genetic variation in
salinity tolerance in quinoa. Bladders density was increased in a majority of
accessions under saline condition while the bladder’s diameter remained
unchanged; this resulted in a large variability in a bladder’s volume as a dependant
variable. Stomata density remained unchanged between saline and non-saline
conditions while the stomata length declined between 3% to 43% amongst
accessions. Leaf Na+ concentration varied from 669 µmol/gDW to 3155
µmol/gDW under saline condition and, with an exception of a few accessions, leaf
K+ concentration increased under saline conditions. Correlation analysis indicated
a significant positive association between EBC diameter and STI on one hand and

2

This chapter has been published as: Kiani-Pouya A, Rasouli F, Bazihizina N, Zhang H, Hedrich
R, Shabala S (2019) A large-scale screening of quinoa accessions reveals important role of
epidermal bladder cells and stomatal patterning in salinity tolerance. Environ Exp Bot 168, 103885
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EBC volume and STI on the other hand, in a salt-tolerant group. These observations
are consistent with the role of EBCs in sequestration of toxic Na+ in the external
structures, away from the cytosol. A negative association was found between EBC
density and diameter in salt-sensitive plants. A negative association between STI
and stomata length was also found in a salt-tolerant group, suggesting that these
plants were able to efficiently regulate stomatal patterning to balance water loss
and CO2 assimilation under saline conditions. Both salt-sensitive and salt-tolerant
groups had the same Na+ concentration in the shoot under saline conditions;
however, a negative association between leaf Na+ concentration and STI in saltsensitive plants indicated a more efficient Na+ sequestration process into the EBCs
in salt-tolerant plants.
4.1 Introduction
While halophytes and glycophytes have similar salinity tolerance mechanisms at a
basic level, halophytes have far superior salinity tolerance ability through
developing numerous strategies to adapt to high saline conditions (Shabala and
Mackay, 2011). These mechanisms include a range of anatomical and physiological
traits (Munns and Tester, 2008; Shabala and Mackay, 2011).
One of the specialised features that distinguishes halophytes from
glycophytes is the presence of the epidermal bladder cells (EBCs). EBCs have
been found in about 50% of all halophyte species (Flowers and Colmer, 2008) and
are located on the leaf surfaces, panicles and stem (Shabala, 2013). Given that
EBCs are larger than epidermal cells, they are able to take up a considerable amount
of Na+ away from the photosynthetically active mesophyll cells (Shabala et al.,
2014), making it an efficient strategy to confer salinity stress tolerance in
halophytes (Ben Hassine et al., 2009). It was long suggested that EBC are essential
in maintaining low concentration of Na+ in leaves and particularly young leaves.
Because of small and underdeveloped vacuoles in the mesophyll cells in younger
leaves, they do not possess effective internal sequestration mechanisms and rely
mainly on EBCs for salt sequestration (Bonales-Alatorre et al., 2013). In our
previous work we have shown that a mechanical removal of EBC by gentle
brushing results in a salt-sensitive phenotype in quinoa, thus providing the first
direct evidence for the role of EBC in salinity tolerance (Kiani-Pouya et al., 2017).
However, giving the pioneering nature of that study, many questions remain
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unanswered. Is EBC density genetically predetermined or can it be adjusted for
saline conditions? Will salinity impact EBC cell size (and, hence, volume)? No
answers to these questions are available in the literature.
Many unanswered questions are also related to the stomata patterning as a
component of the salt tolerance mechanism. Stomata control the gas exchange
between plant and its surrounding environment and serve as a primary gateway for
transpirational water loss and CO2 influx in plant (Lawson and Blatt, 2014). As a
result of this process, biomass accumulation in plants is directly proportionate to
the amount of assimilated CO2 and eventually is dependent on the regulation of
stomatal aperture (Shabala, 2013). Under saline conditions, both osmotic stress and
toxic Na+ level in the cytosol negatively affect stomatal parameters (Tavakkoli et
al., 2012). Why are halophytes capable to optimise their stomata performance? Are
there any special strategies in stomata operation that halophytes utilise under
salinity stress? How does salinity stress regulate epidermal the fate of epidermal
cells leading to either an increase or decrease in the stomata numbers?
Significant advances have been made in understanding mechanisms that
control stomatal function and also the signalling pathways that regulate guard cells
operation in glycophytes (Casson and Hetherington, 2010). Also advanced is our
understanding of the basal genetic pathways that regulate stomatal development,
specifically in Arabidopsis (Assmann and Jegla, 2016; Bergmann and Sack, 2007;
Wang et al., 2007). In contrast, much less is known about stomata operation in
halophytes (Hedrich and Shabala, 2018), and a question on how environmental
variables and particularly salinity stress modulates the basal stomatal development
pathway requires more investigations. In light of this, understanding the genes
regulatory network that control stomatal patterning and thus gas exchange under
saline condition could be critical to reduce water loss in salinity-grown plants.
Additionally, optimised gas exchange would maintain a high photosynthetic rate
for better plant performance under saline conditions (Deinlein et al., 2014; Kim et
al., 2010).
The ABA hormone is involved in controlling the closing and opening of
stomata in response to alteration in plant water balance (Chen and Gallie, 2004).
Can stomatal development be also affected by stress-induced ABA increase? An
association between stomatal density and ABA levels was shown in tomato
(Okuma et al., 2011) and Arabidopsis (Watkins et al., 2017), where the mutants of
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these two plants which were defective in ABA biosynthesis produced higher
stomatal numbers, supporting the above hypothesis.
Reduction in the stomatal conductance may occur via either physiological
(e.g. changes in a stomatal aperture) or morphological (e.g. decrease in a stomatal
density) pathways. It has been argued that alteration in the stomatal density may
represent a primary mechanism by which plant can optimize water-use efficiency
under salinity stress (Shabala et al., 2013). A comparison between halophyte
Thellungiella halophila and its glycophyte counterpart Arabidopsis showed that
salinity stress increased stomata density in Thellungiella leaves by about twofold
(Inan et al., 2004). These results came in a contrast with the suggestion that reduced
stomata density may reduce the residual (cuticular) transpiration through the closed
stomata (Hasanuzzaman et al., 2018; Shabala, 2013) and, thus, be advantageous to
plants. Thus, the question is: can these results from Thellungiella be extrapolated
to all halophytes?
The aim of the current study was to evaluate effects of salinity on EBC and
stomata patterning and development in quinoa plants and correlate the extent of
variability in these traits with the genetic variation in a salinity stress tolerance
amongst the large number of quinoa accessions.
4.2 Materials and methods
4.2.1 Plant materials and growth conditions
One hundred and fourteen quinoa accessions were grown from seeds in 15 cm
diameter pots filled with standard potting mix under temperature-controlled
glasshouse conditions. The standard potting mix was consisted of 90% composted
pine bark; 5% coco peat; 5% coarse sand; gypsum at 1 kg/m3; dolomite at 6 kg/m3;
ferrous sulphate at 1.5 kg/m3; Osmoform Pre-mix at 1.25 kg/m3 and controlledrelease fertiliser, Scotts Pro at 3 kg/m3. Day/night temperatures were 20 °C and
15.5 °C; mean humidity 74% and day length 16 h (incandescent lights were set at
6.00 to 9.00 and 16.00 to 22.00 hrs to give the day length hours). The experiment
was carried out at the University of Tasmania in Hobart, Australia, between June
and August 2017. Ten seeds were sown in each pot and germinating seedlings were
then thinned to leave 3 uniform plants per pot a few days before salinity treatment
commenced. Seedlings were watered for 14 days with tap water. Salt stress was
commenced at 15th day after sowing and 50 mM NaCl was added to the irrigation
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water twice daily over 4 days to a final concentration of 400 mM. Plants then were
maintained under salt stress for six weeks. At harvesting date, one of the youngest
fully expanded leaves from the top was taken for scanning electron microscope
images.
4.2.2 Sampling and measurements
For fresh weight (FW) measurements, plants were cut at the base and whole plant
immediately weighed. Plants were then dried at 60 °C for 96 hrs to obtain the dry
weight (DW).
To quantify the stomata and EBC density of leaves, fresh samples were
carefully harvested without causing any damage to the surfaces of one of the
youngest fully expanded leaves from 5 individual plants of saline- and non-salinegrown quinoa plants. Leaf sections of 5 x 5 mm were mounted and two images
from different leaf zones were taken from the abaxial side of the leaves using
scanning electron microscopy (FEI MLA650 ESEM, ThermoFisher Scientific,
Oregon, United States) at the environmental mode. A Peltier cooling element
maintained the specimen temperature close to 5 °C. Stomatal and EBC density
(number of cells per unit of leaf area) was counted from stored SEM images. For
those accessions with very high density of bladders, EBCs were removed before
images were taken to enable unobstructed view. To determine the EBCs volume
we presumed that the EBC is spherical and the volume was calculated based on
EBC density per leaf area and EBC diameter. Stomata length and epidermal cell
area were measured using the ImageJ analysis software. Stomata and bladder
indexes were determined as the ratio of the number of stomata/bladders in a given
area divided by the total number of stomata/bladders and epidermal cells in that
area. Presented data are the mean ± SE of measurements of 10 different fields of
view of the abaxial side of leaves from five individual plants.
Leaf Na+ and K+ determinations were conducted from digested leaf samples.
One of the youngest fully expanded leaf of plants was harvested and about 0.1 g
aliquot of ground dry weight of leaves was used for determination of Na+ and K+.
Dried leaf samples were mixed with 7 ml of 70% HNO3 and digested in a Teflon
digestion vessel using a microwave digester (MDS-2000 microwave digestion
system, CEM Corporation). After digestion the solution was transferred to a 15 ml
centrifuge tube and topped up with distilled water to a final volume of 15 ml. Then
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an appropriately diluted solution was used to measure Na+ and K+ content using the
flame photometer.
4.2.3 Grouping of accessions for salt tolerance
In order to allow comparisons among accessions, the measurements of plants DW
at 400 mM NaCl were divided by their means under non-saline condition to convert
to relative values. The relative DW was then considered as a salinity tolerance index
(STI) and values were used to group the accessions. All the quinoa accessions were
arbitrarily classified into three classes for salinity tolerance index (sensitive,
intermediate and tolerant). The class intervals of tolerance classes were defined as
the difference between the lowest and the highest relative values of DW divided by
three.
4.2.4 Data analysis
The statistical analysis was carried out by IBM SPSS Statistics 24 software (IBM
corp. Armonk, NY, USA). All presented data are mean values of five to ten
replicates and accompanied by the standard errors. Significance between different
treatments was determined by one‐way ANOVA analysis based on Least
Significant Distance test. The correlation analyses were applied to determine
association between different characteristics under saline condition. To do this, all
the studied characteristics measured under saline condition were correlated with
STI for each of salt-tolerant, intermediate and sensitive groups.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Salt stress affects physiological characteristics in quinoa
Imposing 400 mM NaCl on quinoa plants significantly impacted all the studied
physiological traits, revealing a large variation among accessions for all
characteristics. The mean individual results of physiological characteristics are
shown in the Suppl. Table S4.1-2. Salinity stress caused a significant reduction in
fresh weight (FW) and dry weight (DW) of all accessions. The FW ranged from
1.36 to 8.25 g plant-1 under non-saline condition, and was significantly reduced
under saline condition, where the FW varied from 0.62 to 2.92 g plant-1 (Suppl.
Table S4.1). In relative terms, FW of salt-grown plants were declined between 4%
and 87% (Suppl. Table S4.1). Similar to FW, all the accessions had the highest DW
under non-saline condition, ranging from 0.14 to 0.75 g plant-1 (Suppl. Table S4.1).
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DW significantly decreased under saline condition and ranged from 0.06 to 0.31 g
plant-1, showing relative variation between 7% and 84% (Fig. 4.1A-C and Suppl.
Table S4.1). Collectively, these results indicate a strong genetic variation for
salinity tolerance among quinoa accessions.
With an exception of a few accessions, salinity stress significantly increased
bladder density in all the quinoa plants and at a maximum amount it increased by
more than 3.5-fold (Suppl. Table S4.1). The regression analysis revealed no
association between salinity tolerance index (STI) and bladder density for salttolerant, intermediate and sensitive groups (Suppl. Fig. S4.1A-C). Bladder diameter
remained unchanged in the majority of accessions under saline condition; however,
it slightly increased or decreased in a few accessions (Suppl. Table S4.1). In a salttolerant group, there was a significant association between STI and a bladder
diameter under saline condition while there was not such a relation for intermediate
and sensitive groups (Fig. 4.2). EBC volume, as a dependant variable of bladder
density and diameter, had a great variation among accessions and ranged from 41%
to 339% in relative terms (Suppl. Table S4.1). Ina salt-tolerant group, there was a
significant positive correlation between STI and bladder volume under saline
condition, while in intermediate and sensitive groups there was no association
between these parameters (Fig. 4.2). Accessions also showed a great variation for
the bladder index, which ranged from 64% to 291% in relative terms (Suppl. Table
S4.1). There was no significant association between STI and the bladder index for
all three groups (Suppl. Fig. S4.1D-F).
Salinity stress also significantly affected stomata characteristics. On
average for all accessions, stomata density remained unchanged between saline and
non-saline conditions. However, a large genetic variability was found for the
stomata density amongst accessions, ranging from 67% to 159% in relative terms
(Suppl. Table S4.2; Suppl. Fig. S4.2A, B), with some genotypes increasing and
some decreasing stomata density. The regression analysis showed a significant
positive correlation between STI and stomata density in a salt-tolerant group (Fig.
4.3).
However, the relative length of stomata declined by 3% to 43% in salt-grown plants
(Suppl. Table S4.2; Suppl. Fig. 4.3A). This implies that quinoa plants manage to
reduce stomatal gas exchange under saline condition by minimising the size of
the pore.
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Fig. 4.1 Genetic variability of salinity tolerance in quinoa. A - salinity tolerance index defined as a relative dry weight of studied accession (% of control).
Based on this result, all accessions were classified into three major groups including tolerant, intermediate and sensitive groups according to their performance
under 400 mM NaCl. B, C - representative images of salt-tolerant and salt-sensitive accessions, respectively; D to F – images of representative plants from salttolerant(D), intermediate (E), and salt-sensitive (F) groups grown under non-saline and 400 mM NaCl conditions. The insets are scanning electron microscope
images of leaf surface showing bladder density in plant of each group.
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Salt-tolerant plants had a negative correlation between STI and stomatal
length under saline condition while no association between these parameters was
found in intermediate and sensitive groups (Fig. 4.3D-F). Relative changes in
stomatal index ranged from 53% to 118% among accessions (Suppl. Table S4.2;
Suppl. Fig. 4.3B) and there was no significant association between STI and stomata
index in any group (Suppl. Fig. 4.4A-C).

Fig. 4.2 Regression analysis (1) between salinity tolerance index (STI; defined as a relative
dry weight) and bladder diameter, and (2) between STI and bladder volume. A, D – saline
conditions; B, E – control conditions; C, F – relative change (% control). BDM, bladder
cell diameter; BV, bladder cell volume. T, I and S letters in the figures stay for salt-tolerant,
intermediate and sensitive groups. Each point represents one accession (a mean of 10
replications).

In respect to epidermal cell area (ECA), quinoa accessions responded
differently to salt stress where ECA either declined or increased under saline
condition so the relative change varied between 40% and 123% among accessions
(Suppl. Table S4.2; Suppl. Fig. S4.2C, D).
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Fig. 4.3 Regression analysis (1) between STI and stomatal density, and (2) between STI
and stomatal length. A, D – saline conditions; B, E – control conditions; C, F – relative
change (% control). SD, stomatal density; SL, stomatal length. T, I and S letters in the
figures stay for salt-tolerant, intermediate and sensitive groups. Each point represents one
accession (a mean of 10 replications).

Salinity stress caused a significant increase in leaf Na+ concentration, with
Na+ content varying between 669 µmol/gDW and 3155 µmol/gDW amongst
accessions under saline condition (Suppl. Table S4.2). This result indicates
significant genetic variation in quinoa’s ability for Na+ uptake (Suppl. Table S4.2;
Suppl. Fig. 4.3C). With an exception of a few accessions, plants grown under saline
condition showed higher K+ content in their leaves compared with non-saline
condition (Suppl. Table S4.2; Suppl. Fig. 4.3D). The K+ concentration ranged from
89% to 258% in accessions grown under 400 mM salinity stress indicating that K+
uptake was stimulated under saline condition.
4.3.2 Correlation analysis
All the accessions were assigned to three distinct classes based on the relative DW
that defined as salinity tolerance indexes (STI). The major bulk of genotypes (70
accessions) was classified as salt-sensitive, while 30 and 14 accessions were
categorised as intermediate and salt-tolerant, respectively. The STI of these three
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groups were considered as dependent variables and correlated with measured
physiological characteristics under 400 mM NaCl (Tables 4.1-4.3).
In the salt-tolerant group, there was a significant correlation between the
EBC dimeter and STI (R2= 0.63; P < 0.05) and also between STI and the bladder
volume, indicating that the larger EBCs played a positive role in salinity tolerance
(Table 4.1). In salt-sensitive plants on the other hand, there was a negative
correlation between STI and leaf Na+ concentration (R2= -0.29; P < 0.05) (Table
4.3). This may imply a compromised Na+ sequestration ability (to move away Na+
from the photosynthetic active leaves) and, thus, a negative impact on a biomass
production. In this regard, in a salt-sensitive group there was a strong negative
correlation between bladder density and diameter (R2 = -0.40; P < 0.01). Taking
into account the positive relation between bladder density and bladder index (R2 =
0.68; P < 0.01) it could be suggested that in salt-sensitive plants higher bladder
density resulted in smaller bladders (Table 4.3). Also, there was no significant
association between STI and a bladder volume or density in a salt-sensitive group.
Instead, results revealed that increasing bladder density had a negative correlation
with the bladder diameter and stomatal index (Table 4.3).
While there was a very significant positive correlation (R2 = 0.73; P < 0.01)
between EBC index and a stomata index in a salt-tolerant group (Table 4.1), these
two parameters were negatively correlated (R2 = -0.32; P < 0.01) in a salt-sensitive
group (Table 4.3). The simultaneous increase in the bladder and stomata cells
density in a salt-tolerant group was achieved through reducing the epidermal cell
size (Suppl. Fig. S4.2).
A significant negative correlation between ECA and the bladder density
was reported for the intermediate (R2= -0.58; P < 0.01) and sensitive (R2= -0.59; P
< 0.01) clusters while no such correlation was found in the salt-tolerant group
(Tables 4.1-4.3).
A negative correlation between bladder index and stomatal parameters
(stomatal density (R2 = -0.38; P < 0.01), stomatal length (R2 = -0.28; P < 0.05) and
stomatal index (R2 = -0.32; P < 0.01)) were also found in salt-sensitive plants. This
data suggests that the increasing bladder density affected stomatal characteristics
which in turn finally affected plant performance under saline conditions (Table 4.3).
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Table 4.1 Correlation between physiological characteristics and salinity tolerance index (relative dry weights) in a salt-tolerant cluster under saline condition

STI
FW
BD
BDM
BV
BI
SD
SL
SI
ECA
Na+
K+

STI

FW

BD

BDM

BV

BI

SD

SL

SI

ECA

Na+

K+

1
0.79**
0.17
0.63*
0.57*
-0.25
0.3
-0.55*
-0.34
-0.29
0.10
0.40

1
0.46
0.5
0.70**
0.11
-0.08
-0.21
0.001
0.07
0.06
0.34

1
0.1
0.80**
0.41
-0.31
0.15
0.23
-0.005
0.05
0.2

1
0.65*
0.55*
0.54*
-0.05
-0.42
-0.41
0.02
0.29

1
-0.03
0.06
-0.02
-0.06
-0.19
0.12
0.3

1
-0.40
0.26
0.73**
0.37
0.06
0.08

1
-0.26
-0.04
0.71**
0.01
0.42

1
0.18
0.05
-0.17
-0.28

1
0.26
0.21
0.02

1
0.32
-0.34

1
0.09

1

Abbreviations:
STI: relative dry weight (% of control); FW: relative fresh weight (% of control); BD: bladder density (cell mm-2); BDM: bladder diameter (µm); BV: bladder
volume (µl); BI: bladder index; SD: stomatal density (cell mm-2); SL: stomatal length (µm); ECA: epidermal cell area (µm2); Na+: leaf Na+ concentration
(µmol/gDW); K+: leaf K+ concentration (µmol/gDW).
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Table 4.2 Correlation between physiological characteristics and salinity tolerance index in plants from the intermediate cluster under saline condition

STI
FW
BD
BDM
BV
BI
SD
SL
SI
ECA
Na+
K+

STI
1
0.64**
0.11
-0.11
0.15
0.23
0.18
-0.29
0.001
-0.17
-0.05
0.02

FW

BD

BDM

BV

BI

SD

SL

SI

ECA

Na+

K+

1
0.32
-0.18
0.19
0.39*
0.15
-0.28
0.42*
-0.12
0.2
0.09

1
0.15
0.82**
0.64**
0.48**
-0.60**
-0.06
-0.59**
-0.1
0.09

1
0.61**
0.28
-0.12
-0.11
0.02
0.18
0.04
-0.27

1
0.64**
0.39
-0.59**
-0.08
-0.42*
-0.004
-0.171

1
-0.132
-0.125
0.14
0.07
-0.018
0.21

1
-0.67**
-0.008
-0.84**
-0.24
-0.07

1
0.04
0.76**
0.06
0.05

1
0.31
0.20
-0.02

1
0.13
0.06

1
-0.37*

1

Abbreviations:
STI: relative dry weight (% of control); FW: relative fresh weight (% of control); BD: bladder density (cell mm-2); BDM: bladder diameter (µm); BV: bladder
volume (µl); BI: bladder index; SD: stomatal density (cell mm-2); SL: stomatal length (µm); ECA: epidermal cell area (µm2); Na+: leaf Na+ concentration
(µmol/gDW); K+: leaf K+ concentration (µmol/gDW).
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Table 4.3 Correlation between physiological characteristics and salinity tolerance index in plants from salt-sensitive cluster under saline condition

STI
FW
BD
BDM
BV
BI
SD
SL
SI
ECA
Na+
K+

STI
1
0.80**
0.09
-0.09
0.07
-0.04
0.07
-0.04
-0.15
-0.18
-0.29*
-0.14

FW

BD

BDM

BV

BI

SD

SL

SI

ECA

Na+

K+

1
0.25*
-0.08
0.22
0.21
0.04
-0.11
-0.08
-0.13
-0.01
-0.13

1
-0.40**
0.68**
0.68**
0.08
-0.45**
-0.34**
-0.59**
0.11
0.08

1
0.31**
-0.41**
0.14
0.35**
0.38**
0.17
-0.14
-0.13

1
0.46**
0.09
-0.24*
-0.14
-0.40**
0.13
-0.05

1
-0.38**
-0.28*
-0.32**
-0.01
0.40**
0.06

1
-0.30*
0.48**
-0.64**
-0.41**
0.05

1
0.24*
0.59**
-0.11
-0.18

1
0.17
-0.19
-0.10

1
0.27*
-0.14

1
-0.14

1

Abbreviations:
STI: relative dry weight (% of control); FW: relative fresh weight (% of control); BD: bladder density (cell mm-2); BDM: bladder diameter (µm); BV: bladder
volume (µl); BI: bladder index; SD: stomatal density (cell mm-2); SL: stomatal length (µm); ECA: epidermal cell area (µm2); Na+: leaf Na+ concentration
(µmol/gDW); K+: leaf K+ concentration (µmol/gDW).
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4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 EBCs played an important role in salinity tolerance in quinoa
In a salt-tolerant group, the significant positive correlations between bladder
diameter and STI in one hand and bladder volume and STI on the other hand (Table
4.1) indicate that higher external Na+ sequestration capacity conferred by the larger
bladder volume played a positive role in salinity tolerance in quinoa. The
mechanistic basis for this is an increased capacity for compartmentalisation of
significant amounts of toxic Na+ in EBCs, as shown before in Mesembryanthemum
crystallinum (Barkla et al., 2018) and quinoa, where bladderless plant possessed a
salt-sensitive phenotype (Kiani-Pouya et al., 2017).
To better understand the contribution of EBCs towards salinity tolerance in
quinoa, we have further selected 5 accessions with the highest and lowest bladder
volume grown under 400 mM NaCl for detailed analysis (Fig. 4.4A-F). Plants with
higher EBC volume had a significantly higher DW, bladder density, and bladder
diameter than a group with low bladder volume (Fig. 4.4B-D). Also, plants with
high EBC volume had about 5.5 times more EBC sequestration capacity compared
to plants with low EBC volume (Table 4.4) indicating that tolerant plants had higher
external Na+ storage on their leaves where EBC act as a major sink for the toxic
ions such as Na+ and Cl–. Using measured volumes of EBC (Table 4.4) and
assuming that the thickness of leaf lamina is about 120 μm, the corresponding
volume of the leaf lamina was about 0.12 μl. Thus, in accessions with a high bladder
volume, about 40% of the total aerial volume was represented by EBCs while this
value for plants with low EBC volume was about 10%. This 4-fold difference
resulted in EBCs making a significant contribution towards the total aerial volume
in salt-tolerant plants (Table 4.4) and therefore, provided them with a storage
capacity for toxic Na+ and Cl-. In line with this, we have already calculated that Na+
and Cl– concentrations of quinoa EBC could be estimated around 850 mM and 1 M,
respectively (Kiani-Pouya et al., 2017). Given that plants with high EBC volume
had the same Na+ concentration in their leaves as plants with a low EBC volume
(Fig. 4.4F) and the fact that plant with high EBC volume had higher salt tolerance,
it could be speculated that the majority of toxic Na+ may be transported into the
EBCs thus conferring the salinity tolerance of this group.
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Fig. 4.4 Physiological characteristics of five quinoa accessions grouped based on the
highest and lowest bladder volume. Bars show the average pooled data of five quinoa
accessions. A - bladder volume, BV; B - dry weight, DW; C - bladder density, BD; D bladder diameter, BDM; E - bladder index, BI; F - Na+ concentration. The chosen
accessions with higher BV were Q32, 195, 193, Q57, 127 and those with lower BV were
Q5, 144, Q65, Q79, and 157. Mean ± SE (n = 5; 25 replications in total). Data labelled with
different lower-case letters are significantly different at P < 0.05.

The bladder diameter had a major contribution towards salinity tolerance in
quinoa; hence, increasing the size and quantity of EBCs may be beneficial to
improving salinity tolerance through compartmentalization of Na+ into EBCs.
There is not much information on the mechanisms controlling EBC size in quinoa.
Studies on Arabidopsis (Churchman et al., 2006) and M. crystallinum (Barkla et al.,
2018) showed that, to a large extent, the trichome size is determined by the number
of endoreduplications. It has also been revealed in M. crystallinum that salinity
stress induced endopolyploidy in EBCs and leaves of this plant, with one or two
additional rounds of endoreduplication occurring in salt-grown plants (Barkla et al.,
2018). This increase in a cell size may contribute to salinity tolerance through
increasing the external store volume for Na+ sequestration. Endopolyploidy
involves the tight control of molecular mechanisms that initiate and then maintain
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endoreplication in the cell, allowing endocycling cells to replicate their DNA
during the synthesis (S) phase but arresting progress to the mitosis phase, cycling
instead between the S and gap (G) phases (Barkla et al., 2018). Cyclin-dependent
kinases (CDKs), a conserved class of serine/threonine kinases, along with their
regulatory subunit cyclins (CYCs) drive unidirectional and irreversible progression
from one cell cycle phase to the next by phosphorylating target proteins (Kumar
and Larkin, 2017). If similar mechanisms are involved in quinoa, they could be
exploited to modify the bladder size through manipulating one or a few genes
associated with cyclin production, to further improve external Na+ storage capacity
by controlling EBC size.

Table 4.4 Bladder-related information of five quinoa accessions grouped based on the
highest and lowest bladder volume when grown under 400 mM NaCl conditions. It was
assumed that the thickness of leaf lamina was about 120 μm. Mean ± SE (n = 5).
*

Significant and P< 0.01.

4.4.2 Salt-sensitive plants failed to coordinate bladder size and density
The superior performance of plants under saline condition depends on numerous
anatomical and physiological mechanisms (Ozgur et al., 2013; Shabala and Mackay,
2011). The cell elongation declines under saline conditions, first because of osmotic
stress and then due to Na+ build up (Munns and Tester, 2008; Zhu, 2002). Saltsensitive plants showed a negative correlation between the bladder density and
bladder diameter (Table 4.3). Given that EBCs play an important role in salinity
tolerance in quinoa, the failure of this group to produce larger bladder cells resulted
in a salt-sensitive phenotype. As it has been discussed in the previous section, this
may be potentially explained by the number of endoreduplications occurring in saltsensitive and tolerant groups.
Not much is known about the molecular mechanisms of EBCs patterning
and formation in quinoa but based on the existing knowledge in Arabidopsis, the
trichome formation is the result of an interaction between neighbouring epidermal
cells (Glover, 2000; Larkin et al., 1996). This process is regulated by a number of
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positive and negative regulators such as GLABRA1 and R2R3 MYB transcription
factors (Pesch and Hulskamp, 2009) and is also under hormonal control.
On the contrary to the salt-sensitive group, salt-tolerant plants were able to
concurrently keep constant density of both stomata and bladder cells under saline
condition, mainly through reducing ECA (Table 4.1). The relation between
decreasing ECA and salinity tolerance was further confirmed by analysis of 5
accessions with the highest and lowest ECA (Fig. 4.5A-H). As the relative ECA of
group with highest area was increased to 119%, the ECA of group with the lowest
was markedly reduced to 49.2% (Fig. 4.5A). Plants with a larger cell area
significantly had less DW and bladder volume, bladder and stomata densities (Fig.
4.5B,C,E,F). This finding indicates that ECA had an association with all the
important salt-responsive characteristics and thus could be considered as an
important salt-responsive characteristic in quinoa. For instance, lower ECA
resulted in higher bladder and stomata densities which correlated positively with
biomass production. Furthermore, the group with bigger ECA also had bigger
stomata length and higher leaf Na+ concentration; as both play a negative role in
salinity tolerance, they likely contributed to the salt-sensitive phenotype (Fig. 4.5GH; Suppl. Fig. S4.5).
An increase in the stomata density was associated with a decrease in ECA
(Fig. 4.5F). This strategy was rather different from those reported for other
halophytes. For instance, it has been reported that stomatal density reduced under
hypersaline condition in Atriplex halimus (Boughalleb et al., 2009), Kochia
prostrata (Karimi et al., 2005) and Suaeda maritima (Flowers and Colmer, 2008).
The reasons for this discrepancy should be a subject of a separate investigation.
4.4.3 Salt-tolerant plants effectively coordinate stomata length and density
Stomatal transpiration accounts for about 95% of the total water loss (Hedrich and
Shabala, 2018) playing a significant role in water use efficiency in plants.
Transpirational water loss through stomata are controlled by stomata parameters
such as density, structure and aperture (Hetherington and Woodward, 2003) and
the results of this investigation revealed that quinoa plants regulate this process
through stomata length but not by stomata density. Indeed, while stomata density
was not altered under either saline and non-saline conditions, stomata length (as a
proxy for stomata aperture) declined on average by 30% in all accessions.
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Fig. 4.5 Physiological characteristics of five quinoa accessions grouped based on the
highest and lowest epidermal cell area. Bars show the average pooled data of five quinoa
accessions. A - epidermal cell area, ECA; B - dry weight; C - bladder density, BD; D bladder diameter, BDM; E - bladder volume, BV; F - stomata density, SD; G - Stomata
length, SL; H - Na+ concentration. The chosen accessions with higher ECA were 155, 146,
188, 157, Q65 and those with lower ECA were 193, Q68, 217, 208, and 173. Mean ± SE
(n = 5; 25 replications in total). Data labelled with different lower-case letters are
significantly different at P < 0.05.

Salt-tolerant plants, however, employed a different strategy. The negative
correlation between STI and stomata length in the salt-tolerant group means that
tolerant plants reduced guard cell aperture as a strategy to manage their water loss
(Table 4.1). However, this mechanism has a cost for plants, as reduction in the
stomatal conductance results in a reduction of photosynthetic rate and thereby
decreasing plant biomass production that eventually leads to yield loss (Centritto et
al., 2003). A further analysis revealed that salt-tolerant quinoa plants were able to
increase stomata density as a compensation mechanism for reduced stomata length
(Fig. 4.6D). As a result of this strategy, the gas exchange was efficiently controlled
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in a way that it balanced leaf water loss and CO2 assimilation under saline condition
enabling plants to better deal with salt stress. Analysis of 5 accessions with the
highest and lowest stomatal length revealed that the group with the smaller stomata
length had significantly higher DW, bladder and stomatal densities (Fig. 4.6B-D)
indicating that smaller guard cell aperture is compensated by the higher stomata
density. Reducing ECA was a primary reason of the increased of other cell types
densities e.g. bladder or stomata. In this regard, while ECA increased by 8% in
plants with high stomatal length, the cell area decreased by 46% in group with
smaller stomata length (Fig. 4.5E).

Fig. 4.6 Physiological characteristics of five quinoa accessions grouped based on the
highest and lowest stomata length. Bars show the average pooled data of five quinoa
accessions. A - Stomata length, SL; B - dry weight, DW; C - stomata density, SD; D bladder density, BD; E - epidermal cell area, ECA. The chosen accessions with higher SL
were Q65, Q58, Q54, 146, 178 and those with lower SL were Q32, 136, 173, 217, and 208.
Mean ± SE (n = 5; 25 replications in total). Data labelled with different lower-case letters
are significantly different at P < 0.05.

The stomatal lineage is dynamic and flexible, altering stomatal production
in response to environmental change, with numerous transcriptional regulators,
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cell-to-cell signaling and polarity proteins involved (Adrian et al., 2015; Lee and
Bergmann, 2019). Like our knowledge of EBCs development, all available
information comes from studies on Arabidopsis. Comparing transcriptional profiles
of the above key genes between contrasting quinoa accessions may be an important
step for targeting stomatal density as a salinity tolerance strategy in plant breeding
programs.
4.4.4 Na+ adversely affected salt-sensitive plants
It has been argued that prevention of Na+ delivery to the leaves, and particularly
young leaves, is a fundamental characteristic of Na+ sequestration at the wholeplant level in different plant species (Munns, 2002). However, in addition to this
general characteristic, halophytes are able to effectively compartmentalise Na+ into
vacuoles to prevent the toxic effects of Na+ (Flowers and Colmer, 2008). Both saltsensitive and salt-tolerant groups had the same leaf Na+ concentration (on average
1649 µmol/gDW and 1700 µmol/gDW in salt-sensitive and tolerant group,
respectively) suggesting that the ability of salt-tolerant and sensitive plants in
preventing Na+ entry to the shoot was the same. Also, there was a negative relation
between leaf Na+ concentration and STI in salt-sensitive plants (Table 4.3), which
suggests that this group could not cope with high concentration of Na+ that resulted
in a lower biomass production (Table 4.3). Given that Na+ sequestration into EBCs
is one of the most important mechanisms for salinity tolerance in quinoa, this result
further confirms the role of EBCs as salt dumpers for the sequestration of toxic ions
away from the cytosol.
The findings of the current study revealed that in salt-tolerant quinoa
genotypes a combination of higher bladder density and larger EBCs resulted in a
higher EBC volume, increasing plant’s external capacity for storage of toxic Na+
and Cl-. This result shows the important role of EBC in salinity tolerance in quinoa.
Furthermore, although salt-tolerant plants had a negative association between STI
and stomata length, they were also able to increase stomata density as a
compensation strategy for the reduced stomata size. This mechanism indicates the
superior ability of salt tolerant plants in regulating stomatal patterning to efficiently
balance water loss and CO2 assimilation under saline conditions.
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Chapter 5: Understanding the role of root-related traits in salinity
tolerance of quinoa accessions with contrasting epidermal bladder
cells patterning 3

Abstract
Our previous studies indicated that sequestration of toxic Na+ and Cl- ions into
epidermal bladder cells (EBCs) is an efficient mechanism conferring salinity
tolerance in quinoa. However, some halophytes do not develop EBCs but still
possess superior salinity tolerance. To elucidate the possible compensation
mechanism(s) underlying superior salinity tolerance in the absence of the external
salt storage capacity, we have selected four quinoa accessions with contrasting
patterns of EBC development. Whole-plant physiological and electrophysiological
characteristics were assessed after 2 days and 3 weeks of 400 mM NaCl stress. Both
accessions with low EBC volume utilised Na+ exclusion at the root level and were
capable to maintain low Na+ concentration in leaves, to compensate for the inability
to sequester Na+ load in EBC. These conclusions were further confirmed by
electrophysiological experiments showing higher Na+ efflux from roots of these
varieties (measured by a non-invasive microelectrode MIFE technique) as
compared to accessions with high EBC volume. Furthermore, accessions with low
EBC volume had significantly higher K+ concentration in their leaves upon longterm salinity exposures compared to plants with high EBC sequestration ability,
suggesting that the ability to maintain high K+ content in the leaf mesophyll was as
another important compensation mechanism.

5.1 Introduction
Halophytes are considered as plants with a superior ability to use specialized
mechanisms to survive under high-saline conditions (Shao et al., 2014). Many of
them are able to compartmentalise toxic ions such as Na+ and Cl- in the specialized
epidermal bladder cell (EBC). The latter trait enables halophytes to effectively take

3

This chapter has been submitted to Planta journal: Kiani-Pouya A, Rasouli F, Lana Shabala,
Ayesha T.Tahir, Meixue Zhou, Shabala S (2019) Understanding the role of root-related traits in
salinity tolerance of quinoa accessions with contrasting epidermal bladder cells patterning.
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away excessive salt from the metabolically active tissues and transfer it into EBCs
operating as salt dumps, therefore contributing to overall salinity tolerance (Shabala
et al., 2014). Our previous study showed that sequestration of toxic Na+ ions into
EBCs is an efficient mechanism contributing to salinity tolerance in quinoa, as
compromising this ability by the mechanical removal of EBC resulted in a saltsensitive phenotype (Kiani-Pouya et al., 2017). Also, our large-scale quinoa
germplasm screening revealed a strong correlation between the bladder’s storage
capacity and salinity tolerance indicating that the larger bladders with higher
densities had a positive role in salinity tolerance (Kiani-Pouya et al., 2019). The
molecular identity of key transporters involved in accumulation of Na+ and Cl- in
EBCs in quinoa has been recently revealed (Bohm et al., 2018) and characterized
at the functional level.
However, at least 50% of all halophytes do not utilize glands or EBCs to
optimize their tissue ion concentrations (Shabala, 2013). For instance, Suaeda is
representative of a group of very tolerant halophyte plants that are able to
accommodate salt in the shoots without the need for salt compartmentalisation into
external bladders (Flowers and Colmer, 2008). Given that these plants still possess
superior salinity tolerance capability suggests the existence of multiple mechanisms
for salinity tolerance, allowing plants to compensate for the lack of EBC
sequestration ability. These mechanisms are numerous (Barkla et al., 2012; Bressan
et al., 2001; Ozgur et al., 2013; Shabala et al., 2014; Shabala and Mackay, 2011),
and it remains to be answered which of them plays a major role to compensate
quinoa plants for the absence of external salt storage in EBCs, to deal with the salt
stress.
In most cases, the lack of EBC is compensated by the pronounced
succulency in plant shoots, allowing large amounts of salt to be stored in enlarged
vacuoles in specialised storage tissues (Flowers and Colmer, 2008; Zeng et al.,
2018). In lay terms, these plants simply switched from external to internal salt
storage. However, the succulency is typically found in halophytic dicots and often
not observed in grass species (Flowers and Colmer, 2008); it is also not pronounced
in quinoa. This suggests that other compensation mechanisms (such as root traits)
may also confer salinity tolerance in halophytes. What are their roles in quinoa?
In this work, we hypothesised that EBC sequestration is not the only
mechanism behind the salinity tolerance in quinoa, and plants with low EBC
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volume (and, hence, compromised ability for the external Na+ storage) should have
compensation mechanism(s) to deal with excessive salt. Amongst possible
candidates are efficient osmotic adjustment and osmoprotection, traits that maintain
optimal ion homeostasis, and developmental and physiological control of stomatal
operation (Flowers and Colmer, 2008; Munns and Tester, 2008; Shabala et al., 2014;
Shabala and Mackay, 2011). Of specific interest are mechanisms regulating Na+
and K+ transport and homeostasis (Schroeder et al., 2013). Plants are able to reduce
the amount of accumulated Na+ by its efficient exclusion at the root level. This
exclusion is mediated by the plasma membrane-localized salt overly sensitive 1
(SOS1) transporter (Qiu et al., 2002). Halophytes like quinoa also rely heavily on
the use of inorganic ions to maintain cell turgor (Shabala, 2013). Potassium is the
major cation present in the cytosol (with concentrations 100 mM and above) and
thus is critical for this purpose. However, a massive K+ leakage from the cytosol of
root and leaf tissues occurs under salinity stress in all plants (Shabala et al., 2006)
which leads to K+ pool depletion and may trigger programmed cell death in plant
tissues through activation of enzymes associated with protein catabolism
(Demidchik et al., 2010). Under this circumstances, efficient K+ retention ability
has the main contribution to salinity tissue tolerance. Can the lack of EBC
sequestration ability for Na+ be then compensated by a better K+ retention in plant
tissue(s)?
In this study, four quinoa accessions were selected from our previous
experiment that possessed different EBC patterning and contrasting salt tolerance.
These accessions were used in a series of glasshouse and laboratory experiments to
understand the mechanistic basis of compensatory mechanisms conferring salinity
stress tolerance.
5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Plant material and growth conditions
Two relatively salt-sensitive quinoa accessions (195 and Q30) and two salt-tolerant
accessions (Q68 and Q21) were used in this study (Fig. 5.1). Throughout the text,
these are abbreviated as S (for sensitive) and T (tolerant) and referred as HBV and
LBV for high- and low-EBC bladder volume, respectively. Plants were grown from
seeds in 20 cm diameter pots filled with a mixture of 70% sand and 30% perlite
under temperature-controlled glasshouse conditions at the University of Tasmania
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in Hobart, Australia. Seeds were irrigated with a half-strength modified Hoagland's
nutrient solution. The nutrient solution composition was as follows: KNO3 (3 mM),
Ca (NO3)2 4H2O (2.5 mM), KH2PO4 (0.17 mM), MgSO4.7H2O (1.5 mM), Fe as
sodium ferric diethylenetriamine pentaacetate (NaFeDTPA) (50 µM), H3BO3 (23
µM), MnSO4 H2O (5 µM), ZnSO4 7H2O (0.4 µM), CuSO4 7H2O (0.2 µM), and
H2MoO4 (0.1 µM). After germination, the nutrient solutions were replaced with a
full-strength modified Hoagland’s solution. Day/night temperatures was 22 °C and
16 °C; the mean humidity 74% and a day length 16 h (incandescent lights were set
at 6.00 to 9.00 and 16.00 to 22.00 hrs to give the day length hours). Fifteen seeds
were sown in each pot. Germinated seedlings were then thinned to leave 4 uniform
plants per pot a few days before salinity treatment commenced. Experiment was
organised in a completely randomised design, with each treatment including four
replications. Seedlings were watered for 14 days with a tap water and the salt stress
was then commenced at 15th day after sowing, with NaCl salt added to the
irrigation water. Plants were watered twice daily, and salinity concentration was
increased by 50 mM increments over 4 days to reach a final concentration of 400
mM NaCl. Plants then were maintained under salt stress for 3 weeks. Different
physiological and electrophysiological parameters were assessed after short (2 days)
and long-term (3 weeks) of 400 mM NaCl stress.
5.2.2 Leaf sap Na+ and K+ concentration
To measure Na+ and K+ concentrations, one of the youngest fully expanded leaves
was harvested at two days and three weeks after imposing 400 mM NaCl. The
harvested leaves placed into Eppendorf tubes (Eppendorf South Pacific, NSW,
Australia) and immediately frozen. For ion content and osmolality determinations,
the leaves were thawed and the sap then was extracted through squeezing the leaves.
To remove debris, the extracted sap was centrifuged at 7000 rpm for 5 min. About
25-50 μL of the collected leaf sap was diluted with an appropriate volume of
distilled water to measure K+ and Na+ contents using a flame photometer (Corning
410C, Essex, UK). Five replicates were used for each treatment.
5.2.3 MIFE non-invasive ion flux measurements
Net Na+ and K+ fluxes were measured using non-invasive ion-selective vibrating
microelectrodes (the MIFE technique; University of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia).
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The principles of MIFE ion flux measurements and details of microelectrodes
fabrication and calibration are fully described elsewhere (Shabala et al., 2006;
Shabala et al., 1997). In brief, borosilicate glass capillaries (GC150‐10; Clark
Electrochemical instruments, Pangbourne, Berks, UK) were pulled out using a
vertical puller, then dried overnight at 225 °C, and silanized with
tributilchlorosilane (Cat. no. 90796; Fluka, Busch, Switzerland). Electrodes were
then back-filled using backfilling solutions (200 mM/L KCl for K+ and 500 mM/L
NaCl for Na+) and tips of respective electrodes were front-filled with commercially
available ionophore cocktails (Na+ catalogue No. 71176 and K+, catalogue No.
71176; both from Sigma-Aldrich, Castle Hill, NSW, Australia) and finally
calibrated with respective standards. The electrodes that had a slope above 50 mV
per decade with a correlation above 0.999 were used for measurement.
5.2.4 MIFE experimental protocols for Na+ and K+ flux measurements
For K+ flux measurement, seeds of quinoa accessions were surface sterilized with
10% commercial bleach for 10 min and then rinsed thoroughly with deionized
water for 30 min. Seeds were sown on the filter paper in 90-mm Petri dish and
grown for 3 days in an incubator at 24 °C. The germinated seedlings were then
immobilized in a Petri dish and pre-conditioning in a Basic Salt Media solution
(BSM: 0.1 mmol/L CaCl2 and 0.5 mmol/L KCl) for 30 min. Steady-state K+ fluxes
were recorded for 5 min from the mature zone of the root (5 mm from the root tip).
Then, treatment of 200 mM NaCl was administered and net fluxes of K+ were
measured for further 30 min.
To measure Na+ efflux, plants were grown in a mixture of 70% sand and
30% perlite for two weeks with tap water and then continue growing under nonsaline and 400 mM NaCl conditions for additional three weeks as described above.
A so-called ‘recovery protocol’ (Cuin et al., 2011) was then used to measure the
magnitude of Na+/H+ exchanger-mediated Na+ efflux from the epidermal root tissue.
An apical root segment was cut and thoroughly rinsed with 10 mM CaCl2 solution,
to remove apoplastic NaCl. The root segment was then transferred into a clean
chamber containing Na+-free BSM solution (with/without 0.1 mM amiloride). Na+
flux measurements were conducted in the elongation zone, between 250-500 µm
from the root cap.
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5.2.5 RNA extraction and RT-qPCR experiments
Harvesting plant samples for real-time qPCR was carried out at 3 weeks after
imposing 400 NaCl salt stress. About 100 mg of fresh roots were harvested and
used immediately for extraction. The total RNA was extracted from roots by
grinding in a liquid nitrogen using Isolate II RNA Mini Kit (Bioline, NSW,
Australia) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The first-strand cDNA was
synthetised using QuantiTect Reverse Transcription Kit (Qiagen). Relative
transcript levels of CqSOS1, CqNHX, CqSKOR, CqGORK and CqEF-1a as a
reference gene were determined using a real-time qPCR analysis by Qiagen Rotorgene PCR system. RT-qPCR experiments were as follows: 95 °C for 2 min, 95 °C
for 10 sec, 55 °C for 15 sec and 72 °C for 20 sec. Amplified gene products were
detected using QuantiNova SYBR Green PCR Kit (Qiagen). Each data point
consisted of three biological and two technical replicates and as shown as mean ±
SE. Details on primers are presented in Suppl. Table S5.1. The reported data is
presented as relatively values (e.g. transcript levels under saline conditions divided
by the corresponding values under control conditions) with normalization of data
to the average of the internal control of the housekeeping gene.
5.2.6 Statistical analysis
Data were analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics 24 software (IBM corp. Armonk,
NY, USA). Unless stated otherwise, the presented data represent a mean of five
replicates and is accompanied by the standard errors. A one-way analysis of
variance and treatment mean separations were performed using Duncan’s multiple
range test at 5% level of significance.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Biomass and EBCs characteristics of selected accessions
Four contrasting quinoa accessions were chosen for this study from a large-scale
screening experiment (Fig. 5.1). Accessions Q68 and Q21 with 68.9% and 71.9%
relative DW under saline conditions were classified as salt-tolerant plants (T),
representing HBV and LBV accessions, respectively. Accessions Q195 and Q30
with a relative DW of 41.9% and 42.8% respectively, were deemed as salt-sensitive.
They also had contrasting EBC volume (HBV and LBV, respectively; Fig. 5.1).
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Fig. 5.1 Biomass and epidermal bladder cells (EBCs) patterning of selected accessions. Accessions used are: (A) accession Q21 - salt-tolerant with low EBC
volume; abbreviated as T(LBV); (B) accession Q68 - salt-tolerant with high EBC volume, T(HBV); (C) accession Q30 - salt-sensitive with low EBC volume,
S(LBV); (D) accession 195 - salt-sensitive with low EBC volume, S(HBV). The insets are scanning electron microscope images of leaf surface showing bladder
density in each accession. E-G - fresh and dry weights of four quinoa accessions grown under control and saline (400 mM NaCl) conditions. Mean ± SE (n =
5). E - fresh weigh (g plant-1); F - dry weight (g plant-1); G - relative weight (% control). Data labelled with different lower-case letters are significantly different
at P < 0.05. FW = fresh weight; DW = dry weight; Ctrl = control.
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The specific information on the bladder density and EBC diameters of studied
accessions grown in the presence of 400 mM NaCl is given in Table 5.1. As one
can see, the difference in the EBC volume between HBV and LBV varieties was at
least two-fold (Table 5.1). Assuming that the EBC density is equal at the both sides
of the leaf and the thickness of the leaf lamina is about 120 μm, the corresponding
volume of the leaf lamina would be about 0.12 μl. Thus, as shown in Table 5.1, in
HBV accessions EBC comprised about one-third of the total aerial volume,
representing a major potential sink for external Na+ storage.
Table 5.1 Bladder-related information of 4 quinoa accession grown under 400 mM NaCl
conditions. It was assumed that the thickness of leaf lamina was about 120 μm. Mean ± SE
(n = 5).

5.3.2 Leaf and root sap ionic analysis
Two days after imposing 400 mM salt stress, Na+ contents in leaves and roots of
both salt-sensitive and tolerant plants significantly increased compared to control
plants; the numbers were even higher after 3 weeks of salt stress (Fig. 5.2A, B). In
leaves, the highest Na+ content was recorded in accession S(HBV) and there was
not significant difference among other accessions (Fig. 5.2A). Consistent with this
result, S(LBV) had Na+ concentration as low as salt-tolerant plants (Fig. 5.2A). In
roots, Na+ concentration in T(LBV) was the lowest after 2 days of salt exposure
whereas T(HBV) had Na+ concentration (Fig. 5.2B). However, after 3 weeks of
salinity stress both salt-tolerant accessions had the same Na+ concentration in their
roots which were significantly lower compared with those in salt-sensitive plants
(Fig. 5.2B).
There was not significant difference in the leaf K+ content amongst
accessions either before stress or after 2 days of salt exposure. After 3 weeks of
salinity stress, leaf K+ concentration was significantly increased in all accessions
(Fig. 5.2C).
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Fig. 5.2 Na+ and K+ concentrations (mmol/l) of leaf and root sap of four quinoa accessions
grown under control and saline (400 mM NaCl) conditions. Mean ± SE (n = 5). A - leaf
sap Na+; B - root sap Na+; C - leaf sap K+; D - root sap K+. Data labelled with different
lower-case letters are significantly different at P < 0.05.
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T(LBV) and S(LBV) had significantly higher K+ concentration compared to their
counterparts (Fig. 5.2C). K+ concentration in roots of all accessions increased
significantly upon long-term salinity exposure, with salt-tolerant accessions having
higher K+ concentration than salt-sensitive plants; however, there was not
significant difference between plants with high and low EBC volume (Fig. 5.2D).
5.3.3 Na+ flux from the root
Salt-treated and control roots of quinoa accessions grown for 2 days and 3 weeks
under 400 mM NaCl were compared for their ability to exclude Na+. When
transferred to Na+-free media, net Na+ efflux was recorded from the root epidermis
in all accessions. This efflux was strongest in the root elongation zone (where SOS1
Na+/H+ exchanger is predominantly located; Shi et al., 2002) and observed only in
salt-grown plants (Fig. 5.3). Net Na+ efflux was higher in plants exposed to longer
salinity treatments (Fig. 5.3). At short-term salt stress, the highest net Na+ efflux (37.9 nmol/m2 s1) was measured from salt-tolerant accession T(LBV) and the lowest
(-8.1 nmol/m2 s1) signal was from salt-sensitive accession S(HBV) (Fig. 5.3).
Under long-term salinity stress, accession T(HBV) with -56.5 nmol/m2 s1 and
S(HBV) with -12.9 nmol/m2 s1 had the highest and lowest Na+ efflux, respectively
(Fig. 5.3). Roots pre-treatment with 0.5 mM amiloride (a known inhibitor of Na+/H+
SOS1 exchanger; Wu et al. 2019) reduced root Na+ extruding ability by ca 90%
(Fig. 5.3).
5.3.4 NaCl‐induced K+ flux from root
Adding 200 mM NaCl to the bath solution resulted in a rapid and massive net K+
efflux from mature root zone in all accessions (Fig. 5.4A). The peak K+ efflux was
highest in salt sensitive accessions compared with their salt-tolerant counterparts.
The lowest response was measured form T(LBV) (Fig. 5.4). In both sensitive and
tolerant groups, varieties with LBV had less net K+ efflux compared with varieties
with HBV (Fig. 5.4), indicative of a compensation mechanism. Both salt tolerant
accessions showed a higher steady-state K+ efflux compared to sensitive plants
after exposing to salt stress where K+ efflux for T(LBV) and T(HBV) were -37.5
and -33.2 nmol/m2 s1 respectively and these values for S(LBV) and S(HBV) were
-63.3 and -66.2 nmol/m2 s1 (Fig. 5.4).
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Fig. 5.3 Net Na+ fluxes measured in ‘recovery protocols’ from the elongation zone (250500 µm from root tip) of four quinoa accessions after pre-conditioning in Basic Salt Media
solution (BSM: 0.1 mmol/L CaCl2 and 0.5 mmol/L KCl) containing 100 µM amiloride for
20 min. Before measurement, plants were grown in a mixture of 70% sand and 30% perlite
for two weeks with tap water and then continue growing under non-saline and 400 mM
NaCl conditions for additional 3 weeks. Mean ±SE (n=6-8). Inserts in each panel denote
the steady-state Na+ efflux 5 min after the removal of the pre-conditioning solution. Data
labelled with different lower-case letters are significantly different at P < 0.05. The flux
convention is “efflux negative”.

5.3.5 Transcript levels of salt transporters under saline conditions
The transcript levels of CqSOS1, CqNHX, CqGORK, and CqSKOR were
measured in root tissues of all quinoa accessions grown for 3 weeks under 400mM
salinity stress compared to their corresponding plants grown under non-saline
conditions, and then normalized to the expression level of housekeeping gene
CqEF-1a.
A comparative analysis of CqSOS1 indicated that this gene was
significantly up-regulated under saline conditions in all accessions (Fig. 5.5).
However, the expression level of salt-tolerant genotypes was higher compared with
their sensitive counterparts. The highest increase in CqSOS1 expression level
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(more than 5-fold) was observed in T(HBV) (Fig. 5.5). Similar to CqSOS1, the
transcript level of

Fig. 5.4 A - kinetics of NaCl-induced K+ efflux from roots of four quinoa accessions. Net
K+ fluxes were measured from the mature zone (5 mm from root tip) of 3 days old seedlings
pre-conditioned in Basic Salt Media solution. B - peak K+ efflux values from root samples
exposed to 200 mM NaCl; C - steady-state K+ efflux measured from root samples 40 min
after exposure to salt stress. Mean ± SE (n=6-8). Data labelled with different lower-case
letters are significantly different at P < 0.05.

CqNHX1 was higher in salt-tolerant plants compared to sensitive ones, with the
strongest response in T(LBV) (Fig. 5.5). On the contrary to above mentioned trends,
the transcript level of GORK and SKOR genes in salt-tolerant accessions either
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remained unchanged or reduced while the activity of these genes increased in saltsensitive accessions under saline conditions (Fig. 5.5).

Fig. 5.5 The relative transcript level of CqSOS1, CqNHX, CqSKOR, CqGORK in roots of
four quinoa accessions (from plants exposed to 400 mM NaCl for 3 weeks). Each data
point is mean ± SE of three technical replicates each representing six biological samples.

5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Na+ exclusion ability from the root compensates for the lack of EBC
Na+ exclusion from the shoot and its restriction from entry to the plant at the root
level are among the most important salinity tolerance mechanisms in plant species.
However, as the amount of Na+ that can be retrieved from the shoot and moved be
backed to the root is very small (Lei et al., 2014), Na+ exclusion from roots has long
been recognised as a key physiological characteristic contributing to salt tolerance
(Munns and Tester, 2008). In the presence of EBCs, quinoa plants have the ability
to sequester toxic Na+ away from metabolically-active cellular compartments in the
leaf. In the absence of a possibility for large external Na+ storage in low EBC
volume (LBV) accessions, Na+ exclusion at the root level and maintaining low Na+
concentration in leaves could be considered as primary compensation mechanism
(Fig. 5.2A, B). Both T(LBV) and S(LBV) accessions had lower Na+ content at the
root level after 2 days of salt stress in comparison to their counterparts with high
EBC volume (Fig. 5.2B). Also, both accessions had low leaf Na+ concentration
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after 3 weeks of salinity stress showing that they were able to limit Na+ entry to the
shoot in the absence of high external Na+ storage (Fig. 5.2A).
T(LBV) and S(LBV) had efficient Na+ extrusion at the root level resulted
in higher ability for net Na+ efflux ability from the root epidermis compared with
plants with higher EBC volume, upon short-term salt exposures (Fig. 5.3). Thus,
these accessions employed Na+ exclusion from the root uptake as a compensation
mechanism for the lack of a high EBC volume. This finding suggests that an active
Na+ efflux system is present to remove the Na+ out of the root cells of plants with
low EBC volume. The most suitable candidates for this role are Na+/H+ exchangers
at the plasma membrane encoded by SOS1 gene. Earlier pharmacological and
genetic experiments showed operation of such exchangers in roots of wheat (Cuin
et al., 2011; Feki et al. 2014), Arabidopsis (Ullah et al., 2016) and barley (Wu et
al., 2019). Gene expression results are consistent with the notion that the plasma
membrane Na+ efflux transporter CqSOS1 operates in the removal of Na+ out of
the root cells (Fig. 5.5), with higher CqSOS1 transcript levels found in salt-tolerant
accessions. Consistent with previous findings (Ruiz-Carrasco et al., 2011), salinity
exposure resulted in a 5-fold upregulation of CqSOS1 transcript levels in T(HBV).
This is in agreement with the observed changes in root Na+ concentration of studied
plants in physiological experiments (Fig. 5.2B).
Vacuolar NHX1 exchangers play a critical role in the intracellular Na+
sequestration in glycophytes (Xu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2001). Most of these
studies, however, deal with vacoular Na+ sequestration in the shoot. In the current
study the significantly higher transcript level of CqNHX1 at the root level in
T(LBV) compared to T(HBV) may indicate that this antiporter has an active role
in compartmentalisation of Na+ into the vacuole in roots thus conferring a
compensation strategy when plants lack high EBC volume as an external Na+
storage in the shoot (Fig. 5.5).
5.4.2 K+ retention as a component of the compensation mechanism
K+ plays a vital role in many cell functions. A strong correlation between salinity
tolerance and root K+ retention ability has been found in glycophytes such as wheat
(Cuin et al., 2011), rice (Feng et al., 2019), maize (Cao et al., 2019) and barley
(Chen et al., 2007). Quinoa as a halophytic plant has a high ability to retain K+
under unfavorite conditions (Bonales-Alatorre et al., 2013). In a line with the role
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of K+ in salinity tolerance, T(LBV) and S(LBV) had significantly higher K+
concentration in their leaves at long-term (3 weeks) salinity stress compared to
plants with high EBC sequestration ability (Fig. 5.2B), suggesting that the ability
to maintain high K+ content under saline condition may play an important role as a
component of the tissue-tolerance mechanism, to compensate for the lack of ability
to sequester salt lead in EBCs. Given the fact that plants with low EBC
sequestration may have higher Na+ concentration in their cytosol, taking up high
level of K+ can improve salinity tolerance.
Potassium is known to activate over 50 enzymes (Marschner et al., 1995)
including Rubisco and enzymes that playing a role in the chlorophyll biosynthesis.
Thus, reduced K+/Na+ ratio in the cytosol as a result of accumulation of higher
concentration of Na+ in leaf may compromise plant’s CO2 assimilation capacity.
Consistent with this notion, Wu et al., (2015) showed that K+ retention ability in
photosynthetically active mesophyll tissue was an important characteristic
contributing to the overall salt tolerance in barley plants. Under this circumstance,
the higher ability of quinoa to avoid reduction of K+ content and to keep optimal
K+/Na+ ratio in their cytosol, as observed in T(LBV) and S(LBV), may be
considered as an important compensation strategy for the lack of EBC sequestration
ability. NaCl-induced K+ leakage of studied accessions showed that accessions
with low EBC volume (T(LBV) and S(LBV)) had less K+ loss when imposed to
200 mM NaCl (Fig. 5.4A-C) and also had significantly higher leaf K+ content than
their counterparts with HBV (T(HBV) and S(HBV)) (Fig. 5.2C). As the loss of K+
from leaves may trigger programmed cell death (Shabala, 2009) and accelerate leaf
senescence, such K+ retention in the mesophyll may be a critical component of the
tissue tolerance mechanism. For example, Arabidopsis gork1‐1 mutant plants
which lacking functional outward‐ rectifying K+ channels had tenfold lower of
number of cells undergoing programmed cell death compared with wild type
(Demidchik et al., 2010). The mechanism behind is that reactive oxygen species
activated K+ efflux through GORK channels in wild type plant that resulted in
significantly higher K+ loss from plant cells that stimulates programmed cell death
(Demidchik et al., 2014).
Electrophysiological and genetic studies showed that depolarizationactivated outward rectifying K+ channels (GORK in Arabidopsis) are the major
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route for the NaCl-induced K+ efflux from cells (Bose et al., 2014; Gaymard et al.,
1998). Here we found a higher transcript level of CqGORK in S(LBV) and S(HBV)
explaining the greater extent of K+ loss from these accessions. The physiological
rationale behind this upregulation may be a need for K+ efflux as a safety valve to
cope with the initial depolarization of the plasma membrane under saline conditions
(Alvarez-Pizarro et al., 2009) in these plants.
Altogether, to compensate for the lack of capacity for external salt storage
in epidermal bladder cells, quinoa plants employ compensation mechanisms such
as higher Na+ extrusion from the root and better K+ retention in mesophyll, to
confer salinity stress tolerance.
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Chapter 6: Stomatal traits as a determinant of superior salinity
tolerance in wild barley 4

Abstract
Wild barley Hordeum spontaneum (WB) is the progenitor of a cultivated barley
Hordeum vulgare (CB). WB plants have evolved efficient mechanisms to survive
in harsh environments. Understanding mechanisms by which WB cope with abiotic
stresses may open prospects of transferring these promising traits to the high
yielding CB genotypes. This study aimed to investigate the strategies that WB
plants utilise in regard to the control of stomatal operation and ionic homeostasis
to deal with salinity stress, one of the major threats to the global food security.
Twenty-six genotypes of WB and CB were grown under glasshouse conditions and
exposed to 300 mM NaCl salinity treatment for 5 weeks followed by their
comprehensive physiological assessment. WB had higher relative biomass than CB
when exposed to salinity stress. Under saline conditions, WB plants were able to
keep constant stomatal density (SD) while SD significantly decreased in CB. The
higher SD in WB also resulted in a higher stomatal conductance (gs) under saline
conditions, with gs reduction being 51% and 72% in WB and CB, respectively.
Furthermore, WB showed faster stomatal response to light, indicating their better
ability to adapt to changing environmental conditions. Experiments with isolated
epidermal strips indicated that CB genotypes have the higher stomatal aperture
when incubated in 80 mM KCl solution, and its aperture declined when KCl was
substituted by NaCl. On the contrary, WB genotype had the highest stomatal
aperture being exposed to 80 mM NaCl suggesting that WB plants may use Na+
instead of K+ for stomata movements. Overall, our data suggest that CB employ a
stress-escaping strategy by reducing stomata density via developmental
mechanisms controlling stomatal lineage, to conserve water, when grown under
salinity conditions. WB, on a contrary, is capable to utilize Na+ for stomatal
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operation. Understanding the molecular basis of this process may allow
incorporating these traits in elite CB varieties to improve its salinity stress tolerance.
6.1 Introduction
Soil salinization is becoming a serious problem in agricultural systems and is a
major factor which affects crop productivity in irrigated land (Zorb et al., 2019).
Thus, salt tolerant crops are required to ensure global food security and meet a
target of feeding predicted 9.6 Bln people by 2050 (Fita et al., 2015). In this context,
understanding plant salinity tolerance mechanisms is vital to develop sustainable
plant production strategies. Salinity stress inhibits plant growth and productivity by
imposing several major constraints including reduced water availability (osmotic
stress), specific ion (Na+ or Cl-) toxicity, and increased ROS production (oxidative
stress) (Munns and Tester, 2008). Accordingly, plant adaptation to hypersaline
conditions relies on a plethora of anatomical (leaf succulence; stomatal structure
and patterning; root suberization; salt glands or bladders), physiological (rapid
osmotic adjustment; intracellular ion sequestration; exclusion from uptake) and
biochemical (e.g. higher antioxidant activity) mechanisms (Ahmed et al., 2013;
Flowers et al., 1986; Shabala and Munns, 2012). Salinity stress tolerance is very
complex and cannot be attributed to operation of one specific gene. Pyramiding
several genes or physiological traits contributing to salt tolerance, in one ideotype,
can be considered as the rationale strategy to improve crop performance under
saline conditions (Hedrich and Shabala, 2018; Shabala and Cuin, 2008; Yeo and
Flowers, 1985; Zhu, 2002).
Salinity stress tolerance was largely reduced during crop domestication as
a result of selection for high yield and quality under optimal conditions (El-Esawi
et al., 2018). In this regard, genetic improvement of crops by introgression of
important agronomic genes from their wild relatives has been considered as one of
the most economically viable solutions to enhance crop performance to increase
tolerance to salinity stress (Ashraf et al., 2009). Although barley (Hordeum vulgare)
as a cultivated crop has the highest salt-tolerance potential amongst cereal crops
(Steppuhn et al., 2005), it has been argued that the narrow genetic diversity of this
species has increased its sensitivity to salt stress (Zhu, 2002). On the other hand,
WB has shown wider genetic diversity in salinity tolerance as compared with CB
(Ahmed et al., 2013). WB species have a promising adaptive genetic variation for
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biotic and environmental stresses and these genetic variations and adaptabilities
suggest the potential of WB as a valuable germplasm source for improving barley
salt tolerance. It was reported that more than 50% of wild Hordeum species occupy
habitats ranging from mildly saline pastures to highly saline lands (Garthwaite et
al., 2005). Salinity stress tolerance of wild barley has been previously reported (Han
et al., 2018; Nevo and Chen, 2010; Wu et al., 2013), but there is still a lack of
information to decipher the underlying mechanisms of salinity tolerance of WB
species (Garthwaite et al., 2005).
Plant yield is ultimately determined by their ability to gain and assimilate
carbon dioxide (CO2) which is regulated by the fine-tune of the stomatal aperture
(Chen et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2019). Efficient stomatal operation involves
balancing CO2 intake for photosynthesis and commitment to transpiration that
accounts for about 95% of total water loss by the plant (Hetherington and
Woodward, 2003). Stomatal operation is strongly affected by salinity (Liu et al.,
2017); such operation is more efficient in halophytes (naturally salt-loving plants)
compared with their glycophytic counterparts (Hedrich and Shabala, 2018). Effect
of salinity on stomatal characteristics is complex, with both stomatal conductance,
and stomatal size and density being affected (Liu et al., 2014; Peng et al., 1998).
For instance, a positive correlation between transpiration rate and stomatal density
have been reported in barley (Miskin et al., 1972) and wheat (Wang and Clarke,
1993). Also, significant association has been found between stomatal traits (e.g.
guard cell size and stomatal aperture width) and grain yield in salt-tolerant cultivars
indicating that stomatal parameters may have contribution to salt tolerance in this
crop (Liu et al., 2017). However, none of these studies employed wild relatives of
cereal crops to explore the links between the stomatal traits and salinity tolerance.
The wild barley (Hordeum spontaneum) is a progenitor of CB, which has
evolved efficient mechanisms to survive in harsh environments (Dai et al., 2018;
Wang et al., 2018) and have a wide range of environmental adaptability to limited
water availability, soil conditions, and extreme temperatures (Garthwaite et al.,
2005). These mechanisms are numerous and include, but are not limited to, root
system anatomy, thick and complex cuticular waxes, efficient exclusion of toxic
ions, and regulation of stress-responsive genes and metabolites (Wang et al., 2018).
However, little is known about differences in stomatal patterning and operation
between WB and CB genotypes. Do WB and CB reduce their stomatal apertures to
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save water under salinity stress? Or does WB as a salt-tolerant species has a
superior ability to maintain a constant stomatal operation under saline conditions,
regardless of the soil water potential imposed by high salt? Do WB and CB use
identical stomatal patterning strategy to cope with salinity stress? Given the fact
that plant biomass production is ultimately associated with the amount of water
evaporated through the stomatal pores, different adaptive strategies for WB and CB
under saline conditions are of high importance. Improving our understanding on
this matter could be beneficial for plant breeding efforts through proposing
appropriate traits to be designed and included in breeding programs for saline
tolerance in crops.
Another important aspect in tackling salinity stress is for plants deal with
Na+ toxicity. Under saline conditions, Na+ and K+ are amongst the most abundant
ions for plants and K+ is highly accumulated in guard cells because its main role in
stomata opening (Wang et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2019). However, early experiments
with epidermal peels of Commelina communis have shown that Na+ was equally
effective as K+ in promoting stomatal opening although the stomatal responses to
different treatments such as CO2, darkness and ABA inhibition of opening were
higher in KCl than in NaCl (Jarvis and Mansfield, 1980; MacRobbie, 1983). More
recent study using halophyte Mesembryanthemum crystallinum plants showed that
Na+ concentration dramatically is increased in the guard cells during stomatal
opening, indicating that guard cells can use Na+ instead of K+ to increase osmotic
pressure (Chiang et al., 2016). Together, these findings suggest that Na+ is
potentially able to drive the stomatal opening in relatively low concentrations and
stomatal closure under salinity stress. However, whether guard cells can use Na+
instead of K+ to increase osmotic pressure for stomatal opening needs to be carried
out on a broader range of ecologically, evolutionarily and economically important
plant species including halophytes and glycophytes. In respect to barley, it remains
to be answered of whether wild and cultivated genotypes respond differently to Na+
for stomatal opening under saline conditions, or they have the same mechanism.
This study aimed to investigate the difference in stomata operation and
patterning between WB and CB under condition of soil salinity. It also aimed to
identify how WB and CB plants respond to Na+ toxicity and whether Na+ has a role
in stomatal movements under saline conditions. Understanding of these
mechanisms in WB would be beneficial for introducing desirable physiological
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traits that have the potential to be selected as a screening criterion for salinity
tolerance, ultimately to be incorporated into CB through breeding programs.
6.2 Materials and methods
6.2.1 Plant material and growth conditions
Salinity tolerance was assessed in 26 genotypes of WB and CB species. Seeds were
obtained from the barley genotype collection of Zhejiang University and Yangzhou
University in China and the Australian Winter Cereal Collection and reproduced in
the greenhouse facilities of Tasmanian Institute of Agriculture in Hobart, Australia.
Plants were grown under glasshouse conditions from August - October in 2016.
The mean daily temperatures were 22°C (day) and 15°C (night) and relative
humidity was 65% - 75%. Plants were grown in 8 inches pots filled with the
standard potting mixture that consisted of 90% composted pine bark; 5% coco peat;
5% coarse sand; gypsum at 1 kg/m3; dolomite at 6 kg/m3; ferrous sulphate at 1.5
kg/m3; Osmoform Pre-mix at 1.25 kg/m3 and controlled-release fertiliser, Scotts
Pro at 3 kg/m3 (Chen et al., 2007). Six seeds were planted in each pot; after
emergence, four uniformed plants were then kept. Ten days after emergence, salt
stress commenced, applying NaCl with a 50 mM daily increments until reaching a
final concentration of 300 mM NaCl. Plants were watered three times per day and
were kept under non-saline and saline conditions for more 5 weeks.
6.2.2 Biomass and SPAD measurements
The fresh and dry weights were measured from five replications at the harvest time.
For dry weight, plants were oven-dried at 60 °C for 96 hours. The chlorophyll
content was determined on the youngest fully-expanded leaf using chlorophyll
meter readings (Minolta SPAD-502, Japan).
6.2.3 Stomatal aperture measurements in response to Na+ and K+
To measure stomatal conductance, the youngest fully-expanded leaf was selected,
and stomatal conductance was measured using a leaf porometer (model SC-1,
Decagon, Castle Hill NSW, Australia). All the measurements were conducted
under glasshouse conditions, during the sunny days (PAR: 1000–1200 µmol m–2
s–1).
To quantify the stomatal density on leaves using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), fresh leaf samples were harvested from 5 fully expanded leaves
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of saline and control plants. Leaf sections of 5 mm × 5 mm were mounted and two
images from different leaf zones were taken from the leaf surface using SEM (FEI
MLA650 ESEM, ThermoFisher Scientific, Oregon, USA) operating in
environmental mode. As our preliminary experiments have shown that stomata
patterning and size were not significantly different between abaxial and adaxial leaf
surfaces (Suppl. Fig. 6.1), only adaxial surface was studied. The number of stomata
were counted from the SEM images, and stomatal density (number of stomata per
surface area) and stomata index (number of stomata in a field of view divided by
the total number of stomata and epidermal cells in that field of view) were then
calculated. Stomatal aperture length was measured manually using the ImageJ
software. Presented data are the mean ± SE of measurements 10 different fields of
view of the adaxial side of leaves from 5 individual plants.
6.2.4 Leaf elemental content and osmolality
To measure osmolality and Na+ and K+ contents of the leaves, the youngest fully
expanded leaf was harvested (five replicates for each cultivar for both salt-treated
and control plants). To extract the leaf sap, samples were freeze-thaw followed by
hand squeeze in the 2 mL Eppendorf tubes, and then were centrifuged at 4,000 rpm
for 5 min; 20 mL of the collected supernatant was measured for its osmolality using
a vapour pressure osmometer (Vapro, Wescor Inc., Logan, UT, USA). For
determination of Na+ and K+, 50 µL of the leaf sap was mixed with appropriate
content of distilled water and the mixture was assessed in a flame photometer
(Corning 410C, Essex, UK) to quantify K+ and Na+ concentrations in the leaf sap.
6.2.5 Epidermal strips response to Na+ and K+
The effects of apoplastic ion composition on the ability of guard cells to respond to
external stimuli were investigated by conducting epidermal strip assays. The fully
expanded leaves were selected from plants grown in glasshouse under 12/12 h
light/dark conditions for 4 weeks. Plants were kept in dark for 16 h and leaves were
excised, and leaf epidermis were removed with razor blade and fine forceps. Then,
the epidermal strips were mounted on a medical adhesive coated-coverslip with
abaxial side facing down. Leaf peels were incubated in different solutions as
follows: K+ solution (7.5 mM iminodiacetic acid, 80 mM KCl and 10 mM MES,
pH 6.1), Na+ solution (7.5 mM iminodiacetic acid, 80 mM NaCl and 10 mM MES,
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pH 6.1), K+/Na+ Solution (7.5 mM iminodiacetic acid, 40 Mm KCl + 40 mM NaCl
and 10 mM MES, pH 6.1). All the solutions containing epidermal strips were kept
in the dark for 2 hours. Pictures of epidermal peels were taken using a digital
camera attached to a Leica DMi8 microscope (Leica Microsystems, Germany). The
peels were then illuminated with a white light of 200 μmol m−2 s−1 intensity) for
3.5 h. The peels were photographed, and stomatal apertures was measured using
ImageJ software.
6.2.6 Measurement of kinetics of stomatal response to light
Plants were kept in the dark for 16 hours and then exposed to bright (1500 μmol
m−2 s−1) white light, to compare the kinetics of stomata opening between one
representative genotype from each group. Stomatal conductance was measured
from the youngest fully expanded leaf using a LI-6400XT portable photosynthesis
system (LiCor Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) with the following settings: leaf chamber
temperature, 20 °C; light, 1500 μmol m−2 s−1; CO2 reference, 400 ppm; flow rate,
500 μmol s−1. The sampling rate was 3 samples/min. Measurements were recorded
every until the stomatal conductance reached a steady state.
6.2.7 Data analysis
Data analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 24 software (IBM corp.
Armonk, NY, USA). All presented data are mean values of five to ten replicates
with standard errors. One-way ANOVA was performed on the studied traits to
determine the significance of differences between treatments. The correlation
analyses were applied to determine association between different traits under saline
conditions.
6.3 Results
Twenty-six WB and CB genotypes were grown under 300 mM salt stress for 5
weeks under glasshouse conditions. Exposure to 300 mM NaCl significantly
affected the fresh (FW) and dry (DW) weights of CB and WB genotypes (Table
6.1).
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Table 6.1 Mean relative values (% control) of studied physiological and morphological
characteristics for cultivated and wild barley groups. FW - fresh weight; DW - dry weight;
SPAD – chlorophyll content; SD - stomatal density; SAL - stomatal aperture length; SI stomatal index; gs - stomatal conductance; Osm - leaf sap osmolality; Na+ - leaf sap Na+
concentration; K+ - leaf sap K+ concentration. *Significant and P< 0.05.

In relative terms, FW and DW values ranged from 27.3% to 50.7% and 30.1%
to 61.7% in WB plants, respectively (Fig. 6.1 & 6.2A, B and Suppl. Tables 6.1 &
6.2). In CB plants, FW and DW values ranged from 16.38% to 32.35% and from
26.04% to 50.37%, respectively, showing that salinity stress significantly affected
CB more than WB (Fig. 6.2A, B and Suppl. Tables 6.1 and 6.2). SPAD values
significantly increased under saline condition for both WB and CB groups (Fig.
6.2C), with WB plants having higher values than CB in relative terms (Table 6.1).
While there was no significant difference for shoot sap osmolality between CB and
WB under non-saline conditions, it increased under saline conditions in both groups,
with CB having significantly higher osmolality than WB (Fig. 6.2D). Given that
there was no significant difference for sap osmolality between CB and WB groups
in relative terms, it appears that WB plants had more relied on inorganic
components to increase sap osmolality (Table 6.1; Fig. 6.2D). Leaf sap Na+ and K+
concentrations had significantly changed in CB and WB under salt stress conditions,
but no significant difference was found between both the CB and WB groups under
either saline or non-saline conditions (Fig. 6.2E, F). Under saline conditions, leaf
sap Na+ concentration in CB values ranged from 152 mmol L–1 to 351 mmol L–1
whereas these values varied between 154 mmol L–1 and 752 mmol L–1 in WB
(Suppl. Tables 6.1 and 6.2).
A significant decrease in stomatal conductance (gs) under salt stress
conditions was reported for all genotypes. The gs of CB was higher than WB under
non-saline conditions; however, no significant differences between two groups was
reported for saline conditions (Fig. 6.3A). As a result, relative stress-induced
reduction in stomatal conductance was much higher for CB compared with WB (72
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± 5.4% and 51 ± 3.1%, respectively; Table 6.1). There was a significant difference
between CB and WB for stomatal density under non-saline conditions, with CB
showed higher stomatal density (47.3 ± 2.2 stomata/mm2) than WB (39.4 ± 2.1
stomata/mm2). No significant difference for this characteristic was found between
CB and WB plants under saline conditions (Fig. 6.3B). This resulted in a 16%
reduction in stomatal density under saline conditions in CB plants, while the
relative stomatal density of WB plants remained unchanged (Table 6.1).

Fig. 6.1 Relative dry weight (% control) of 26 cultivated and wild barley genotypes. Plants
were grown under control and 300 mM NaCl for 35 days. Above photos show Gairdner
genotype (A) as a representative of cultivated barley group and CPI genotype (B) as a
representative of wild barley group. Data are Mean ± S.E. (n=5).

In this regard, there was no significant difference in stomatal index for WB plants
under saline and non-saline conditions while stomatal index significantly declined
in CB plants in saline conditions than non-saline conditions (Fig. 6.3C). No
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significant (P < 0.05) difference for stomatal aperture length between saline and
non-saline conditions was reported for CB. In WB, however, it was significantly
reduced under saline conditions compared to non-saline conditions (Fig. 6.3D)
suggesting that reducing stomatal aperture length in WB was a salt-adaptive
characteristic.

Fig. 6.2 Physiological characteristics of wild and cultivated barley genotypes grown under
control and salt (300 mM NaCl for 35 days) conditions. (A) - fresh weight (g per plant),
(B) - dry weight (g per plant), (C) - SPAD value, (D) - leaf sap osmolality (mmol kg–1), (E)
- leaf sap Na+ concentration (mmol L–1) (F) - leaf sap K+ concentration (mmol L–1). Data
are Mean ± S.E. (n=13). Data labelled with different lower-case letters are significantly
different at P < 0.05.
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Fig. 6.3 Anatomical characteristics of wild and cultivated barley genotypes grown under
control and salt (300 mM NaCl for 35 days) conditions. (A) - stomatal conductance (mmol
m–2 s–1), (B) - stomatal density (stomata mm–2), (C) - stomatal index (number of stomata
cells divided by number of epidermal cells in the field of view), (D) - stomatal aperture
length (µm). Mean ± S.E (n=13). Data labelled with different lower-case letters are
significantly different at P < 0.05.

6.3.1 Stomatal responses to light and Na+ and K+ treatments on epidermal strips
As the next step, we have compared kinetics of responses of stomata in CB and WB
genotypes to light transition. The rationale behind these experiments was that faster
stomata opening to external stimuli (light in this case) may give plants a
competitive advantage and optimize the water use efficiency under saline
conditions. Our data showed that WB had higher speed of stomatal response to light
compared with CB (Fig. 6.4A). To reach a steady-state level of stomatal
conductance, CB and WB needed 26.3 ± 1.7 and 19.7 ± 1.6 min, respectively
(significant at P < 0.05).
The next question to answer was of whether barley plants can substitute K+
with Na+ for stomata operation. To do this, we have chosen one representative
genotype (X133) from WB group and compared it with variety Gairdner from the
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CB group (as a typical CB). As shown in Fig. 6.4, stomata of WB and CB behaved
differently when K+ was substituted by Na+ in the bath solution. Gairdner, had the
biggest stomatal aperture under 80 mM KCl treatment, and its stomatal aperture
declined with increasing NaCl levels, indicating that this genotype relied mostly on
K+ for stomatal opening (Fig. 6.4B). On the contrary, X133, as a representative of
WB plants, had the highest stomatal aperture under 80 mM NaCl treatment,
showing that Na+ had a positive role in stomata opening in this genotype (Fig. 6.4B).
This result suggests that WB plants may utilize Na+ instead of K+ for stomatal
movements under saline conditions.

Fig. 6.4 Stomatal responses to light and measurement of stomata aperture in epidermal
strip assays in solutions containing different amounts of Na+ and K+. Two representative
genotypes were selected: one form from wild barley group (genotype X133), and one from
cultivated group (genotype Gairdner). (A) – Kinetics of stomatal response during the
transition from dark to light. Stomatal conductance was measured with a portable
photosynthesis system (LiCor Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) at 20 °C leaf temperature, 1500
μmol m−2 s−1 light, 400 ppm CO2 reference, and 500 μmol s−1 flow rate. Measurements
were recorded every 20 seconds until stomatal conductance approach steady state. (B) Effect of different solutions in promotion of stomatal aperture in cultivated and wild barley
genotypes. Plants were kept in the dark for 16 hours and leaf epidermis was removed from
excised leaves. Leaf peels were incubated in NaCl, KCl and NaCl + KCl solutions and
were kept in the dark for 2 hours. Data labelled with different lower-case letters are
significantly different at P < 0.05.
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6.3.2 Correlation analysis
The correlation analysis of WB group indicated a positive relation between DW
and stomatal conductance (R2= 0.55, P < 0.05) and DW and stomata density (R2=
0.58, P < 0.05) under saline conditions showing that the higher stomatal density
resulted in a higher stomatal conductance that eventually led to higher biomass
production under salinity stress (Table 6.2). The CB group showed a negative
correlation between stomata density and DW (R2= -0.56, P < 0.05) under salt stress
conditions (Table 6.3). In CB, the higher epidermal cell density resulted in less DW
(R2= -0.68, P < 0.05) whereas WB did not show such a negative relation (Table 6.2
and 3). In CB group, a negatively correlation between osmolality and DW was
found under saline conditions (R2= 0.69, P < 0.01) (Table 6.3).

Table 6.2 Correlation between studied physiological and anatomical characteristics of wild
barley genotypes under saline conditions

Abbreviations: FW - fresh weight (g per plant); DW - dry weight (g per plant); SPAD –
chlorophyll content (arb. units); SD - stomatal density (cells mm–2); SAL - stomatal
aperture length (µM); SI - stomatal index (number of stomata cells divided by number of
epidermal cells); Gs - stomatal conductance (mmol m–2 s–1); Osm - leaf sap osmolality
(mmol kg–1); Na+ - leaf sap Na+ concentration (mmol L–1); K+ - leaf sap K+ concentration
(mmol L–1).
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Table 6.3 Correlation between studied physiological and anatomical characteristics of
cultivated barley genotypes under saline conditions

Abbreviations: FW - fresh weight (g per plant); DW - dry weight (g per plant); SPAD –
chlorophyll content (arb. units); SD - stomatal density (cells mm–2); SAL - stomatal
aperture length (µM); SI - stomatal index (number of stomata cells divided by number of
epidermal cells); Gs - stomatal conductance (mmol m–2 s–1); Osm - leaf sap osmolality
(mmol kg–1); Na+ - leaf sap Na+ concentration (mmol L–1); K+ - leaf sap K+ concentration
(mmol L–1).

6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Wild barley plants maintain constant stomatal density under saline conditions
to maximise photosynthesis
In WB plants, a positive correlation was found between DW and stomatal density
(R2= 0.58; P < 0.05) while this correlation was negative in CB (R2= -0.57; P < 0.05)
(Tables 6.2 and 6.3) suggesting that WB and CB had used different mechanism to
tackle salt stress. Comparing stomata density in WB and CB under saline and nonsaline conditions revealed that CB had significantly higher stomatal density than
WB under non-saline conditions, but this amount decreased by 16% in CB while
slightly increased in WB under saline conditions (Fig. 6.3B; Table 6.1). Also, CB
plants had significantly lower stomata index under saline conditions while WB had
the ability to keep its stomata index constant under normal and saline conditions
(Fig. 6.3C). Thus, these results suggest that CB employ a stress-escaping strategy
by reducing stomata density via developmental mechanisms, to conserve water
when grown under conditions of hyperosmotic stress. WB, on the contrary, is
capable to use Na+ as a cheap osmoticum (including also for stomatal operation)
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and, hence, can afford to maintain stomatal density unchanged. This strategy allows
WB plants to maintain the constant rate of CO2 assimilation, while in CB reduced
gs resulting from reduced stomata density comes with yield penalties.
6.4.2 Wild barley plants have faster stomatal regulation and superior stomatal
conductance under saline conditions
Photosynthesis depends on many resources such as water, light and the availability
of CO2. Under salt stress conditions stomata are closed, and CO2 acquisition is
reduced, becoming a limiting parameter in photosynthesis (Chaves et al., 2009).
Also, leaf transpiration is regulated by stomatal parameters (e.g. stomatal density,
structure and aperture) and accounts for about 95% of all water lost by the plant,
indicating the significance role of stomata in water use in plants (Hetherington and
Woodward, 2003). In this study, gs of CB was higher than WB under non-saline
conditions (Fig. 6.3A), showing their higher gas exchange capacity under normal
conditions. Salinity stress decreased stomatal conductance capacity by 72% and 59%
in CB and WB, respectively, indicating that CB have severely lost their gas
exchange ability under saline conditions (Table 6.1). Furthermore, the significant
association between stomatal conductance and salinity tolerance in WB plants
(Table 6.2) also reveals that this group was benefited from higher gas exchange rate.
In addition to superior stomatal conductance, WB was also able to respond
to light faster than CB (Fig. 6.4A). The speed of changes in gas exchange in
response to light is different among species (Lawson et al., 2010). Faster stomatal
regulation of WB also suggests that WB plants potentially had better adaptation
between stomatal responses and light intensity that could result in higher water use
efficiency (WUE) and efficient conversion of light energy for more biomass and
yield (Lawson and Blatt, 2014; Moualeu-Ngangue et al., 2016). This was confirmed
in this study by significantly higher DW and relatively higher gs in WB plants under
saline conditions (Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2B; Table 6.1).
The closing and opening of stomata are driven by guard cell signalling
mechanisms and a number of external environmental cues (Blatt, 2000) and there
is a significant variation in stomatal sensitivity among different plant species
(Lawson et al., 2012). Studies have shown that stomatal density and size play a
significant role in stomatal opening and closing (Franks and Beerling, 2009;
Lawson and Blatt, 2014). For instance, in Phaseolus vulgaris, which has smaller
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and more stomata, responded faster than Vicia faba, which has larger and fewer
stomata under well-watered condition (Lawson and Blatt, 2014). The mechanism
used in CB was similar to this strategy under control, where CB plants had higher
stomatal density and smaller stomatal aperture (Fig. 6.3B, D). However, it is a very
different mechanism for CB and WB under salinity stress. WB plants had faster gs
and relatively higher stomatal index, which enable plants to open and close more
rapidly while maintaining photosynthesis. Under these circumstances, CO2
diffusion into the leaf for photosynthesis would be maximized that eventually leads
to superior salinity tolerance ability of WB group than CB group.
In this study, faster stomatal regulation of WB may play an important role
in plant WUE and consequently in biomass production, as the idea of manipulation
of stomatal response to changing environmental conditions could provide a means
to both improving WUE and increasing the photosynthetic rate of plants (Lawson
and Blatt, 2014; Papanatsiou et al., 2019).
6.4.3 Wild barley plants use Na+ for stomatal movements
WB plants are more tolerant to salinity stress, standing close to their halophytic
relatives. The latter is known to use Na+ to drive the guard cell osmotic motor by
Na+ (Hedrich and Shabala, 2018). The reliance of CB plants on K+ ion for stomatal
operation (Fig. 6.4B) suggests that Na+ may cause a disruption in the normal control
of guard cell turgor as it does in other non-halophyte plants (Robinson et al., 1997).
However, this did not occur in WB plants, where stomatal operation was more
efficient in the presence of 80 mM NaCl (Fig. 6.4B). This suggests that WB may
use Na+ instead of K+ for stomata operation. This is consistent with previous
findings on guard cells in some halophyte species (e.g. Aster trifolium; (Very et al.,
1998) and a general view that, under conditions of reduced K+ availability, Na+ can
replace K+ in several physiological processes (Erel et al., 2014). We suggest that a
facultative ability of WB to use either K+ or Na+ for stomatal movements give them
a competitive advantage under saline conditions. It appears that WB genotypes
showed a mechanism that has been reported in some halophytic plants. While
inability of guard cells to exclude Na+ in non-halophytes under saline condition
may leads to subsequent loss of stomatal regulation of water relations that
eventually contribute to damage, halophytes may have evolved various stomatal
ionic properties as adaptive features to deal with Na+ entry to the cytoplasm of the
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guard cells (Robinson et al., 1997; Very et al., 1998). It has been proposed that
guard cells in halophytes can overcome high concentration of Na+ either through
ability to substitute Na+ for K+ as the primary ion determining their alterations of
turgor, or by Na+ excluding, to enable K+ to retain the main role (Robinson et al.,
1997; Very et al., 1998). In halophytic Suaeda maritima L, Na+ was the major
cation in the guard cells under saline condition and the concentration of this ion
were lower in guard cells when stomata closed (Flowers et al., 1986).
Given the fact that there was no significant difference between WB and CB
in terms of leaf Na+ concentration under saline condition it appears that they had
different mechanism to deal with this ion at guard cell level. Accumulated Na+ in
the leaf apoplast of WB plants provide a driving force for Na+ entry into guard cells,
which could result in stomatal opening through increasing the osmotic pressure
within guard cells. CB plants, on the other hand, utilised a stress avoidance
mechanism to prevent stomatal opening by Na+, providing a regulatory strategy for
the control of water loss and Na+ accumulation in the shoot through the decreased
transpiration under salinity stress. This mechanism plays an important role when
salt accumulation in the shoot begins to exceed the capacity for vacuole
sequestration. Depsite early indication of the role of Na+ for stomatal closure in a
halophyte (Very et al., 1998), the molecular mechanisms allowing WB to use Na+
in stomatal operation remain a subject for further studies.
6.4.4 Osmotic adjustment in cultivated barley comes with higher cost than wild
barley
DW had negative association with the leaf sap osmolality in CB (Table 6.3), with
CB plants having significantly higher value (1127 mmol kg–1) compared with WB
(998 mmol kg–1) (Fig. 6.2D). Both inorganic ions and organic osmolytes determine
cell osmolarity. As leaf ionorganic ion content was not significant different between
WB and CB (Fig. 6.2E, F), the difference in osmolarity between CB and WB is
then most likely attributed to the difference in the concentration of organic
osmolytes.
For the successful adaptation, plants need to achieve right balance between
excluding most of the salt to prevent it concentrating to toxic level in leaves and
taking it up, for optimal osmotic adjustment. By relying on Na+ and Cl– for osmotic
adjustment plants can avoid the high carbon cost of synthesis of organic solutes
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used as the same purpose (Tyerman et al., 2019), assuming that plants are able to
securely compartmentalized toxic salt load in vacuoles. In this regard, it is
estimated that biosynthesis of one compatible solute molecule requires 30 to 109
ATP molecules whereas the uptake of two K+ and two Cl– ions requires one
molecule of ATP (Oren et al., 1999). At the same time, increasing osmolarity of
the vacuolar sap needs to be osmotically balanced by increasing amounts of
compatible solutes in the cytosol (Chen et al., 2007). In our case, WB accumulated
the same concentration of Na+ as CB but had ~13% lower leaf sap osmolarity (Fig.
6.2D), WB genotypes were thus required to produce much fewer compatible solutes
for the osmotic adjustment in the cytosol. As the synthesis of compatible solutes
costs large amount of energy to the plant (Tyerman et al., 2019), the higher energy
efficiency in WB genotypes might explain the observed less yield penalties in this
group.
In conclusion, cultivated barley employs a stress-escaping strategy,
reducing stomata density, in an attempt to preserve water under saline condition.
On the contrary, superior salinity tolerance in a wild barley is related to its ability
to maintain relatively constant stomata density but utilize Na+ (in addition, or
instead of, K+) for stomatal movements. Understanding the molecular basis of this
process may allow incorporating this stomatal trait in elite CB varieties in plant
breeding programs.
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Environmental stresses such as salinity significantly hinders plant growth that
finally result in reduction of the crop yield. To match global food production for
increasing world population, agriculture needs to move into marginal lands that
expose crop plants to unfavourable conditions. Therefore, understanding the
mechanisms of salinity tolerance play important role to deal with this abiotic stress
(Cheeseman, 2015). Yet, the majority of investigations on plant responses to salt
stress have been carried out with Arabidopsis as a model plant, which has a
significantly low tolerance to environmental stresses including as salinity.
Although studies on Arabidopsis and some other model species have increased our
knowledge of stress tolerance mechanisms based on individual gene functions in
different pathways however, in almost all cases, genes with a stress-alleviating
feature under controlled conditions have not resulted in stress-tolerance character
under field conditions (Wu et al., 2012). This failure urges to develop model plants
that can provide primary insights into strategies that confer high stress-tolerance
levels in plant species that naturally are tolerant to stresses (Amtmann, 2009;
Bressan et al., 2001). Hence, investigation on the halophytic plant which are
naturally tolerant to salinity stress or study on salinity tolerant crop plants is
necessary (Flowers et al., 2015).
Halophytic species can be considered as model plants to study the salt
tolerance mechanism. Halophytes only consists of a small numbers of all flowering
plants (Flowers et al., 2010) which have evolved independently in a diverse plant
families indicating the convergent evolved adaptations to saline condition
(Bromham, 2015). The capacity to generate high-throughput metabolomic and
transcriptomic

data

from

halophytic

plants

provides

opportunities

for

understanding the salinity tolerance mechanisms and also provides the adaptation
strategies could be learnt to improving the salinity tolerance of agriculturally
important crop plants.
Despite high salinity tolerance of halophytes, the mechanisms of this
superior ability have not been completely studied. This study has focused on
stomata and epidermal bladder cells and their involvement in salinity tolerance in
halophytic plant Chenopodium quinoa. Additionally, and as a case study, stomatal
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traits as a salinity tolerance mechanism component was compared between
halophytic crops and their wild relatives using cultivated and wild barley plants.
Plants need to efficiently balance gaseous exchange of leaf to maximize
CO2 uptake for photosynthesis and to minimize water loss through transpiration.
Salinity stress severely influences water balance in plants and given the role of
stomata that regulate all gaseous diffusion, it can be concluded that they are
ultimate boundary line for regulating water relation in plants under saline condition.
Our results of a large-scale screening of quinoa revealed that stomata
density remained unchanged between saline and non-saline conditions while
stomata length declined between 3% to 43% among accessions. There was also a
negative association between the relative dry weight and stomata length in a salttolerant group, suggesting that these plants were able to efficiently regulate
stomatal patterning to efficiently balance water loss and CO2 assimilation under
saline condition. In the light of importance of stomatal traits as a determinant of
salinity tolerance in quinoa, we have extrapolated this work to barley plants through
comparing cultivated (Hordeum vulgare) and wild ( Hordeum spontaneum ) barley
genotypes under saline and non-saline conditions. The results revealed similar
finding as quinoa where wild barley plants were able to keep constant SD while
this trait significantly decreased in cultivated barley. Also, our results indicated the
higher SD in wild barley which led to higher stomatal conductance (gs) under saline
conditions, with gs reduction being 51% and 72% in wild barley and cultivated
barley, respectively. Hence, cultivated barley employ a stress-escaping strategy by
reducing SD, in an attempt to conserve water when grown under salinity conditions.
Stomatal pores represent less than 3% of total leaf surface (Chaves et al.,
2016) but are responsible for about 95% of total water loss in plants (Hedrich and
Shabala, 2018) and hence, their alteration should have great impacts on WUE. In
light to this fact, stomata also indicated a diverse range of anatomical and
morphological differences such as variation in shapes, sizes, and numbers across
plant species. This broad range of genetic variation in turn have the potential to
influence stomatal movement and, consequently, plant photosynthesis rate and
WUE (Bertolino et al., 2019). Although different stomatal properties such as
patterning playing an important role on plant performance (Lawson and Vialet‐
Chabrand, 2019), however, there is scarce information about how targeted
alteration of stomatal characteristics affect physiological responses in crop plants
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(Chaves et al., 2016). It noteworthy to emphasise that there is almost no information
in this regard for halophytes. Thus, targeted genetic modifications of stomatal
density under unfavourable environmental conditions such as salinity stress could
be an important approach for the engineering of higher WUE in crop plants.
Although stomata are not the only limiting factor for water loss by plants but they
have a main role in this process and hence needs appropriate considerations in this
context.
Recent investigations have been shown that numerous components of the
stomatal signalling network such as bHLH transcription factors (Liu et al., 2009;
Raissig et al., 2016; Raissig et al., 2017) and peptide signals regulating stomatal
density (Caine et al., 2019; Hughes et al., 2017). These findings have provided this
opportunity for investigators to examine the implications of targeted alterations in
stomatal density in agriculturally important crop plants such as barley. Studies on
barley has been indicated that the upregulation of EPF1 can improve WUE without
any reduction in grain yield, although in some cases photosynthetic rate slightly
decreased under non-saline conditions (Caine et al., 2019; Hughes et al., 2017; Hunt
et al., 2010).
From the breeding point of view, key features including morphological and
physiological characteristics could be targeted to breed desire plants for saline
conditions. In case of barley and quinoa, our investigation indicated that plants with
higher stomatal density and conductance and lower Na+ content in their leaves
under saline conditions indicated better tolerance to salinity. The wide genetic
variation in traits such as stomatal density and stomatal length reported in the
current investigation under saline conditions make it possible to identify the
contrasting genotypes for QTL mapping of these traits for development of salttolerant barley and quinoa genotypes.
A significant proportion of halophytes are able to sequester salt from their
leaves into the external store cells. One of these external anatomical features that is
called epidermal bladder cells (EBC) which has a unique structure directly
sequester toxic ions out of the plant (Shabala et al., 2014). EBCs is one of
mechanism used by a group of halophytes to deal with salinity stress (Barkla et al.,
2002; Oh et al., 2015; Shabala et al., 2014) and hence understanding the function
of EBCs may eventually play an important role in transferring this ability to crop
plants.
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It has long been suggested that EBCs to play an important role in plant
performance under saline conditions. Some suggested roles include (i)
sequestration sites for excessive salt load; (ii) storage of metabolites; (iii) a
secondary epidermis for protection against UV radiation; (iv) external water
reservoirs and (v) a reservoir for reactive oxygen species (ROS)- scavenging
metabolites and organic osmo-protectants (Adams et al., 1998; Agarie et al., 2007;
Barkla and Vera-Estrella, 2015; Ibdah et al., 2002; Jou et al., 2007; Oh et al., 2015;
Rygol et al., 1989; Steudle et al., 1975).
In the current study we provide direct supporting evidence for the role of
EBCs to assist halophytic plant, Chenopodium quinoa, to cope with salinity stress.
The results indicated a significant role of EBCs in salinity adaptation of quinoa
where it indicated a key role of EBC as a salt dumper to externally sequester salt
load; improved K+ retention in leaf mesophyll and as a storage space for several
metabolites known to modulate plant ionic relations.
Our metabolomics study indicated a dramatically modified metabolic
changes in bladder-bearing leaves compared bladderless leaves, with the biggest
differences reported for gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), proline, sucrose and
inositol, affecting ion transport across cellular membranes. In addition to this, the
transcriptome investigation showed significant alterations of genes related to ion
transport, DNA replication, and genes related to stress signalling in response to
salinity stress were determined. This finding that the transcriptome of bladderbearing leaves differed from those of bladderless leaves suggests that EBCs do not
function as a passive external store place for salt as it was perceived before (Steudle
et al., 1975) but play active metabolic role in quinoa plant.
Our large-scale screening of quinoa accessions also showed a large
variability for fresh and dry weights indicating a strong genetic variation for salinity
tolerance in quinoa. Bladder density increased in majority of accessions under
saline condition while bladder diameter remained unchanged; this resulted in a
large variability in a bladder volume as a dependant variable.
Although studying EBCs at the molecular and cellular levels are challenging
however, new technologies have been applied to elucidate the mechanisms by
which EBCs alleviate salinity stress (Bohm et al., 2018). Thus, applying lessons
from salt gland physiology to improving the salt tolerance of agricultural crops
through engineering trichomes of a non-halophyte plants into functional EBCs
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might be feasible. In this context, a detailed understanding of molecular basis of
salt sequestration in EBCs and available knowledge of trichome development
(Bohm et al., 2018; Shabala et al., 2014), in combination with new gene assembly
technologies that assist transferring whole pathways to plant genomes (Patron,
2014), suggest that attempting to alter crop plants trichomes to function as salt
glands may be applicable (Shabala et al., 2014). For example and based on available
information (Bohm et al., 2018) it might be possible to engineer expression of saltresponsive genes such as plasma membrane H+-ATPase and tonoplast Na+/H+
antiporter (NHX1) in trichomes, along with other important genes for salt
transportation from metabolically active cells into trichomes. In this regard,
Solanaceae crops provide potential candidates for engineering multicellular salt
glands into crops (Dassanayake and Larkin, 2017). For instance, given that
substantial molecular resources for tomato or potato are already available,
engineering trichomes of these crops could be advantageous. The reference
genomes of main commercial cultivars of both tomato and potato are available as
well as the genomes of more stress tolerant wild relatives in this family (Aversano
et al., 2015; Consortium, 2011). In addition to this, in Solanaceae family there are
some cultivars that can tolerate moderate levels of salinity stress (Shahbaz et al.,
2012), and more importantly they have naturally developed secretory trichomes in
terms of structural features are similar to recretohalophytes (Dassanayake and
Larkin, 2017). However, the idea of modifying a glandular trichome to a salt
sequestering trichome requires the information of linking stress signalling and also
coordination of salt transport from roots to shoots and finally to be sequestered to
the converted glandular trichomes at a metabolic energy cost applicable for a crop
plant (Dassanayake and Larkin, 2017).
In

conclusion,

this

investigation

has

demonstrated

that

stomatal

characteristics such as stomatal density and length as well as tissue-tolerance
mechanisms such as salt sequestration into EBCs represent critical traits enabling
plants adaptation to saline environment. These traits should become a focus of
future breeding programs aimed to improve salinity tolerance in traditional crops.
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Suppl. Fig. S2.1 Anatomical structure of epidermal bladder cell (EBC)–stalk cell (SC)
complex in Chenopodium quinoa leaves (a). Upon gentle brushing, EBC is detached from
the SC, causing no damage to leaf lamella (b).

Suppl. Fig. S2.2 Severe leaf brushing results in altered plant phenotype. Quinoa plants
were grown under control conditions, and EBCs were mechanically removed from each
newly developed leaf by severe brushing causing thigmomorphogenetic responses. As a
result, brushed plants were more stunted (a) and had smaller leaves (b).
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Suppl. Fig. S2.3 Differences in EBC density between young (top panels) and old (lower
panels) leaves of three species used in this study. Atriplex lentiformis (another halophyte
species) had EBC density even higher than Chenopodium quinoa, while in closely
related Chenopodium album, only a few EBC could be observed in one field of view in
young (but not old) leaves. Hence, adaptive strategy of C. album to saline stress is different
from two other species and does not rely on salt sequestration in EBC.

Suppl. Fig. S2.4 Effect of leaf brushing on physiological and agronomical characteristics
of Chenopodium album plants. A – shoot fresh weigh; B ‐ shoot dry weight; C – shoot Na+
content. Mean ± SE (n = 5 to 7). Plants were treated with 400 mm NaCl for 5 weeks. Br –
brushed; NBr – non‐brushed. Different lowercase letters indicate significant difference
at P < 0.05. As seen from the figure, contrary to Chenopodium quinoa plants, brushing the
leaf surface of C. album did not result in a salt‐sensitive phenotype and did not led to higher
Na+ accumulation in the leaf lamina.
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Suppl. Fig. S2.5 Cross section of salt‐grown Chenopodium quinoa leaf showing the
relative size of EBC compared with the thickness of the leaf lamina.
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Suppl. Fig. 3.1 Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the quinoa leaves with and
without EBCs grown under 400 mM NaCl according to agriGO term annotation analysis
assigned to biological process (a) downregulated DEGs (b) upregulated DEGs
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Suppl. Fig. S4.1 Regression analysis (1) between salinity tolerance index and bladder
density, and (2) between STI and bladder index. A, D – saline conditions; B, E – control
conditions; C, F – relative change (% control). BD, bladder density; BI, bladder index. T,
I and S letters in the figures stay for salt-tolerant, intermediate and sensitive groups. Each
point represents one accession which is a mean of 10 replications.

Suppl. Fig. S4.2 Scanning electron microscope images of leaf surface of a plant with A)
high stomata density (accession 197); B) low stomata density (accession 141) under saline
condition (The red arrows in the inset show stomata in an area of 0.063 mm2 of the image);
C) images of leaf surface of a plant with high epidermal cell area (accession Q28) and D)
low epidermal cell area (accession 208) under saline condition (The inset show epidermal
cells in an area of 0.026 mm2 of the image).
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Suppl. Fig. S4.3 Genetic variation in stomatal characteristics and Na+ and K+
concentrations in leaves. A - stomatal length, SL; B - stomatal index, SI; C – leaf Na+ ; D
– leaf K+ . Each dot in the box plot representing a mean value of a single accession under
control (Ctrl), saline (Salt) and in relative term (Rel). The middle line in the box plot
denotes the median. *** shows significant difference (P <0.001)

Suppl. Fig. S4.4 Regression analysis between salinity tolerance index and bladder index.
A – saline conditions; B – control conditions; C – relative change (% control). SI, stomata
index. T, I and S letters in the figures stay for salt-tolerant, intermediate and sensitive
groups. Each point represents one accession which is a mean of 10 replications.
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Suppl. Fig. S4.5 Scanning electron microscope images of leaf surface of a plant with A)
low epidermal cell area and smaller stomatal length (accession 208) and B) high epidermal
cell area and bigger stomatal length (accession Q28) under saline condition

Suppl. Fig 6.1 Typical images of abaxial and adaxial surfaces of one representative
cultivated (cv Gairdner) and one wild (X133) barley genotypes.
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Suppl. Table S2.1 Untargeted gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS)
metabolite profile comparisons of brushed versus non‐brushed grown under control
conditions. CNB = control non‐brushed; CB = control brushed. Data are presented as x‐
fold with CNB set to 1 (n = 5). The blue cells indicate statistical significance determined
with Student's t‐test (P > 0.05)
Control NBr
ORGANIC ACIDS

x-fold

sem

Control Br
x-fold

sem

Oxalate

1.000

±

0.567

-1.404

±

0.366

Benzoate

1.000

±

0.141

-1.292

±

0.089

Nicotinic acid

1.000

±

0.185

-1.349

±

0.190

Succinate

1.000

±

0.152

-1.066

±

0.064

Fumarate

1.000

±

0.152

-1.162

±

0.216

Malate

1.000

±

0.142

1.306

±

0.278

Pyroglutamate

1.000

±

0.317

-1.063

±

0.135

Citrate

1.000

±

0.266

-1.307

±

0.160

Ascorbic acid/ Iso ascorbic

1.000

±

0.240

-1.178

±

0.222

4_hydroxy cinnamic acid

1.000

±

0.183

-1.260

±

0.244

Mucic/saccharic

1.000

±

0.142

1.218

±

0.137

SUGARS AND SUGAR ALCOHOLS

x-fold

sem

x-fold

sem

Threitol

1.000

±

0.184

-1.292

±

0.150

Erythronate

1.000

±

0.066

1.291

±

0.135

Threonate

1.000

±

0.193

1.202

±

0.086

Xylose

1.000

±

0.156

1.057

±

0.167

Arabinose

1.000

±

0.078

1.021

±

0.091

Ribose

1.000

±

0.072

-1.010

±

0.058

Rhamnose

1.000

±

0.097

1.061

±

0.076

Arabitol

1.000

±

0.140

-1.120

±

0.168

Ribonate

1.000

±

0.371

-1.758

±

0.211

Galactose

1.000

±

0.122

-1.095

±

0.155

Galactitol

1.000

±

0.138

-1.258

±

0.144

Galactonate

1.000

±

0.177

-1.303

±

0.031
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Inositol

1.000

±

0.043

-1.016

±

0.065

Fructose-6-P

1.000

±

0.190

1.529

±

0.192

Glucose-6-P

1.000

±

0.197

1.773

±

0.196

Maltose

1.000

±

0.124

1.233

±

0.170

Trehalose

1.000

±

0.220

-1.343

±

0.125

Fructose

1.000

±

0.165

1.072

±

0.175

Glucose

1.000

±

0.313

-1.145

±

0.267

Inositol

1.000

±

0.036

-1.057

±

0.067

Sucrose

1.000

±

0.035

-1.135

±

0.075

OTHERS

x-fold

sem

x-fold

sem

Monomethylphosphate

1.000

±

0.259

1.017

±

0.240

Diethylene_glycol

1.000

±

0.313

-1.453

±

0.266

Glycerate

1.000

±

0.097

1.549

±

0.243

Threonate-1,4-lactone

1.000

±

0.178

-1.039

±

0.202

Cytosine

1.000

±

0.177

-1.267

±

0.100

Glycerol-3-P

1.000

±

0.139

1.161

±

0.122

Pantothenic acid

1.000

±

0.134

-1.172

±

0.108

Phosphate

1.000

±

0.199

1.729

±

0.174

AMINO ACIDS AND AMINES

x-fold

sem

x-fold

sem

Aspartate

1.000

±

0.154

1.239

±

0.161

Ethanolamine

1.000

±

0.212

1.014

±

0.186

GABA

1.000

±

0.378

1.239

±

0.272

Glutamate

1.000

±

0.226

1.200

±

0.216

Glycine

1.000

±

0.117

1.119

±

0.124

Isoleucine

1.000

±

0.295

-1.376

±

0.279

Phenylalanine

1.000

±

0.329

-1.137

±

0.267

Proline

1.000

±

0.261

-1.038

±

0.177

Serine

1.000

±

0.160

1.390

±

0.154

Threonine

1.000

±

0.322

-1.182

±

0.245

Tyrosine

1.000

±

0.433

1.186

±

0.341

Valine

1.000

±

0.239

-1.105

±

0.170

UNKNOWNS

x-fold

sem

x-fold

sem

UN_2_276_13.279

1.000

±

0.229

1.275

±

0.185

UN_3_205_13.816

1.000

±

0.382

1.107

±

0.297

UN_4_262_14.466

1.000

±

0.050

-1.244

±

0.025
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UN_6_306_16.105

1.000

±

0.095

-1.067

±

0.039

UN_7_306_16.255

1.000

±

0.092

-1.152

±

0.034

UN_8_292_16.499?

1.000

±

0.151

-1.299

±

0.075

UN_9_204_18.259

1.000

±

0.136

-1.084

±

0.156

UN_10_217_18.860

1.000

±

0.403

-1.346

±

0.153

UN_11_292_19.232

1.000

±

0.125

-1.003

±

0.100

UN_12_275_20.337

1.000

±

0.086

1.011

±

0.069

UN_13_285_20.524

1.000

±

0.367

-1.605

±

0.364

UN_14_275_20.752

1.000

±

0.161

-1.189

±

0.077

UN_15_273_21.216

1.000

±

0.095

-1.406

±

0.209

UN_16_361_21.963

1.000

±

0.433

-1.374

±

0.240

UN_17_174_23.147

1.000

±

0.181

-1.705

±

0.142

UN_18_319_23.921

1.000

±

0.074

-1.091

±

0.115

UN_19_445_25.068

1.000

±

0.166

-1.072

±

0.143

UN_20_204_25.590

1.000

±

0.214

1.049

±

0.167

UN_21_290_26.044

1.000

±

0.088

1.010

±

0.124

UN_22_318_27.667

1.000

±

0.174

1.488

±

0.211

UN_23_321_28.613

1.000

±

0.073

-1.101

±

0.064

UN_24_191_29.266

1.000

±

0.211

1.075

±

0.089

UN_25_204_30.286

1.000

±

0.056

-1.041

±

0.059

UN_26_328_31.254

1.000

±

0.122

-1.195

±

0.129

UN_27_318_31.709

1.000

±

0.159

1.025

±

0.102

UN_31_297_33.138

1.000

±

0.158

-1.083

±

0.129

UN_32_327_33.739

1.000

±

0.197

-1.514

±

0.186

UN_33_647_35.483

1.000

±

0.284

-1.308

±

0.385

UN_154_7.967

1.000

±

0.418

-1.584

±

0.440

UN_14_275_20.752

1.000

±

0.134

-1.124

±

0.045

UN_18.033

1.000

±

0.118

-1.061

±

0.094
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Suppl. Table S2.2 Untargeted GC-MS metabolite profile comparison of
brushed versus non-brushed quinoa leaves grown under saline conditions.
TNB = Treated Non-Brushed; TB = Treated Brushed. Data are presented
as x-fold with TNB set to 1 (n=5). Blue cells indicate statistical significance
determined with Students t-test (P > 0.05).
Salt NBr
ORGANIC ACIDS

x-fold

Salt Br
sem

x-fold

sem

Ascorbic acid/ Iso ascorbic

1.000 ± 0.289

2.175 ± 0.210

Benzoate

1.000 ± 0.025

1.003 ± 0.051

Citrate

1.000 ± 0.200

-2.586 ± 0.247

Fumarate

1.000 ± 0.287

-3.558 ± 0.413

Glycerate

1.000 ± 0.160

-1.551 ± 0.157

Glycolic acid

1.000 ± 0.072

-1.717 ± 0.076

Malate

1.000 ± 0.219

-2.472 ± 0.496

Mucic/saccharic

1.000 ± 0.165

-1.156 ± 0.234

Nicotinic acid

1.000 ± 0.059

-1.604 ± 0.256

Oxalate

1.000 ± 0.224

-6.247 ± 0.484

Pipercolic acid

1.000 ± 0.278

-2.319 ± 0.414

Salicylic acid

1.000 ± 0.223

-2.100 ± 0.489

Succinate

1.000 ± 0.074

1.240 ± 0.189

Threonate

1.000 ± 0.176

-3.678 ± 0.334

Threonate-1,4-lactone

1.000 ± 0.045

-1.208 ± 0.186

SUGARS AND SUGAR
ALCOHOLS

x-fold

sem

x-fold

sem

Arabinose

1.000 ± 0.242

1.201 ± 0.306

Arabitol

1.000 ± 0.125

1.260 ± 0.075

Erythritol

1.000 ± 0.159

1.252 ± 0.087

Fructose

1.000 ± 0.080

-1.004 ± 0.168

Fructose-6-P

1.000 ± 0.333

-1.151 ± 0.117

Fucose

1.000 ± 0.092

-1.262 ± 0.202

Galactonate

1.000 ± 0.145

-1.025 ± 0.062

Galactose

1.000 ± 0.177

-1.054 ± 0.172
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Glucose

1.000 ± 0.088

-1.014 ± 0.166

Glucose-6-P

1.000 ± 0.340

-2.652 ± 0.254

Glycerol

1.000 ± 0.160

-1.282 ± 0.107

Glycerol-3-P

1.000 ± 0.198

-2.282 ± 0.254

Inosito-1-P

1.000 ± 0.253

-2.174 ± 0.170

Inositol

1.000 ± 0.128

-1.022 ± 0.128

Maltose

1.000 ± 0.060

-1.259 ± 0.405

Ribitol

1.000 ± 0.125

1.291 ± 0.081

Ribonate

1.000 ± 0.159

1.120 ± 0.125

Ribose

1.000 ± 0.298

2.496 ± 0.295

Sucrose

1.000 ± 0.147

1.151 ± 0.090

Threitol

1.000 ± 0.157

1.768 ± 0.118

Trehalose

1.000 ± 0.068

-1.647 ± 0.310

Xylitol

1.000 ± 0.167

1.693 ± 0.205

Xylose

1.000 ± 0.113

1.286 ± 0.248

OTHERS

x-fold

sem

x-fold

sem

Butyro-1,4- lactam

1.000 ± 0.062

-2.173 ± 0.386

Cytosine

1.000 ± 0.060

-1.180 ± 0.068

Diethyleneglycol

1.000 ± 0.036

1.017 ± 0.025

Guanine

1.000 ± 0.141

-2.736 ± 0.527

Kaempferol

1.000 ± 0.189

-3.004 ± 0.292

Monomethylphosphate

1.000 ± 0.178

-1.391 ± 0.188

Phosphate

1.000 ± 0.345

-1.866 ± 0.112

Uracil

1.000 ± 0.227

-3.371 ± 0.262

AMINO ACIDS AND AMINES x-fold

sem

x-fold

sem

2 - amino malonic acid

1.000 ± 0.226

-2.227 ± 0.298

Alanine

1.000 ± 0.251

-1.826 ± 0.267

Allantoin

1.000 ± 0.121

-1.218 ± 0.206

Arginine

1.000 ± 0.256

-1.158 ± 0.411

Asparagine

1.000 ± 0.298

-1.934 ± 0.295

Aspartate

1.000 ± 0.209

-2.816 ± 0.272

GABA

1.000 ± 0.078

-1.809 ± 0.281
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Cysteine

1.000 ± 0.213

-1.647 ± 0.263

Ethanolamine

1.000 ± 0.129

1.296 ± 0.055

GABA

1.000 ± 0.156

-1.797 ± 0.283

Glutamate

1.000 ± 0.354

1.291 ± 0.280

Glutamine

1.000 ± 0.295

6.980 ± 0.569

Glycine

1.000 ± 0.240

-2.322 ± 0.310

Histidine

1.000 ± 0.269

-1.319 ± 0.404

Isoleucine

1.000 ± 0.262

-2.085 ± 0.358

Lysine

1.000 ± 0.291

-2.000 ± 0.403

Methionine

1.000 ± 0.247

-1.933 ± 0.479

Ornithine

1.000 ± 0.158

2.191 ± 0.516

Phenylalanine

1.000 ± 0.266

-2.036 ± 0.378

Proline

1.000 ± 0.080

-1.419 ± 0.215

Pyroglutamate

1.000 ± 0.239

1.181 ± 0.410

Serine

1.000 ± 0.195

1.099 ± 0.229

Threonine

1.000 ± 0.265

-1.746 ± 0.267

Tryptophan

1.000 ± 0.288

-2.742 ± 0.557

Tyrosine

1.000 ± 0.314

-2.179 ± 0.427

Valine

1.000 ± 0.239

-2.013 ± 0.306
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UNKNOWNS

x-fold

sem

x-fold

sem

UN_14_275_20.752

1.000 ± 0.075

-1.281 ± 0.139

UN_16_361_21.963

1.000 ± 0.095

-1.357 ± 0.337

UN_17_174_23.147

1.000 ± 0.260

-3.078 ± 0.648

UN_18_319_23.921

1.000 ± 0.189

1.421 ± 0.121

UN_19_445_25.068

1.000 ± 0.133

-1.067 ± 0.196

UN_22_318_27.667

1.000 ± 0.250

-2.179 ± 0.164

UN_23_321_28.613

1.000 ± 0.211

1.588 ± 0.183

UN_24_191_29.266

1.000 ± 0.262

-1.297 ± 0.134

UN_33_647_35.483

1.000 ± 0.276

-3.182 ± 0.278

UN_6_306_16.021

1.000 ± 0.059

1.087 ± 0.089

Unknown_13.984_243

1.000 ± 0.255

-1.242 ± 0.375

Unknown_16.327_219

1.000 ± 0.154

1.693 ± 0.194

Unknown_16.430_116

1.000 ± 0.237

-1.441 ± 0.320

Unknown_16.633_142

1.000 ± 0.297

-1.200 ± 0.398

Unknown_17.096_201

1.000 ± 0.249

1.025 ± 0.167

Unknown_18.233_242

1.000 ± 0.063

1.049 ± 0.050

Unknown_19.173_245

1.000 ± 0.359

1.913 ± 0.442

Unknown_24.885_357

1.000 ± 0.126

-1.010 ± 0.202

Unknown_27.040_375

1.000 ± 0.169

-2.132 ± 0.369

Unknown_27.270_258

1.000 ± 0.165

-3.501 ± 0.714

Unknown_8.082_188

1.000 ± 0.031

1.025 ± 0.057

Unknown_8.699_282

1.000 ± 0.350

-1.298 ± 0.350

Unknown_8.919_86

1.000 ± 0.264

-2.118 ± 0.100

Unknown_9.956_248

1.000 ± 0.163

-3.197 ± 0.313
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OTHERS

x-fold

sem

x-fold

sem

Monomethylphosphate

1.000 ± 0.259

1.017 ± 0.240

Diethylene_glycol

1.000 ± 0.313

-1.453 ± 0.266

Glycerate

1.000 ± 0.097

1.549 ± 0.243

Threonate-1,4-lactone

1.000 ± 0.178

-1.039 ± 0.202

Cytosine

1.000 ± 0.177

-1.267 ± 0.100

Glycerol-3-P

1.000 ± 0.139

1.161 ± 0.122

Pantothenic acid

1.000 ± 0.134

-1.172 ± 0.108

Phosphate

1.000 ± 0.199

1.729 ± 0.174

AMINO ACIDS AND
AMINES

x-fold

sem

x-fold

sem

Aspartate

1.000 ± 0.154

1.239 ± 0.161

Ethanolamine

1.000 ± 0.212

1.014 ± 0.186

GABA

1.000 ± 0.378

1.239 ± 0.272

Glutamate

1.000 ± 0.226

1.200 ± 0.216

Glycine

1.000 ± 0.117

1.119 ± 0.124

Isoleucine

1.000 ± 0.295

-1.376 ± 0.279

Phenylalanine

1.000 ± 0.329

-1.137 ± 0.267

Proline

1.000 ± 0.261

-1.038 ± 0.177

Serine

1.000 ± 0.160

1.390 ± 0.154

Threonine

1.000 ± 0.322

-1.182 ± 0.245

Tyrosine

1.000 ± 0.433

1.186 ± 0.341

Valine

1.000 ± 0.239

-1.105 ± 0.170
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UNKNOWNS

x-fold

sem

x-fold

sem

UN_2_276_13.279

1.000 ± 0.229

1.275 ± 0.185

UN_3_205_13.816

1.000 ± 0.382

1.107 ± 0.297

UN_4_262_14.466

1.000 ± 0.050

-1.244 ± 0.025

UN_6_306_16.105

1.000 ± 0.095

-1.067 ± 0.039

UN_7_306_16.255

1.000 ± 0.092

-1.152 ± 0.034

UN_8_292_16.499?

1.000 ± 0.151

-1.299 ± 0.075

UN_9_204_18.259

1.000 ± 0.136

-1.084 ± 0.156

UN_10_217_18.860

1.000 ± 0.403

-1.346 ± 0.153

UN_11_292_19.232

1.000 ± 0.125

-1.003 ± 0.100

UN_12_275_20.337

1.000 ± 0.086

1.011 ± 0.069

UN_13_285_20.524

1.000 ± 0.367

-1.605 ± 0.364

UN_14_275_20.752

1.000 ± 0.161

-1.189 ± 0.077

UN_15_273_21.216

1.000 ± 0.095

-1.406 ± 0.209

UN_16_361_21.963

1.000 ± 0.433

-1.374 ± 0.240

UN_17_174_23.147

1.000 ± 0.181

-1.705 ± 0.142

UN_18_319_23.921

1.000 ± 0.074

-1.091 ± 0.115

UN_19_445_25.068

1.000 ± 0.166

-1.072 ± 0.143

UN_20_204_25.590

1.000 ± 0.214

1.049 ± 0.167

UN_21_290_26.044

1.000 ± 0.088

1.010 ± 0.124

UN_22_318_27.667

1.000 ± 0.174

1.488 ± 0.211

UN_23_321_28.613

1.000 ± 0.073

-1.101 ± 0.064

UN_24_191_29.266

1.000 ± 0.211

1.075 ± 0.089

UN_25_204_30.286

1.000 ± 0.056

-1.041 ± 0.059

UN_26_328_31.254

1.000 ± 0.122

-1.195 ± 0.129

UN_27_318_31.709

1.000 ± 0.159

1.025 ± 0.102

UN_31_297_33.138

1.000 ± 0.158

-1.083 ± 0.129

UN_32_327_33.739

1.000 ± 0.197

-1.514 ± 0.186

UN_33_647_35.483

1.000 ± 0.284

-1.308 ± 0.385

UN_154_7.967

1.000 ± 0.418

-1.584 ± 0.440

UN_14_275_20.752

1.000 ± 0.134

-1.124 ± 0.045

UN_18.033

1.000 ± 0.118

-1.061 ± 0.094
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Suppl. Table S2.3 Geometrical consideration and cell volume to surface ratio for cells of
different size in the context of carbon cost efficiency associated with cell wall formation.
The bigger is the cell diameter, the less carbon is required per volume unit.
Cell diameter,
µm
20
40
60
100
150
200
300
400
500
600

Cell volume,
µm3
4186
33493
113040
523333
1766250
4186667
14130000
33493333
65416667
1.13E+08

Surface area,
µm2
1256
5024
11304
31400
70650
125600
282600
502400
785000
1130400

Volume to surface ratio
3.33
6.66
10
16.66
25
33.33
50
66.66
83.33
100
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Suppl. Table S4.1 Mean values of fresh weight, dry weight, and bladder-related
characteristics under non-saline and saline conditions with corresponding relative values
Accession

127

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

140

141

FW

DW

BD

BDM

BV

BI

Ctrl

4.3±0.13

0.35±0.014

16.4±0.9

82.7±4.8

0.005±0.001

0.052±0.005

Salt

1.2±0.01

0.15±0.003

26.1±1.5

89.9±3.2

0.009±0.001

0.058±0.008

Rel

27.7±1.1

42.56±2.126

165±15.4

110.2±7.5

201.8±29.5

113.8±15.314

Ctrl

3.6±0.37

0.35±0.028

17.9±1.3

110.5±7.6

0.013±0.002

0.063±0.01

Salt

1.4±0.11

0.14±0.014

32.1±1.3

82.5±4.6

0.01±0.001

0.072±0.018

Rel

39.3±5.73

39.82±2.721

190.6±18.7

76.4±8.1

72.3±3.605

113.39±19.981

Ctrl

2±0.11

0.22±0.012

30.8±3.7

103.5±5.5

0.017±0.001

0.047±0.007

Salt

1.3±0.17

0.13±0.008

39.9±1.7

83.5±3.9

0.012±0.001

0.065±0.006

Rel

62.3±9.6

58.26±6.221

143.5±15.1

80.9±2.3

75.429±5.361

153.12±27.111

Ctrl

3.4±0.1

0.35±0.005

22.4±1.6

98.7±3.5

0.011±0.001

0.061±0.009

Salt

1±0.05

0.12±0.005

36.7±2.2

80.1±4.8

0.011±0.001

0.083±0.006

Rel

30.2±1.51

33.26±1.247

170.7±15.5

82.1±7.6

107.4±9.194

146.43±16.624

Ctrl

5.1±0.18

0.44±0.019

17±0.9

100.3±3.6

0.009±0.001

0.042±0.005

Salt

1.4±0.13

0.16±0.014

33.9±5.1

91±1.8

0.013±0.001

0.041±0.004

Rel

26.4±2.41

35.74±2.789

191.3±32.1

91.4±4.7

124.2±1.7

106.05±18.773

Ctrl

2.4±0.22

0.22±0.026

13.6±1.3

103.2±2.8

0.008±0.001

0.04±0.006

Salt

0.7±0.04

0.07±0.003

22.9±2.1

84.7±5.5

0.009±0.001

0.038±0.006

Rel

30.5±3.64

34.69±3.643

172.4±13

82.4±6

104.9±11.9

107.7±26.4

Ctrl

2.6±0.18

0.26±0.008

34.9±4.6

95.5±6.8

0.014±0.001

0.065±0.007

Salt

0.7±0.04

0.08±0.005

31.7±2

87.5±1.8

0.011±0.001

0.065±0.004

Rel

29.2±3.16

31.61±2.014

102.2±12.5

93.8±7.9

72.3±5.9

104.5±10

Ctrl

2.8±0.21

0.25±0.022

17±1

110.6±4.4

0.012±0.002

0.05±0.002

Salt

1.1±0.19

0.11±0.023

26.9±1.6

102.5±2.9

0.014±0.001

0.044±0.005

Rel

38.8±4.01

41.59±8.609

166.3±16.9

93.4±5.4

100.1±7.3

87.5±8.1

Ctrl

4±0.44

0.44±0.054

21.6±1.3

97.4±4.6

0.011±0.001

0.038±0.003

Salt

1.7±0.27

0.18±0.024

40.5±2.4

90.4±4.3

0.017±0.001

0.046±0.008

Rel

43.7±12.02

41.74±10.721

188.8±5.5

94±7.5

170.4±22.1

124.3±26.3

Ctrl

4.6±0.13

0.38±0.012

19.4±1.5

96.3±7.9

0.009±0.002

0.065±0.011

Salt

1±0.05

0.11±0.005

35.4±3.5

91.8±5.3

0.015±0.003

0.082±0.007

Rel

22.8±1.26

28.02±0.942

192.5±23.7

96.6±6.3

131.1±12.7

147.5±35.5

Ctrl

4.2±0.21

0.47±0.034

24.6±2.9

117.7±1.7

0.019±0.002

0.048±0.007

Salt

1±0.09

0.11±0.009

35.6±2.4

87.7±3.6

0.013±0.002

0.076±0.007
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146

147

148

149

150

151

153

154

155

157

158

159

Rel

23.9±3.06

23.41±3.358

161.1±21.4

74.5±3.2

59.2±5.9

173.1±30.1

Ctrl

4.3±0.22

0.4±0.024

28.7±1.3

97.5±2.3

0.014±0.001

0.056±0.002

Salt

1.4±0.06

0.15±0.01

32.3±1.8

81.4±2.3

0.009±0.001

0.082±0.005

Rel

31.1±2.96

38.81±5.965

115.3±9.1

83.8±3.4

65.5±7.6

146.2±5.4

Ctrl

2.4±0.18

0.24±0.016

28±1.5

105.2±4.9

0.017±0.001

0.06±0.002

Salt

1.3±0.05

0.14±0.005

43.3±2.6

89.3±2.8

0.016±0.002

0.1±0.009

Rel

54.8±5.84

60.64±3.232

160±14.5

85.9±6

108.2±10.3

166.4±13.9

Ctrl

3.7±0.21

0.4±0.033

21.3±1.3

95.8±6.3

0.011±0.001

0.049±0.005

Salt

2.2±0.16

0.25±0.015

40.5±2.2

83±1.3

0.012±0.001

0.057±0.003

Rel

58.5±3.76

63.99±5.184

197.2±16.2

88.2±6

135.8±17.1

125.4±19.9

Ctrl

1.6±0.08

0.17±0.007

31.7±1.8

103±5.5

0.018±0.003

0.063±0.008

Salt

1±0.09

0.11±0.009

48.3±3.6

96.1±5.6

0.025±0.002

0.078±0.015

Rel

62.1±2.81

67.47±6.995

152.8±8

94.8±9.3

141.6±19.8

123.8±17.3

Ctrl

2.6±0.23

0.27±0.028

22.2±1.1

98.8±5.7

0.011±0.002

0.05±0.003

Salt

1.3±0.11

0.15±0.016

41.4±3.7

92.1±3

0.017±0.002

0.055±0.007

Rel

53.1±5.69

57.53±7.001

187.3±14.4

94.5±6.2

158.8±9.4

110.5±11.1

Ctrl

3.1±0.21

0.28±0.02

23.7±1.7

107.4±11.9

0.012±0.001

0.064±0.013

Salt

1.2±0.1

0.12±0.011

37.3±3.8

90.8±7

0.016±0.001

0.067±0.005

Rel

37.6±4

44.49±4.959

168.1±25.8

88±11

108.3±11.1

137.3±43.6

Ctrl

4.1±0.18

0.31±0.036

21.6±1.1

91.6±2.5

0.009±0.001

0.044±0.007

Salt

0.9±0.08

0.1±0.01

35.8±1.8

88.8±4.8

0.011±0.001

0.063±0.005

Rel

22.6±1.82

33.33±2.293

168.5±8.7

97.2±5.8

148.4±15.9

154.7±17.7

Ctrl

2±0.1

0.21±0.014

30.6±3

108.5±5.9

0.024±0.003

0.069±0.008

Salt

1.2±0.06

0.14±0.009

34±0.9

92.2±12.2

0.013±0.001

0.06±0.006

Rel

59.7±5.07

71.32±5.288

121.5±12.8

85.7±12.8

85.3±11.6

91±13

Ctrl

2.6±0.17

0.28±0.018

34.3±3.3

86.4±3.3

0.011±0.001

0.074±0.014

Salt

0.9±0.12

0.1±0.017

34.2±1.6

84±2

0.011±0.001

0.086±0.01

Rel

35.8±6.52

33.02±5.798

116.5±21.2

98.1±5.6

97.9±10.3

139.5±33.3

Ctrl

3.9±0.11

0.29±0.006

28.5±2.1

103.9±2.6

0.017±0.002

0.071±0.005

Salt

0.7±0.08

0.08±0.008

13.5±1

92.2±12.2

0.007±0.001

0.047±0.011

Rel

16.7±1.67

25.43±2.515

45.8±5.3

88.8±12.1

40.8±10

66.8±17.7

Ctrl

2.6±0.15

0.26±0.015

23.3±1.8

131.2±13.2

0.034±0.009

0.043±0.003

Salt

1.5±0.13

0.18±0.016

64.2±8.1

109.2±17.4

0.043±0.017

0.047±0.002

Rel

58±2.99

71.52±8.06

303.8±55.6

91.2±20.6

126±12

112.6±10.9

Ctrl

2.9±0.3

0.31±0.027

27.6±3.1

91.9±4.4

0.011±0.001

0.064±0.008
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168

169

171

172

173

176

177

178

179

183

Salt

1.4±0.04

0.16±0.006

35.1±1.8

84±2

0.011±0.001

0.067±0.006

Rel

50±6.03

52.44±3.242

142.7±19.9

92±4.1

112.8±7

113.7±19.9

Ctrl

2.2±0.24

0.24±0.021

34.3±2.2

85.7±3.5

0.011±0.001

0.075±0.007

Salt

1.2±0.09

0.14±0.01

47.5±3.5

92.4±3

0.02±0.002

0.079±0.004

Rel

59±9.81

59.12±6.979

145.4±16.2

108.4±5.3

199.7±22

109.6±12.9

Ctrl

1.4±0.08

0.14±0.016

17.7±1.8

106.1±6.4

0.012±0.001

0.034±0.003

Salt

0.7±0.04

0.07±0.007

17.9±2.1

86.2±11.6

0.009±0.001

0.036±0.004

Rel

50.4±1.45

53.28±2.348

108.9±13.7

84.1±14.4

89.8±15.2

105.5±5.4

Ctrl

4.7±0.47

0.42±0.045

20.7±2.4

90.9±7.7

0.008±0.001

0.059±0.01

Salt

0.7±0.05

0.09±0.006

26.7±2.6

90.7±2

0.011±0.001

0.052±0.008

Rel

15.7±1.22

21.95±2.333

127.7±13.2

103.8±11.9

137.5±10.6

98.1±19.4

Ctrl

2.6±0.11

0.21±0.012

22.4±1.8

105.9±5.9

0.015±0.002

0.052±0.007

Salt

0.9±0.11

0.1±0.007

24.4±1.8

101±2.4

0.013±0.001

0.064±0.003

Rel

34.9±5.1

46.84±4.108

113.5±10.8

96.7±6.1

99.6±8.2

133.3±19

Ctrl

2.2±0.09

0.18±0.009

18.8±1.4

114.1±1.8

0.015±0.001

0.05±0.008

Salt

1.2±0.1

0.13±0.006

36.1±3.8

96±3.9

0.016±0.001

0.047±0.003

Rel

54.1±6.45

75.58±4.674

199.3±20.3

84.1±2.2

112.8±6.5

103.4±14.8

Ctrl

2.5±0.09

0.18±0.008

9.3±0.6

129.2±3.9

0.011±0.001

0.029±0.003

Salt

1±0.06

0.12±0.01

29.4±2

86±6.3

0.012±0.001

0.039±0.004

Rel

39.7±3.08

64.75±6.458

354±48.1

67.1±6

119.2±4.3

151.8±35.8

Ctrl

2.2±0.14

0.21±0.018

15.1±1.9

111.1±5

0.011±0.001

0.036±0.012

Salt

0.6±0.04

0.07±0.006

22.1±1.4

88.1±5.9

0.006±0.001

0.031±0.011

Rel

29.3±1.41

37.66±6.188

163.5±20

78.9±2.4

71.2±7.6

190±145.4

Ctrl

3.8±0.2

0.4±0.033

30.2±1.9

87.9±2.6

0.011±0.001

0.05±0.005

Salt

1.8±0.11

0.2±0.014

51.3±3.8

86.6±1.9

0.018±0.001

0.069±0.007

Rel

48.1±6.27

52.04±6.121

175.5±15.3

99±4.2

160±12.3

145±20.2

Ctrl

3.4±0.3

0.4±0.036

40.3±2.3

83.3±3.8

0.013±0.001

0.069±0.011

Salt

1.8±0.11

0.2±0.015

41±2.3

84.6±3.4

0.015±0.001

0.07±0.005

Rel

54.4±3.12

52.76±5.299

105.2±9.1

102.1±4.9

122.4±17.2

114.7±21.1

Ctrl

4.2±0.18

0.35±0.012

20.3±0.7

91.6±8.8

0.009±0.001

0.052±0.006

Salt

0.6±0.07

0.08±0.016

25.6±1.4

90±1.3

0.01±0.001

0.048±0.004

Rel

15.3±1.41

23.52±4.077

128±8.6

103.1±12.7

119±20.4

95.1±8.1

Ctrl

3.9±0.13

0.31±0.01

35.6±1.3

85.7±3.5

0.011±0.001

0.075±0.007

Salt

0.8±0.03

0.09±0.003

23.1±1.2

102.3±1.7

0.013±0.001

0.061±0.008

Rel

20.4±0.9

28.95±0.986

65.5±4.1

120.4±6.7

113.8±12.9

83.9±14.4
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187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

Ctrl

5.3±0.35

0.48±0.021

30.2±2.1

90±11.5

0.012±0.001

0.067±0.014

Salt

1.1±0.03

0.12±0.006

32.3±2.7

90±4.5

0.013±0.001

0.059±0.009

Rel

20.1±0.84

24.53±1.88

106.4±10.5

106.9±14.5

106.8±13

97.4±16

Ctrl

3.9±0.29

0.4±0.031

33±2.1

99.7±3.6

0.017±0.001

0.048±0.006

Salt

1.2±0.12

0.12±0.012

29.3±2.9

92.3±4.8

0.013±0.001

0.064±0.005

Rel

31±3.51

30.8±3.561

96.7±15.6

93.1±6.1

70.7±8.8

145.1±24

Ctrl

3±0.18

0.34±0.02

37.9±1.7

79.8±4.4

0.011±0.001

0.061±0.003

Salt

1.9±0.05

0.2±0.006

49.9±3.1

85.4±1.5

0.016±0.001

0.066±0.007

Rel

65±3.44

59.61±3.887

130.7±12.6

108.6±7.2

153.4±19

109.8±11.2

Ctrl

4.6±0.11

0.46±0.022

29.8±2

106.6±3.5

0.019±0.002

0.06±0.005

Salt

0.7±0.08

0.08±0.007

41.4±2.9

97.6±1.2

0.02±0.002

0.06±0.004

Rel

15.6±1.4

16.28±1.311

146.4±16.2

92±3.5

116.1±9.7

103.8±12.9

Ctrl

1.9±0.1

0.19±0.012

17±1.7

121.1±2.9

0.017±0.001

0.032±0.003

Salt

1±0.04

0.13±0.006

37±2.7

94.5±2.6

0.018±0.001

0.049±0.006

Rel

55.8±4.11

70.8±2.072

268.2±57.3

78.1±1.7

110.3±6.5

159.2±22.6

Ctrl

4.5±0.33

0.46±0.038

30.6±1.9

103.6±3.8

0.021±0.001

0.069±0.008

Salt

1.3±0.06

0.16±0.008

43.5±2.6

96.3±3

0.02±0.002

0.058±0.006

Rel

30.3±2.99

34.87±2.79

146.7±12

93.7±5.6

116.6±13.3

88.3±13.1

Ctrl

4.7±0.33

0.48±0.035

19.6±2

84.2±3.3

0.005±0.001

0.048±0.007

Salt

1.9±0.2

0.21±0.022

46.4±3.1

82.2±2.5

0.013±0.001

0.061±0.004

Rel

42.3±7.39

43.82±1.66

251.2±21.2

98.5±6.2

255±32.7

135.9±18.4

Ctrl

3.2±0.2

0.37±0.028

37.7±3.8

105.3±3.3

0.025±0.002

0.065±0.01

Salt

1.6±0.06

0.19±0.01

89.2±7.6

87.8±4.4

0.029±0.002

0.085±0.005

Rel

51±3.84

52.48±6.105

252.2±23.1

83.4±3

133.9±13.3

148.1±26

Ctrl

4.2±0.23

0.49±0.028

39.9±2.1

76.2±2.2

0.009±0.001

0.057±0.005

Salt

1.5±0.16

0.16±0.015

82.4±8.6

84.6±2.3

0.028±0.002

0.082±0.005

Rel

37.3±5.94

34.39±4.819

201.7±23.5

111.4±4.4

321±46

145.5±11

Ctrl

3.1±0.42

0.39±0.052

23.7±2

90.3±3

0.009±0.001

0.051±0.006

Salt

1.4±0.09

0.15±0.008

48.7±3.4

73±4.5

0.011±0.001

0.066±0.004

Rel

47.6±7.35

40.56±5.143

246±59.1

80.6±3

130±15.6

136.3±18.7

Ctrl

8.3±0.5

0.75±0.074

18.8±1.3

110.5±4.6

0.012±0.001

0.036±0.009

Salt

1.7±0.15

0.21±0.017

47.2±3.6

89.6±3.3

0.016±0.001

0.057±0.005

Rel

21.5±2.08

28.71±2.483

265.9±29.3

81.7±4.6

157.7±1.1

261.3±131.6

Ctrl

2.6±0.05

0.28±0.009

39.9±3.6

99.7±5.7

0.021±0.002

0.072±0.01

Salt

1.2±0.04

0.14±0.005

61.4±3.9

92.6±3

0.026±0.002

0.078±0.006
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203

205

208

209

211

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

Rel

46.3±1.4

48.12±1.757

175.6±21.4

95.4±8.2

177.6±9.4

115.2±14.6

Ctrl

4.5±0.44

0.32±0.048

23.5±1.6

102.7±5.5

0.012±0.001

0.061±0.005

Salt

0.7±0.04

0.08±0.004

21.3±2.2

101.7±4.4

0.013±0.001

0.046±0.009

Rel

16.5±1.16

27.28±4.858

99.9±10.2

99.4±3.1

123.5±10

80.8±20.9

Ctrl

5.1±0.46

0.41±0.046

36.2±1.9

97.2±5

0.017±0.001

0.056±0.005

Salt

1.2±0.21

0.15±0.023

52.4±4.1

90.7±3.7

0.02±0.002

0.062±0.006

Rel

24.9±3.82

37.14±5.998

145.8±10.5

93.6±2.8

114.8±7.6

109.9±7.6

Ctrl

4.8±0.3

0.4±0.028

24.4±2

94.9±4.6

0.01±0.001

0.048±0.004

Salt

1±0.06

0.11±0.009

54.7±3.9

79.7±0.6

0.014±0.001

0.059±0.004

Rel

21.2±2.39

26.75±1.201

228.8±26.8

84.9±4.7

144.9±15.6

127.4±18.5

Ctrl

5.3±0.53

0.49±0.047

46.6±2.5

87.1±3.7

0.017±0.001

0.07±0.006

Salt

1.4±0.15

0.15±0.018

57±2.4

83.6±3.6

0.016±0.001

0.065±0.011

Rel

26±2.54

31.69±3.104

130.8±6.5

96.9±6.7

100±9.3

95.7±19.7

Ctrl

3.1±0.19

0.27±0.013

25.7±2.3

109.6±8.7

0.017±0.002

0.059±0.007

Salt

0.6±0.07

0.08±0.007

26.9±2.2

92.1±4

0.011±0.001

0.048±0.008

Rel

20.9±1.78

28.19±1.974

109.4±10.6

85.7±6.4

66.4±2.5

89.4±25

Ctrl

2.8±0.54

0.24±0.038

25.7±2

91.3±6.7

0.012±0.001

0.058±0.007

Salt

0.9±0.1

0.1±0.009

28±2.3

87.1±1.7

0.01±0.001

0.037±0.003

Rel

35.7±7.94

43.57±7.029

117.4±14.6

98.1±9.2

82.1±5.5

69±11.1

Ctrl

3.1±0.25

0.25±0.011

26.3±1.5

97.9±3.8

0.011±0.001

0.047±0.005

Salt

1.1±0.07

0.14±0.009

52.4±3.1

92.1±3.8

0.021±0.002

0.05±0.005

Rel

38.1±5.06

54.61±4.532

210.2±24.2

94.8±6.1

185.7±20.7

111.4±14.6

Ctrl

4.9±0.52

0.42±0.045

22±2.2

93.4±6.8

0.009±0.001

0.051±0.004

Salt

1.1±0.03

0.14±0.013

35.1±1.2

81±1.5

0.01±0.001

0.052±0.004

Rel

22.9±2.44

33.77±2.334

173.4±17.2

88.6±6.5

114±6.8

104.8±14.2

Ctrl

3.7±0.23

0.3±0.019

24.1±1.6

104.9±10.4

0.015±0.001

0.036±0.007

Salt

1.2±0.04

0.14±0.005

31.9±2.1

90.8±4

0.013±0.001

0.057±0.005

Rel

33.9±2.21

48.01±3.788

138.3±13.8

90.4±11.3

78.9±12.1

212.4±78.4

Ctrl

2.8±0.15

0.23±0.018

24.1±1

98.3±3.2

0.012±0.001

0.056±0.004

Salt

1.1±0.08

0.13±0.007

49.6±3.7

87.3±3.1

0.021±0.001

0.067±0.003

Rel

41.1±4.2

56.52±6.057

208±9.3

89.1±4.2

162.6±15.1

123.4±9.9

Ctrl

4±0.95

0.36±0.097

30.4±3.6

101.5±8.3

0.015±0.001

0.049±0.006

Salt

1.1±0.13

0.12±0.014

39.2±3.3

86.8±3.9

0.013±0.001

0.052±0.007

Rel

29.2±3.58

39.53±5.209

150.7±24.2

87.5±7.9

86.6±8.9

114.5±21

Ctrl

3.9±0.53

0.33±0.045

26.5±3.9

123.1±10.8

0.024±0.001

0.033±0.01
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220

221

222

223

311

319

321

350

354

366

367

Salt

1±0.02

0.13±0.002

41.6±4.3

98.3±3.8

0.021±0.001

0.053±0.007

Rel

28.4±4.32

43.16±6.311

201.4±37.5

81.6±5.7

80.8±3.5

291.4±123.5

Ctrl

2.5±0.35

0.21±0.019

25.9±1.7

101±2.5

0.013±0.001

0.057±0.01

Salt

0.8±0.05

0.1±0.005

51.7±2.4

88±2.3

0.018±0.001

0.058±0.007

Rel

33.9±2.43

47.13±2.988

206±13.1

87.3±3.1

135.1±5.3

118.5±31.7

Ctrl

2.2±0.19

0.19±0.013

32.6±2.7

86.6±7.3

0.01±0.001

0.052±0.007

Salt

1±0.09

0.12±0.008

26.3±3

89.1±3.6

0.009±0.001

0.047±0.007

Rel

47.8±4.16

61.54±4.29

84.3±9.1

106.4±11.8

77.2±12.2

91.4±8.4

Ctrl

4.1±0.29

0.36±0.026

31.3±2.5

94.7±2.9

0.013±0.001

0.06±0.003

Salt

0.9±0.03

0.1±0.004

46.4±3.6

93.7±2.5

0.02±0.002

0.047±0.004

Rel

21.2±1.59

27.26±2.422

135.4±10.8

99.2±2.8

163.6±3.7

80.3±10.8

Ctrl

4.4±0.13

0.37±0.014

30.2±3.1

92±6.4

0.014±0.001

0.057±0.005

Salt

1.3±0.1

0.15±0.01

46.6±4

83±3.9

0.01±0.001

0.061±0.001

Rel

29.6±2.51

40.66±3.828

180.5±19.3

92.5±9.1

90.1±12.5

109.9±8.8

Ctrl

3.9±0.12

0.34±0.015

35.8±1.4

83.5±1.3

0.011±0.001

0.059±0.003

Salt

1.1±0.09

0.12±0.008

37.3±3.8

96.8±11.2

0.02±0.002

0.064±0.005

Rel

27.4±2.92

34.51±2.522

109.1±12.9

116.9±15.8

198.7±18.3

110.4±11.8

Ctrl

2.7±0.34

0.26±0.016

16.6±1.9

95.3±3.8

0.007±0.001

0.043±0.008

Salt

0.8±0.15

0.07±0.01

29.5±1.5

82.4±4.9

0.009±0.001

0.063±0.014

Rel

25.9±3.69

26.54±5.56

194.9±18

87.5±7.4

139.4±23.3

151.7±26.4

Ctrl

3.9±0.12

0.34±0.011

26.1±1.4

99.7±2.3

0.013±0.001

0.053±0.008

Salt

0.9±0.07

0.1±0.008

39±3.4

88.4±3.8

0.014±0.001

0.07±0.009

Rel

22.5±2.17

28.86±2.619

153.9±16.1

89±4.9

102.3±7.5

141.4±21.8

Ctrl

5.7±0.26

0.49±0.025

23.7±1.5

117.4±7

0.019±0.003

0.046±0.005

Salt

0.9±0.05

0.1±0.003

24±3.2

105.1±5

0.015±0.001

0.035±0.005

Rel

16.7±1.14

21.52±1.498

103.5±12.1

91.1±7.8

80.13±9.526

78.18±13.264

Ctrl

4.7±0.24

0.39±0.021

31±2.7

89.2±3

0.011±0.001

0.063±0.009

Salt

1±0.07

0.11±0.007

30.2±1.4

84.4±1.1

0.009±0.001

0.044±0.003

Rel

21.2±1.67

28.86±1.648

103.3±9.6

95.2±4.1

85±2.7

76.3±12.7

Ctrl

2.2±0.24

0.16±0.023

21.1±2.3

111.9±9.9

0.014±0.001

0.05±0.006

Salt

0.7±0.07

0.1±0.006

33.7±4.6

85.3±14.8

0.016±0.002

0.069±0.013

Rel

35±5.41

65.04±8.415

187.7±28.7

76.3±12.9

122.6±12.4

141.3±26.2

Ctrl

2.9±0.21

0.28±0.023

27.4±1.3

94±10.5

0.009±0.001

0.068±0.008

Salt

0.8±0.07

0.09±0.008

36.2±0.9

86.3±2.4

0.012±0.001

0.068±0.006

Rel

26.8±3.07

31.4±2.224

135.9±9.2

95.1±7.8

121.1±14.6

111.5±26.2
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Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7

Q11

Q14

Q20

Q21

Q22

Q24

Ctrl

2.6±0.22

0.24±0.016

25.2±1.3

118.1±4.2

0.022±0.002

0.052±0.006

Salt

0.7±0.06

0.07±0.004

43.9±1.9

104.7±4.4

0.023±0.002

0.084±0.015

Rel

28±2.64

31.57±2.594

173±14.5

89±4.3

131.9±7.7

178.7±47.5

Ctrl

3.2±0.38

0.28±0.032

35.1±2.5

105±3.5

0.021±0.001

0.072±0.007

Salt

1.2±0.06

0.11±0.009

38±4.4

95.6±8.2

0.017±0.002

0.083±0.018

Rel

39.9±4.36

41.41±8.547

121.5±17.8

90.8±6.6

78.2±4.9

129.2±40.9

Ctrl

3.5±0.18

0.32±0.014

31±1.5

109.4±2.9

0.021±0.002

0.071±0.002

Salt

0.9±0.06

0.08±0.007

33.8±0.9

91.8±2.8

0.013±0.001

0.068±0.009

Rel

27.1±2.61

24.81±2.581

109.5±6.8

84.3±4.5

60.8±7.7

96.5±14.5

Ctrl

4.5±0.27

0.41±0.031

39.5±2.3

109.6±1.5

0.027±0.001

0.064±0.007

Salt

1.2±0.11

0.1±0.012

57.3±3.2

95.6±3.3

0.029±0.002

0.083±0.011

Rel

28±3.24

27.84±4.752

152.4±15.1

87.3±3.6

126.5±10.2

139.5±27.5

Ctrl

5.3±0.45

0.49±0.042

34.1±2.1

104.7±3.5

0.02±0.001

0.076±0.005

Salt

1.4±0.11

0.14±0.01

39.5±2.6

97.5±2.8

0.02±0.001

0.062±0.009

Rel

27.8±3.02

29.19±3.78

117.9±8.4

93.6±4.6

99.5±7

86±18.3

Ctrl

3.9±0.45

0.31±0.034

35.1±1.1

105.1±3.2

0.022±0.002

0.077±0.007

Salt

1.3±0.06

0.12±0.005

40.7±3.3

99.2±3.3

0.02±0.002

0.061±0.009

Rel

35.4±3.98

41.18±4.119

117.2±10.3

94.5±2.7

107.1±7.5

79.5±9.2

Ctrl

4.4±0.37

0.35±0.037

17.7±2

111.2±3.9

0.012±0.001

0.035±0.005

Salt

1±0.08

0.1±0.012

23.3±2.8

98.7±4.8

0.016±0.002

0.04±0.004

Rel

23.3±4.44

31.77±7.347

143.1±20.5

90.4±6.8

128.8±7.9

126.9±27.9

Ctrl

5±0.33

0.43±0.029

22.2±1.5

122.1±7.1

0.021±0.002

0.038±0.003

Salt

1.4±0.05

0.14±0.009

19.8±2.4

112.6±1.7

0.015±0.001

0.033±0.007

Rel

29.6±2.83

32.77±3.918

89.1±7.9

93.4±5.2

83.36±8.835

89.99±19.546

Ctrl

2±0.08

0.16±0.009

11.6±0.9

131.5±21.1

0.01±0.003

0.019±0.002

Salt

1.1±0.08

0.12±0.013

17.5±1.3

111.5±5.5

0.013±0.001

0.021±0.001

Rel

54.1±5.35

77.79±11.805

159±20.4

94±14.4

145.2±7

115.1±13

Ctrl

3.8±0.31

0.33±0.028

36±2.5

95±8.1

0.014±0.001

0.065±0.008

Salt

1±0.05

0.11±0.008

52±3.4

88.1±2.1

0.018±0.001

0.063±0.005

Rel

26.4±3.22

36.69±6.022

148.3±11

95.4±8.1

136.9±15.5

101.2±13.3

Ctrl

2.8±0.06

0.21±0.012

18.3±1.4

95.7±3.9

0.008±0.001

0.048±0.007

Salt

0.9±0.09

0.1±0.011

24.8±1.5

89.1±2.4

0.009±0.001

0.048±0.005

Rel

30.7±3.55

47.17±5.947

143.4±15.2

93.9±5.2

113.8±12.1

105.7±11.7

Ctrl

3.8±0.24

0.31±0.033

32.8±1.3

83.7±2.9

0.01±0.001

0.074±0.004

Salt

0.8±0.05

0.09±0.005

42±3.9

83.7±4.3

0.014±0.001

0.074±0.008

Q26
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Q28

Q29

Q30

Q31

Q32

Q33

Q34

Q35

Q36

Q37

Q38

Q40

Rel

21.5±2.03

31.71±3.852

125.2±14.4

100±4.1

134.3±13.8

100.1±9.2

Ctrl

4.8±0.23

0.37±0.028

21.1±1.6

112.2±2.9

0.016±0.002

0.057±0.005

Salt

0.8±0.03

0.1±0.005

23.9±2

94.9±1.7

0.012±0.001

0.051±0.006

Rel

17.5±0.44

26.43±1.085

115.3±9.5

84.7±3

76.8±5.7

94±16.5

Ctrl

5.8±0.46

0.49±0.046

32.8±2

95.9±4.5

0.015±0.001

0.069±0.005

Salt

0.8±0.03

0.08±0.005

44.4±5.1

89.2±3

0.016±0.001

0.073±0.016

Rel

13±0.48

17.32±1.227

138±16.1

93.8±4.6

105.8±8.2

110.3±26.9

Ctrl

4.6±0.37

0.38±0.036

30.6±2.2

98.8±3

0.015±0.001

0.067±0.007

Salt

0.9±0.05

0.1±0.005

59.9±3.5

83.8±3.3

0.019±0.001

0.072±0.003

Rel

19.1±1.66

26.93±2.033

208.6±22.2

85.1±4.1

118.1±7.3

112.8±12

Ctrl

4.1±0.14

0.36±0.012

42.7±3.8

107.6±2

0.028±0.004

0.094±0.01

Salt

1.1±0.14

0.1±0.006

43.5±3.7

100.8±1.8

0.026±0.001

0.069±0.003

Rel

26.7±3.38

27.08±0.855

105.4±7.1

93.9±3.1

88.3±6.9

76.9±9.6

Ctrl

1.6±0.21

0.15±0.011

30.6±2

107.2±4.3

0.02±0.003

0.05±0.002

Salt

1.5±0.14

0.14±0.013

62±6.9

123.6±4.9

0.059±0.001

0.048±0.003

Rel

96.2±10.53

93.33±9.252

219.5±32.2

116.2±7.4

339.4±32.8

98±6.4

Ctrl

4.3±0.15

0.36±0.019

30.6±4.5

102.9±4.6

0.016±0.002

0.055±0.007

Salt

1.4±0.08

0.12±0.007

24.6±2.3

103±5.1

0.013±0.001

0.034±0.008

Rel

31.8±1.38

34.95±2.73

105.2±22.6

104.4±5

78.4±9.3

71.3±20.3

Ctrl

3.1±0.19

0.24±0.012

16.2±1.2

101.4±5.8

0.01±0.002

0.037±0.004

Salt

1±0.06

0.1±0.006

16.2±1.3

90.3±8.8

0.008±0.002

0.034±0.006

Rel

33.7±2.2

40.85±3.509

105.7±12.9

84.6±9.7

90.1±5.4

92.5±14.9

Ctrl

2±0.27

0.16±0.016

26.3±1.2

112.6±5.1

0.018±0.002

0.059±0.013

Salt

1.4±0.1

0.14±0.01

41.2±2

101.5±4.6

0.024±0.003

0.073±0.005

Rel

75.6±10.12

87.74±13.669

162±14.6

90.7±4.8

145.9±15.2

154.4±37.4

Ctrl

3±0.3

0.23±0.025

26.5±2.3

95.4±3.5

0.014±0.002

0.061±0.003

Salt

1.5±0.19

0.15±0.021

34.1±3

88.5±2.4

0.012±0.001

0.057±0.004

Rel

54.8±10.68

68.52±12.507

140.4±20.4

93.4±4.8

99.1±6

93.8±7

Ctrl

3.2±0.57

0.25±0.038

21.6±1.8

123.4±4.7

0.02±0.001

0.037±0.006

Salt

1.5±0.17

0.15±0.015

20.9±2.1

117.1±2.5

0.017±0.001

0.039±0.008

Rel

52.6±10.41

68.62±13

108.3±18.3

95.3±3.2

86.7±11

126.4±39

Ctrl

4.4±0.33

0.34±0.026

33.4±1.1

100.4±2.3

0.018±0.001

0.079±0.009

Salt

1.5±0.16

0.13±0.018

44.2±4.2

104.3±1.7

0.027±0.002

0.071±0.011

Rel

34.5±5.19

39.14±7.948

135.4±16

104.1±3.1

162.8±29.7

100±22.3

Ctrl

6.6±0.46

0.64±0.061

46.8±2.4

106.3±3.9

0.029±0.002

0.078±0.011
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Q42

Q45

Q49

Q50

Q51

Q52

Q53

Q54

Q56

Q57

Q58

Salt

1.9±0.19

0.17±0.026

55.4±5.8

96.8±1.7

0.025±0.002

0.073±0.005

Rel

30.3±4.81

29.88±5.838

123.3±14.9

91.6±3.8

93.2±11.2

103.7±19.7

Ctrl

3±0.25

0.3±0.065

28.7±2.1

111.7±4.5

0.023±0.001

0.065±0.015

Salt

1.5±0.14

0.13±0.011

45.1±2.6

102.3±3.8

0.026±0.001

0.067±0.009

Rel

50.3±2.37

51.04±8.611

164.9±14.7

91.7±2

119.6±12.6

118.6±20.9

Ctrl

2.1±0.28

0.19±0.017

25.7±1.7

110.6±3.6

0.02±0.002

0.06±0.012

Salt

1.5±0.13

0.13±0.008

38.2±3

98.5±1

0.018±0.002

0.075±0.005

Rel

75.3±12.32

73.91±8.89

153.5±13.7

89.4±3.2

106.9±11.9

153.3±40.7

Ctrl

6.1±0.54

0.55±0.066

41.4±2.3

101.3±2.8

0.022±0.001

0.088±0.006

Salt

1.9±0.19

0.19±0.028

47.9±3.5

99.7±1.8

0.025±0.003

0.059±0.006

Rel

31.5±4.46

36.96±7.219

117.1±7.9

98.9±4

115.6±10.3

69.5±10.4

Ctrl

2.7±0.05

0.27±0.01

41.2±2.7

100±3

0.022±0.001

0.085±0.008

Salt

1.7±0.14

0.19±0.019

53±1.9

103.9±3.8

0.028±0.001

0.072±0.01

Rel

63.6±4.64

70.68±6.478

133.6±12

104±3.6

134.7±4.8

88.9±17.6

Ctrl

5.4±0.65

0.51±0.068

26.7±2.7

110.7±6.2

0.019±0.001

0.06±0.009

Salt

2.9±0.31

0.31±0.052

58.2±4.1

96.9±1.6

0.028±0.003

0.077±0.009

Rel

54.4±8.64

61.46±11.88

246.3±41.2

88.9±6.2

159.9±17.1

152.2±43.8

Ctrl

5.1±0.4

0.47±0.026

44.6±3.6

107.1±3.7

0.028±0.003

0.087±0.008

Salt

1.6±0.13

0.14±0.008

60.8±4.5

94.6±3.4

0.027±0.003

0.082±0.009

Rel

32.4±5.28

29.79±1.256

142.6±11.9

88.5±2.6

104.2±12.6

99.4±16.2

Ctrl

4.6±0.64

0.38±0.046

34.9±2.2

101.3±3.5

0.019±0.001

0.07±0.008

Salt

1.4±0.11

0.12±0.01

53.5±3.2

92.5±0.9

0.024±0.001

0.084±0.01

Rel

35±5.23

36.83±8.321

155.6±9.8

91.9±4.2

121.8±15.3

127.3±21.7

Ctrl

4.9±0.33

0.49±0.042

52.4±2.9

101.4±3.2

0.028±0.001

0.095±0.01

Salt

1.2±0.07

0.11±0.008

46.1±2.5

94.2±3.3

0.02±0.001

0.088±0.009

Rel

25.5±2.3

23.62±3.012

89±3.9

93.4±4.9

73.6±9.7

97.2±16.7

Ctrl

4.2±0.28

0.35±0.034

30.6±2

116.4±2.8

0.025±0.002

0.065±0.009

Salt

1.5±0.15

0.11±0.007

40.3±3.1

95.2±2.2

0.019±0.002

0.072±0.01

Rel

37.7±3.98

31.71±3.684

135.4±11.2

82±2.7

76.6±8

118.9±25.9

Ctrl

3.9±0.65

0.3±0.054

29.1±1.7

101.8±4.2

0.016±0.001

0.078±0.012

Salt

1.4±0.06

0.14±0.009

57.3±4

105.3±1.6

0.032±0.003

0.088±0.017

Rel

40.1±6.8

54.63±10.277

205±21.5

106.5±6

219.5±11.5

119.2±26.7

Ctrl

7±0.47

0.64±0.064

19.2±2.4

119.1±5.3

0.016±0.001

0.031±0.008

Salt

2.1±0.18

0.23±0.034

28.7±2.8

106.1±1.7

0.017±0.002

0.04±0.007

Rel

31.8±4.85

38.2±8.539

179.9±29.2

90±5.3

111.9±8.2

148.6±30.6
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Q59

Q64

Q65

Q68

Q75

Q76

Q77

Q78

Q79

Q80

Ctrl

5.1±0.58

0.41±0.054

23.3±2.6

119.3±9.2

0.023±0.001

0.061±0.011

Salt

2.8±0.36

0.3±0.041

40.5±3.5

104.1±3.5

0.026±0.002

0.072±0.005

Rel

56.3±4.7

76.83±12.585

193.5±25.8

88.7±5.4

117.3±11.6

136.2±25.7

Ctrl

3.8±0.33

0.31±0.023

25.4±2

107.3±2

0.017±0.001

0.054±0.007

Salt

1.7±0.15

0.21±0.02

40.5±2.4

92.5±1.6

0.017±0.001

0.064±0.003

Rel

48.2±6.65

67.98±9.942

167.2±14.1

86.3±2.6

100.5±8.1

127.7±18.4

Ctrl

3.7±0.22

0.29±0.031

42.5±2.2

117.4±3.9

0.034±0.001

0.087±0.003

Salt

0.7±0.05

0.06±0.006

33.6±2.3

106.1±5.1

0.022±0.001

0.076±0.011

Rel

19.6±1.7

21.82±3.495

83.3±9.7

70.6±17.8

59±2.6

86.3±11.7

Ctrl

2.3±0.16

0.18±0.011

12.9±0.6

203.2±16.6

0.045±0.006

0.019±0.003

Salt

1.6±0.07

0.16±0.012

29.8±2.2

120.3±2.7

0.028±0.002

0.024±0.002

Rel

71.5±6.8

91.72±8.732

234.5±20.3

60.9±5.3

64.3±4.2

146.5±28

Ctrl

6.5±0.26

0.51±0.029

8.8±1.2

121±5.7

0.008±0.001

0.032±0.006

Salt

1.5±0.1

0.16±0.011

16.6±1.1

111.7±2.8

0.012±0.001

0.032±0.005

Rel

23.1±1.52

32.87±2.478

297±93.5

93±4.2

169.8±14.1

122.6±33.5

Ctrl

6.3±0.41

0.52±0.036

10.8±1.3

132.9±4.6

0.015±0.001

0.034±0.008

Salt

2±0.13

0.2±0.013

14.2±1.8

121.2±4.7

0.014±0.001

0.029±0.008

Rel

32±2.95

39.03±4.72

162.3±35.3

90.6±8.2

97.7±0.1

158.2±41.2

Ctrl

6.7±0.41

0.64±0.033

19.8±1.4

135.1±7.2

0.025±0.002

0.036±0.007

Salt

2±0.39

0.19±0.04

27.4±1.3

111.9±4.8

0.021±0.002

0.043±0.004

Rel

31.3±8.75

31.68±8.72

149.1±18.8

83.9±6.3

85.4±6.2

170.8±69.8

Ctrl

6.2±0.42

0.5±0.035

9.7±0.8

130.9±5.5

0.01±0.001

0.038±0.008

Salt

1.1±0.03

0.13±0.003

19.8±2

90.8±7.1

0.006±0.001

0.04±0.008

Rel

18.8±1.03

25.39±1.168

216±25.4

69.3±8.1

92.1±9

183.5±104

Ctrl

5.4±0.22

0.44±0.024

16.4±0.6

141±5.2

0.022±0.001

0.036±0.007

Salt

1.1±0.04

0.09±0.003

12.7±1.5

113.1±6.1

0.008±0.001

0.024±0.005

Rel

20.1±1.27

20.11±1.228

77.5±8.4

81.5±2.5

43.8±4.2

63.5±15.5

Ctrl

5.7±0.37

0.44±0.027

11±0.9

115.1±5

0.008±0.001

0.031±0.006

Salt

1.1±0.04

0.12±0.004

19.8±1

107.7±1.7

0.014±0.001

0.038±0.003

Rel

19.8±1.42

28.84±2.121

193.5±20.4

95.5±6.2

177.3±13.5

140.1±20.3

Abbreviations:
DW: dry weight; FW: fresh weight; BD: bladder density; BDM: bladder diameter; BV:
bladder volume; BI: bladder index
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Suppl. Table S4.2 Mean values of stomatal characteristics and ionic contents under nonsaline and saline conditions with corresponding relative values
SD

SL

SI

ECA

Na+

K+

Ctrl

64.2±3.6

29.4±1.3

0.16±0.005

2094±224

63±2

3049±301

Salt

69.2±3.4

20.5±0.4

0.11±0.01

1410±169

887±105

3177±41

Rel

112.6±10.1

70.4±3.9

68.75±6.733

73±15

1398±124

108±11

Ctrl

57.8±3.6

28.9±1.4

0.16±0.008

2290±240

30±6

2096±53

Salt

71.1±6.8

18.7±0.6

0.13±0.007

1474±124

2029±370

2737±126

Rel

128.2±13.9

65.2±3.4

83.69±5.903

67±7

7845±2357

131±8

Ctrl

91.2±6

24.6±1.1

0.13±0.01

1616±114

23±5

2263±315

Salt

78.5±2.1

18.2±0.2

0.13±0.005

1338±59

1264±267

2843±217

Rel

90±6.9

74.9±3.5

101.49±6.252

85±8

6143±1591

134±18

Ctrl

80±3.1

24.7±0.5

0.15±0.008

1559±48

27±4

1984±72

Salt

69.4±2.1

20.5±0.3

0.15±0.008

1652±67

978±114

3050±68

Rel

88.3±5

83±2.1

102.89±10.241

107±7

4035±697

154±5

Ctrl

72.4±3.1

28.8±1

0.17±0.019

1740±107

48±6

2137±103

Salt

80.1±4.8

19.1±1.3

0.12±0.009

1469±101

1069±59

2960±87

Rel

107±5.3

66.5±5

71.26±11.85

85±6

2345±294

140±8

Ctrl

80.4±4

27.3±0.8

0.15±0.012

2130±214

32±4

1905±46

Salt

122.9±11.2

16.8±0.7

0.14±0.017

1241±158

1263±80

2539±198

Rel

159.2±10.1

61.9±3.5

99.11±16.241

63±13

4224±513

134±12

Ctrl

108.9±2.9

24.7±1.1

0.15±0.005

1513±223

16±4

1811±192

Salt

72.2±2.3

20.1±0.7

0.13±0.011

1508±91

1977±173

2771±227

Rel

67.1±1.8

81.7±3.2

87.5±6.26

105±9

15123±3286

158±19

Ctrl

85.5±4.4

22.6±0.9

0.15±0.011

1729±141

43±13

1963±145

Salt

81.9±5.6

17.6±0.8

0.13±0.007

1377±111

1847±301

3074±151

Rel

96.9±12.5

78.7±5.3

87.78±5.885

83±10

6104±1805

161±18

Ctrl

80.6±3.1

24.6±0.6

0.15±0.012

1436±42

15±2

1700±87

Salt

86±4.4

18.7±0.4

0.13±0.018

1112±168

1863±83

3074±151

Rel

109.4±8.8

75.9±1.1

85.66±14.094

78±12

13384±1529

184±19

Ctrl

72.2±1.6

27.6±0.5

0.15±0.011

2043±49

13±2

2086±108

Salt

56.9±2.5

18.4±0.7

0.12±0.01

1479±119

1684±159

2751±114

Rel

79.1±3.7

66.9±2.9

81.44±9.982

73±7

14036±1998

134±12

Ctrl

79.8±4.3

26.8±1.3

0.18±0.008

1778±153

12±2

1859±52

Salt

82.7±3.1

17.2±1

0.13±0.009

1352±228

2903±445

2561±68
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135

136

137

138

140

141

144
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146

147

148

149

150

151

153

154

155

157

158

159

Rel

111.5±8.1

64.6±5

68.93±5.886

79±15

25493±4348

138±5

Ctrl

95.5±3.4

23±0.3

0.16±0.008

1402±42

9±1

2240±83

Salt

65.1±2.2

20.4±0.4

0.15±0.009

1686±93

1845±127

2867±108

Rel

69.1±3.7

89±1.9

95.14±9.778

120±7

20497±1395

129±8

Ctrl

89.3±8.3

24.1±1.3

0.19±0.016

1950±268

10±0

2792±161

Salt

59.3±1.2

19.2±0.2

0.14±0.007

1615±62

1649±529

3574±146

Rel

72.7±7.8

80.2±3.3

76.83±6.153

90±13

16163±4326

130±9

Ctrl

92.7±3

24.8±0.2

0.18±0.008

1591±69

14±2

2043±100

Salt

105.4±3.5

18±0.6

0.14±0.006

1052±73

1348±365

2598±113

Rel

114.3±3.8

72.6±2.3

79.08±4.828

67±6

10141±2068

128±6

Ctrl

100.5±4

22.7±0.4

0.18±0.015

1363±108

20±3

1821±117

Salt

89.9±6.6

16.4±0.4

0.14±0.009

1200±84

1260±110

3178±119

Rel

90.4±6.6

72.1±1.4

76.59±7.785

89±4

7106±1411

178±16

Ctrl

84.5±2.2

24.8±0.4

0.18±0.011

1736±89

14±2

1782±57

Salt

97.7±2.6

17±0.7

0.15±0.008

1090±81

898±204

3699±416

Rel

115.9±2.7

68.7±2.3

85.04±9.815

64±6

6955±2273

206±20

Ctrl

90.1±5.2

24±0.5

0.19±0.01

1773±107

15±2

2379±102

Salt

74.8±4.6

18.8±1

0.16±0.012

1636±197

1605±197

2745±550

Rel

84.7±6.4

78.4±3

86.42±6.95

92±8

11066±1098

119±27

Ctrl

72±2.9

26.7±0.8

0.17±0.014

2094±189

21±4

2375±160

Salt

91.6±10.7

17.6±1

0.16±0.009

1166±96

1460±141

3316±394

Rel

142.3±9

66.4±4.6

93.97±7.405

58±7

8079±1894

145±26

Ctrl

85.8±4

25.4±1.4

0.16±0.007

1631±110

13±1

1855±28

Salt

79.5±5.6

16.5±0.5

0.16±0.01

1714±178

2350±281

2783±142

Rel

98.9±8.9

65.9±4.5

100.1±4.49

109±16

20040±3474

150±7

Ctrl

85.6±4.3

26.1±1.6

0.16±0.017

1456±182

7±0

2026±48

Salt

65.5±4.9

17.9±0.4

0.15±0.005

1661±204

2630±113

2775±53

Rel

77.7±6

69.4±3.2

100.68±12.239

123±27

36366±2032

137±3

Ctrl

105.9±5.8

26.8±0.6

0.22±0.012

1595±133

53±9

2649±296

Salt

67.9±3.7

19.1±0.4

0.16±0.018

1812±199

2709±459

2992±369

Rel

66.6±8

71.5±3

71.01±5.301

118±19

5742±1337

126±31

Ctrl

76.3±3.4

26.8±0.7

0.21±0.03

1994±71

6±1

2972±53

Salt

83.4±6.9

20.1±1

0.13±0.012

1152±159

1949±268

3122±375

Rel

110±8.4

75.3±5

65.95±11.307

57±7

31331±4991

106±15

Ctrl

87.5±2.7

27±0.5

0.19±0.005

1618±89

25±2

1809±31
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161

168

169

171

172

173

176

177

178

179

183

Salt

85.4±6.1

18.5±0.2

0.14±0.005

1361±119

2048±223

3306±256

Rel

99.5±9.1

68.5±1.4

72.04±2.425

86±10

8016±451

184±16

Ctrl

90.1±3.4

22.8±0.5

0.16±0.006

1445±102

19±2

2031±103

Salt

78.7±4.7

18.6±0.8

0.14±0.006

1292±144

1796±36

3055±76

Rel

89.4±8.1

81.7±3.7

91.98±5.872

92±13

9656±748

151±6

Ctrl

94.6±2.8

24.3±1.1

0.19±0.01

1514±93

46±6

1906±166

Salt

90.3±3.5

16.6±0.6

0.15±0.005

1162±66

1655±98

2215±308

Rel

96.4±3.8

69±4.8

82.21±5.61

79±8

3855±521

121±21

Ctrl

89±2

24.9±1

0.17±0.007

1614±151

69±9

1998±171

Salt

91.2±3

17.6±0.4

0.12±0.015

1158±94

1673±180

2752±81

Rel

102.5±2.9

71.1±3.3

74.77±9.461

74±8

2526±385

142±12

Ctrl

95.9±2.6

24.4±0.6

0.24±0.018

1946±142

71±10

1986±233

Salt

77.6±3.9

18.5±0.2

0.17±0.007

1628±118

1490±92

2866±193

Rel

80.9±3.2

76.1±2.5

74.03±4.01

86±10

2186±208

154±21

Ctrl

83.2±2.3

23.8±1

0.17±0.009

1750±111

82±7

3000±144

Salt

91±3

17.5±0.7

0.13±0.012

1029±78

1127±26

2343±110

Rel

110.5±5.8

74.1±4.7

75.95±10.846

60±7

1427±140

79±6

Ctrl

78±4.5

27.7±0.5

0.21±0.013

2228±162

69±12

3078±221

Salt

96.4±5.3

16.8±0.6

0.12±0.011

888±53

1163±184

2378±92

Rel

128.8±11.9

60.9±2.1

60.61±8.187

41±4

2028±621

79±5

Ctrl

92.3±5.6

23.9±0.3

0.18±0.007

1551±83

37±10

1691±152

Salt

132.6±3.6

15.3±0.2

0.16±0.01

904±41

938±107

3182±214

Rel

148.8±10.1

63.4±1.1

88.13±7.429

61±5

3638±1085

195±22

Ctrl

76.3±3.8

23.8±0.5

0.17±0.017

1511±29

36±10

1881±153

Salt

88.6±2.7

17.5±0.8

0.14±0.007

1044±126

1670±171

2785±109

Rel

117.9±5.2

73.8±4

81.2±6.31

69±7

6774±2411

151±12

Ctrl

95.3±2.7

22.7±0.7

0.16±0.011

1207±51

20±3

1925±165

Salt

91.8±3.4

19.4±1

0.16±0.01

1161±102

1853±111

2714±162

Rel

96.5±2.6

85.5±4.6

99.87±9.179

96±9

10249±1502

145±15

Ctrl

91.8±4.7

24.2±0.9

0.2±0.016

1696±129

41±9

3145±224

Salt

87.1±5.4

18.5±0.5

0.13±0.008

1320±98

1806±190

2928±149

Rel

99±11.2

76.6±2.5

67.4±4.422

79±5

5186±1037

96±11

Ctrl

106.1±2.9

22.8±0.5

0.16±0.006

1445±102

28±4

2737±182

Salt

76.5±3.9

18.4±0.9

0.16±0.008

1629±152

1937±227

2825±92

Rel

72.8±4.7

80.8±3.3

101.96±7.339

115±14

7018±511

105±8
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187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

Ctrl

78.3±2.9

24.8±0.7

0.19±0.011

1765±130

15±4

2285±38

Salt

66.2±3.5

19.3±0.8

0.16±0.02

1570±194

1979±154

2484±195

Rel

86.5±6.9

77.9±2.6

85.7±7.596

89±9

15227±2737

109±9

Ctrl

110.4±6.1

22.7±0.7

0.18±0.013

1289±125

18±4

1847±134

Salt

77.6±4.6

16.8±0.3

0.16±0.01

1461±103

1524±265

2332±182

Rel

72±5.3

74.4±2.3

89.4±4.598

119±15

10784±3869

128±11

Ctrl

105.2±4.3

23.5±0.4

0.17±0.012

1263±27

31±7

1838±111

Salt

94±5.1

17.7±0.4

0.15±0.01

1005±92

2166±167

2521±118

Rel

90.2±5.1

75.3±2.2

92.16±11.81

80±8

7837±1014

140±12

Ctrl

110±3.3

22.5±0.5

0.17±0.011

1389±67

34±7

1957±119

Salt

81.3±5

17.3±0.6

0.15±0.014

1171±41

2036±133

2812±257

Rel

75.1±6.2

77.1±3.6

89.55±10.174

85±6

7107±1343

136±10

Ctrl

97.9±4.3

27±0.9

0.17±0.007

1393±133

35±5

1707±82

Salt

86.5±4.1

18.6±0.7

0.15±0.005

1294±127

1084±108

2725±155

Rel

89.8±6.1

69.2±3.1

88.46±0.905

94±7

3389±642

160±5

Ctrl

95.9±4.6

24.3±0.8

0.19±0.015

1550±87

18±2

2098±177

Salt

107.1±2

17.6±0.7

0.15±0.007

1030±26

843±172

2934±259

Rel

114±6

72.8±2.7

79.35±5.647

67±4

5114±1186

144±18

Ctrl

71.1±3.5

25.4±0.8

0.14±0.006

1711±141

22±3

1777±65

Salt

86.7±4.1

16.7±0.7

0.12±0.008

953±86

1582±273

3830±140

Rel

123±5.4

66.1±3.4

82.76±4.914

56±3

7545±1130

217±13

Ctrl

102.6±7.7

22.9±0.7

0.18±0.012

1425±139

17±3

1358±140

Salt

104.3±3.8

15.6±0.5

0.14±0.002

799±108

669±66

3509±129

Rel

105.4±6.6

68.3±2.1

78.19±4.935

57±6

4480±1091

273±35

Ctrl

107.4±2.7

23.7±0.4

0.16±0.005

1243±66

26±4

2030±92

Salt

99.4±3.1

17±1

0.15±0.015

872±139

2080±112

2473±95

Rel

92.7±2.3

71.6±3.6

93.55±9.825

69±9

8552±1021

123±7

Ctrl

86.7±5.1

24.9±0.6

0.18±0.011

1694±112

24±5

2039±183

Salt

101.1±4.7

16.9±1

0.14±0.003

1084±85

1812±179

2799±31

Rel

122.1±11.4

67.9±4.5

79.16±4.27

66±8

9333±2494

142±13

Ctrl

102.8±3.8

25.2±0.6

0.2±0.008

1556±79

12±1

2058±22

Salt

138.8±6.7

18.3±0.7

0.19±0.02

1023±112

823±102

2794±141

Rel

138.3±11.2

72.6±3.7

93.32±12.228

67±10

7275±1344

136±8

Ctrl

102.8±1.6

22.1±0.6

0.18±0.008

1280±66

9±1

1575±98

Salt

97±3.1

16±0.3

0.15±0.012

864±36

2169±260

2979±140
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203

205

208

209

211

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

Rel

94.7±3.9

72.8±2.1

83.44±5.8

68±2

25991±3933

191±13

Ctrl

86.9±2.6

26.5±1

0.18±0.017

1886±243

43±4

2429±50

Salt

78.3±3.7

18.6±0.7

0.15±0.01

1432±155

1878±290

2446±100

Rel

90.6±4.6

70.8±4.1

85.57±6.761

81±14

4591±858

101±4

Ctrl

104.3±2.4

23.5±0.6

0.18±0.007

1415±42

37±5

2438±56

Salt

100.7±4.9

17±0.3

0.15±0.008

978±78

827±143

2869±148

Rel

97±5.3

72.8±2.8

80.93±4.469

69±6

2213±205

118±5

Ctrl

92.9±5.2

28.2±0.5

0.19±0.019

1616±171

37±8

2114±92

Salt

118.6±4

16±0.3

0.11±0.01

707±63

1935±203

3527±128

Rel

131.8±9.5

56.9±1.3

63.93±11.669

45±4

9425±5330

170±10

Ctrl

95.9±3.2

24.8±0.8

0.16±0.011

1265±101

48±6

2277±45

Salt

91±4.4

18.8±0.5

0.12±0.01

1259±189

1505±166

2720±114

Rel

96±6.3

76.1±3.3

78.11±9.224

104±20

3508±927

120±5

Ctrl

79.1±2.4

28.4±0.5

0.2±0.024

1894±83

22±4

2482±46

Salt

73.1±3.6

20±0.7

0.15±0.006

1507±160

1646±148

2490±232

Rel

92.6±4.4

70.3±1.9

80.44±13.382

80±9

8376±1436

100±9

Ctrl

73.7±3.5

28.2±1.3

0.17±0.013

1744±147

26±1

3379±218

Salt

67.9±2.9

19.2±0.5

0.12±0.009

1334±134

2202±76

2456±174

Rel

93.1±4

68.7±3.6

75.3±9.117

79±10

8610±444

73±5

Ctrl

94.9±3.7

26.1±0.5

0.19±0.012

1494±105

20±2

2832±125

Salt

120.7±4.1

16.9±0.5

0.12±0.009

835±46

1390±114

2873±101

Rel

130.6±10.5

64.9±2.8

66.61±7.328

57±6

7501±1288

102±6

Ctrl

76.5±3

27.9±0.9

0.18±0.016

1787±190

52±6

2453±71

Salt

85.2±2.5

18.5±0.7

0.11±0.005

1178±81

1344±66

2949±71

Rel

112.8±5.3

66.4±2.2

67.56±7.426

68±7

2687±268

120±4

Ctrl

91.8±5

25.5±1.6

0.17±0.014

1493±132

39±2

2623±101

Salt

78±4.1

19.7±0.6

0.12±0.013

1316±109

1431±129

2870±86

Rel

86.3±5.5

78.2±4.6

73.42±10.904

90±7

3687±403

111±7

Ctrl

78.5±2.6

28.3±0.6

0.19±0.014

1747±56

47±5

2594±37

Salt

88.2±3.1

17±0.4

0.1±0.006

892±62

2060±214

2657±163

Rel

113.3±5

60±1.2

56.18±6.328

51±2

4426±407

103±7

Ctrl

89.3±4.6

25.9±0.5

0.17±0.014

1482±122

72±4

2198±72

Salt

86±4.4

18.2±0.7

0.1±0.007

975±62

1224±85

2610±123

Rel

98.9±9.3

70.6±4.2

62.9±5.521

68±9

1712±126

119±5

Ctrl

106.7±5

26.2±0.9

0.19±0.023

1548±158

32±4

2339±75
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220

221

222

223

311

319

321

350

354

366

367

Salt

97±4.8

17.5±0.4

0.11±0.011

957±133

1019±22

2995±185

Rel

94.4±9.1

67±2.8

58.48±5.146

66±12

3559±701

129±11

Ctrl

93.6±4.5

26.7±1.2

0.18±0.007

1544±158

24±2

2675±51

Salt

105.9±3

16.9±0.4

0.12±0.008

893±54

1737±263

2215±213

Rel

114.7±4.2

63.9±3.8

65.93±5.956

59±4

7490±1224

83±7

Ctrl

93.8±2.6

24.5±1

0.16±0.013

1300±87

71±5

2351±90

Salt

72.7±3.1

18.3±0.4

0.12±0.01

1336±51

2223±287

3499±85

Rel

78.4±4.8

75.2±3.1

79.9±11.297

104±5

3118±361

149±3

Ctrl

124±1.7

24.3±1.1

0.2±0.013

1348±124

44±4

2440±36

Salt

97.3±2.3

17.4±0.7

0.13±0.01

1179±311

1652±178

2659±68

Rel

78.7±2.6

71.5±0.8

65±6.299

84±13

3809±440

109±3

Ctrl

85.2±2.4

27.4±0.9

0.18±0.007

1640±90

37±5

2821±241

Salt

99.4±2.8

17.8±0.8

0.13±0.015

1102±209

1313±135

2624±180

Rel

117.9±5.9

65.3±3.8

72.8±9.363

71±18

3881±692

95±9

Ctrl

107.4±2.3

25.3±0.8

0.16±0.01

1240±90

38±2

2470±44

Salt

101.3±2.2

17.2±0.9

0.12±0.002

1164±211

1796±217

2579±108

Rel

94.7±2.5

68±2.6

74.22±4.996

93±12

4782±677

104±4

Ctrl

70.5±5

27.2±0.9

0.17±0.006

2285±272

94±13

1884±105

Salt

67±3.4

19.3±1

0.12±0.005

1549±179

3155±258

2680±252

Rel

101.8±11.8

71.9±6

71.76±2.989

74±14

3790±822

141±8

Ctrl

104.3±2.7

23.2±0.4

0.19±0.007

1488±65

61±5

2896±148

Salt

78.7±5.5

18.5±0.4

0.15±0.007

1312±92

1669±100

3170±283

Rel

75.5±5

80.1±2.2

76.93±4.115

88±4

2851±352

109±8

Ctrl

84.1±4.2

25.6±1.1

0.16±0.012

1449±106

37±4

2404±76

Salt

81.5±6.1

19.1±1.2

0.14±0.006

1406±270

1919±179

3321±216

Rel

96.6±4.8

74.8±4.3

92.64±7.736

96±15

5299±592

139±10

Ctrl

98.7±4.2

24.8±1

0.15±0.003

1324±33

53±10

2097±108

Salt

89±3.9

18.6±0.6

0.12±0.007

1144±91

1308±89

2523±107

Rel

91.3±5.2

75.7±3.7

78.87±3.993

87±8

3028±836

121±8

Ctrl

88.4±5.6

26.3±1.1

0.17±0.006

1655±243

22±4

2602±56

Salt

79.8±4.6

17.7±0.8

0.12±0.011

1202±176

1227±89

3017±195

Rel

92.4±5.9

67.7±4.1

67.76±6.322

76±14

6709±1757

116±8

Ctrl

74.2±2.6

27.4±1.1

0.19±0.014

1903±85

63±2

2703±101

Salt

74.4±3.2

19.2±0.7

0.14±0.004

1370±58

1616±359

2762±221

Rel

100.8±4

70.4±3.5

76.34±5.883

72±4

2552±502

102±8
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Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7

Q11

Q14

Q20

Q21

Q22

Q24

Ctrl

88.6±2.8

25.1±0.6

0.19±0.015

1706±24

31±9

2289±342

Salt

86.9±2.7

17.2±0.5

0.14±0.024

1243±119

2298±109

3537±390

Rel

98.8±4

69±2.9

71.21±10.636

73±8

12935±5134

168±30

Ctrl

92.9±2.4

25±0.8

0.19±0.003

1631±55

11±1

1990±42

Salt

75.5±3.3

16.1±1.2

0.12±0.02

1372±176

1748±269

2227±150

Rel

81.7±4.2

64.5±3.9

65.3±10.922

84±10

15390±1956

112±8

Ctrl

92.7±2

24.9±0.9

0.22±0.008

1631±86

9±1

1580±74

Salt

85.2±4.6

17.1±0.8

0.14±0.006

1413±128

1504±84

3763±142

Rel

92.1±5.2

69.1±4.9

66.83±4.891

88±9

17230±1375

241±17

Ctrl

110±2.6

22.6±0.7

0.18±0.019

1324±50

7±1

2060±40

Salt

94.4±2.1

15.8±0.7

0.13±0.008

1091±53

2875±257

2938±112

Rel

86.3±2.7

70.2±4.4

75.26±6.347

83±4

42153±6733

143±6

Ctrl

98.5±4.3

23.5±0.5

0.17±0.011

1438±60

6±0

1994±44

Salt

86±4.1

18.5±1

0.13±0.007

1276±191

1215±119

2434±134

Rel

89.9±7.4

78.8±3.7

78.05±4.739

89±12

22755±3388

123±9

Ctrl

88.6±3.1

25.3±0.3

0.2±0.012

1590±68

7±0

2286±60

Salt

98.1±4.3

17.7±0.6

0.17±0.009

1195±95

1265±111

2641±34

Rel

111.9±6.6

70.1±2.7

83.64±5.924

76±7

18398±1732

116±4

Ctrl

84.9±4.7

24.1±1

0.16±0.006

1575±138

16±1

2368±55

Salt

105.9±7.9

16.5±1

0.15±0.009

1253±186

1345±179

3189±98

Rel

125.3±13.3

68.7±3.3

92.34±5.923

82±13

8291±633

135±6

Ctrl

109.1±2.9

25.5±1

0.17±0.009

1261±73

24±2

2047±53

Salt

100.3±5.3

19.6±0.6

0.15±0.012

1224±52

951±140

2585±123

Rel

93±6.6

77.6±3.5

89.27±6.018

99±8

3886±421

127±6

Ctrl

67±2.8

28.6±0.3

0.15±0.014

2065±91

55±6

2265±75

Salt

83±4.9

18.8±0.9

0.08±0.011

1419±163

1513±111

2428±62

Rel

123.8±5.4

65.7±3.5

52.82±9.617

69±8

2929±404

108±5

Ctrl

83.4±3.6

25.2±1.4

0.17±0.015

1536±193

17±2

2593±87

Salt

87.1±2.8

17.5±0.3

0.13±0.012

1025±76

1575±149

2781±147

Rel

106.1±5.6

70.2±3.3

76.62±5.316

69±6

9825±1481

108±9

Ctrl

63.8±3.2

28.8±0.9

0.16±0.018

2190±95

50±7

2809±76

Salt

69.4±3.9

20.3±0.4

0.13±0.011

1651±149

1630±161

2792±56

Rel

112.5±10.4

70.7±3

87.28±12.173

76±8

3553±595

101±2

Ctrl

82.1±4.3

26.2±0.8

0.18±0.008

1713±98

39±10

2305±60

Salt

77.8±7

18.7±1.2

0.12±0.01

1335±172

2556±133

1791±81

Q26
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Q28

Q29

Q30

Q31

Q32

Q33

Q34

Q35

Q36

Q37

Q38

Q40

Rel

98.1±12.1

72±6.7

66.98±6.784

81±13

8788±2344

77±5

Ctrl

76.3±2.8

25.8±1.1

0.19±0.015

1945±124

64±14

1959±72

Salt

65.8±5.9

21.1±1.3

0.14±0.004

1822±226

1413±119

2773±240

Rel

87±8

82.2±5.4

74.08±6.398

93±8

2971±877

144±19

Ctrl

89.5±5.8

26.5±0.7

0.18±0.009

1569±135

18±2

1891±280

Salt

85.5±5

17±1.1

0.12±0.018

1230±159

2020±160

2624±256

Rel

97.6±6.8

64.2±3.9

67.34±8.904

82±14

12454±2561

157±31

Ctrl

93.8±3.3

25.9±0.7

0.18±0.013

1563±102

55±4

1724±325

Salt

91.8±2.4

17.9±0.2

0.11±0.004

972±39

1287±159

3607±167

Rel

99.2±5

69.4±1.5

62.07±3.185

63±5

2394±332

252±61

Ctrl

95.7±3.1

22.3±1.3

0.19±0.016

1432±88

7±1

2378±50

Salt

78.3±3.5

17.9±0.6

0.12±0.007

1238±74

2992±272

2123±95

Rel

82.2±4

80.9±3.1

62.7±6.487

87±3

42786±6055

90±5

Ctrl

77.2±2.7

27.9±0.5

0.2±0.026

1977±40

11±1

2384±40

Salt

81.1±4.8

17.5±0.5

0.13±0.009

1411±165

1870±130

2816±60

Rel

105.5±6.3

62.8±2.7

67.96±8.433

71±8

17958±1233

118±4

Ctrl

101.1±2.6

23±1.4

0.17±0.007

1419±72

17±3

2356±80

Salt

103.3±6.3

17.8±0.8

0.15±0.009

1132±131

1254±61

2653±50

Rel

103.5±8.2

81.2±3.1

89.14±6.632

84±11

8614±1684

113±3

Ctrl

85.6±3.8

24.7±1.5

0.18±0.008

1657±80

14±2

2408±53

Salt

71.6±6.6

18.8±0.9

0.13±0.01

1514±228

2041±213

2837±296

Rel

85.8±9.8

77.5±6.8

74±8.269

93±15

15666±2203

118±13

Ctrl

72±4

26.2±1.3

0.17±0.01

1757±184

36±8

2702±55

Salt

83±1.2

18.5±0.4

0.14±0.012

1251±20

1935±128

2953±159

Rel

116.4±6.2

71.2±2.8

81.45±8.495

75±9

6690±1550

109±6

Ctrl

75.5±3.5

24.2±1.2

0.16±0.004

1617±101

27±3

2530±69

Salt

74.2±3.4

18.9±0.7

0.13±0.01

1417±153

2190±101

2820±80

Rel

101.3±8.5

79.1±6

82.8±6.411

91±14

8578±1114

112±3

Ctrl

107.1±4.2

26±0.7

0.2±0.013

1527±106

41±12

2359±89

Salt

105±3.5

20±0.4

0.15±0.013

1175±70

1765±69

2594±78

Rel

99.1±4.6

77.3±2.6

74.55±5.912

78±7

5344±988

110±4

Ctrl

93.1±4.1

24.7±0.4

0.19±0.01

1597±97

8±1

2634±93

Salt

80.2±2.1

19.6±1.8

0.13±0.004

1310±59

2148±323

2356±84

Rel

88.1±5.7

79.6±7.9

70.72±4.439

82±2

27150±3104

90±4

Ctrl

97.7±2.8

22.6±0.6

0.16±0.01

1248±77

10±1

2411±66
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Q42

Q45

Q49

Q50

Q51

Q52

Q53

Q54

Q56

Q57

Q58

Salt

78.9±3.2

18.1±0.7

0.1±0.011

1149±110

1929±197

3222±96

Rel

81.1±3

80.3±3.9

66.03±9.639

93±10

19264±3488

134±4

Ctrl

86.9±4.8

26.1±0.7

0.19±0.007

1790±138

12±2

2299±99

Salt

72.4±4.1

17.3±0.4

0.15±0.008

1335±84

2885±290

1885±175

Rel

85.4±6.2

66.7±2.9

77.63±3.439

76±7

27033±4612

82±7

Ctrl

78.7±3.6

27.4±0.5

0.16±0.008

1845±107

10±1

2306±94

Salt

75.5±3

19.6±0.3

0.15±0.011

1470±95

1200±125

3221±117

Rel

98.7±7.8

71.6±2.2

94.51±10.463

82±9

12257±1883

141±8

Ctrl

90.3±2.1

23±0.7

0.16±0.01

1442±95

8±1

1977±77

Salt

103.1±4.5

16.9±1.1

0.16±0.008

1073±104

1485±261

2427±113

Rel

114.5±5.2

73.5±4.3

98.21±9.809

76±9

20159±4534

124±10

Ctrl

95.1±5.3

23.6±0.9

0.18±0.006

1561±122

17±4

1869±201

Salt

82.8±4.4

19.7±0.5

0.13±0.011

1298±91

1008±132

3028±111

Rel

89.1±6.2

84.1±2.8

75.29±7.785

84±6

7228±1830

171±22

Ctrl

96.2±6.6

24.9±0.9

0.18±0.015

1481±116

12±5

2202±82

Salt

99.2±3.6

17±0.6

0.12±0.01

1039±47

1956±292

2470±161

Rel

106.4±6.9

68.9±4.5

72.1±7.863

72±8

26070±8950

120±5

Ctrl

87.5±3.8

24.2±1.5

0.17±0.008

1479±109

11±2

2179±54

Salt

100.9±2.5

16.5±0.2

0.15±0.01

1100±35

1732±289

2655±150

Rel

117.6±6.5

69.3±4.9

92.82±7.781

76±6

19722±4732

122±8

Ctrl

105.2±7.2

23.5±1

0.19±0.02

1550±98

13±2

2354±86

Salt

109.1±2.3

16.8±0.4

0.14±0.007

1022±33

1813±126

2838±131

Rel

109.4±9.5

71.8±3.6

72.27±6.172

67±3

15668±2753

121±7

Ctrl

102.8±4.4

20.9±0.6

0.17±0.006

1249±72

11±1

2344±53

Salt

81.7±3.5

19±0.5

0.13±0.014

1367±81

1800±141

3169±72

Rel

81±5.2

91.2±3.6

77.2±9.822

111±10

15810±1442

135±4

Ctrl

94±4

25±0.6

0.18±0.005

1589±98

13±4

2837±145

Salt

73.9±3.9

20.5±1

0.13±0.01

1514±119

1966±216

2624±92

Rel

79.3±4.5

81.9±3.4

75.84±6.633

96±9

19911±5282

94±7

Ctrl

72.4±2.2

27.2±0.5

0.17±0.007

1951±61

11±2

2589±71

Salt

76.3±1.9

17.4±0.8

0.11±0.003

1228±58

1249±13

2088±60

Rel

105.8±2.6

64.4±2.3

61.54±2.961

63±4

12641±2073

81±2

Ctrl

108.2±5.8

25.1±1.3

0.17±0.013

1327±150

11±1

2000±96

Salt

99.4±6.3

23.1±3.7

0.17±0.018

1240±191

1251±23

2464±130

Rel

93.8±6.8

94.6±18.5

103.09±17.17

97±17

11848±1580

125±11
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Q59

Q64

Q65

Q68

Q75

Q76

Q77

Q78

Q79

Q80

Ctrl

92.5±5.1

25.3±0.9

0.21±0.015

1803±178

28±5

2320±51

Salt

105.6±4.5

18.2±0.8

0.16±0.011

1228±125

2100±92

3330±208

Rel

116±5.7

72.3±4.1

80.81±11.184

70±9

12280±6148

144±13

Ctrl

73.9±2.9

25.8±0.8

0.17±0.013

1821±109

10±2

2732±197

Salt

75.7±3.8

17.8±0.3

0.13±0.005

1376±98

1465±268

2795±187

Rel

103±4.7

68.9±1.1

74.65±6.318

76±4

16780±4393

103±4

Ctrl

93.6±4.5

20.9±0.6

0.17±0.003

1376±52

19±5

2425±22

Salt

69.2±2.8

20.2±0.6

0.16±0.014

1577±67

1763±37

3061±105

Rel

75.4±4.3

97.1±3.7

89.94±8.255

115±8

12136±2773

126±5

Ctrl

89.9±2.3

24.9±0.6

0.17±0.015

1758±102

23±4

2222±42

Salt

111.9±3.7

15.7±0.6

0.1±0.014

926±76

1526±33

3977±79

Rel

125.9±7.2

63.1±2.6

60.5±9.446

54±6

7925±1987

179±6

Ctrl

72.9±2.7

31.8±0.9

0.2±0.014

2177±121

50±17

3087±98

Salt

75.7±1.9

21.1±0.7

0.13±0.008

1360±88

1368±175

2700±131

Rel

105.2±4.9

66.7±3.7

64.8±5.774

63±5

5405±1996

88±6

Ctrl

110±3.5

25±0.7

0.18±0.008

1644±141

22±2

2052±39

Salt

87.6±3.7

21.2±1.1

0.15±0.01

1666±313

1093±19

2454±52

Rel

83.6±3.8

85±5

81.42±4.854

105±23

5321±661

120±5

Ctrl

120.5±4.2

24.4±0.6

0.2±0.024

1408±68

39±10

1911±83

Salt

138.6±11.5

20±0.6

0.19±0.017

1159±83

1416±123

2659±88

Rel

115.2±8.8

82±1.1

105.68±22.091

83±5

4416±894

140±7

Ctrl

90.3±3.2

29.7±0.5

0.24±0.019

2285±184

44±6

2253±359

Salt

127.7±6.1

19.1±0.7

0.2±0.021

1291±198

1675±271

2667±145

Rel

140.8±5.5

64.7±3.1

83.91±6.375

60±15

4381±1325

124±14

Ctrl

119.4±6.5

24.1±0.4

0.21±0.011

1477±33

54±6

1805±116

Salt

128.5±7.1

20.5±0.8

0.24±0.018

1551±133

1957±97

2478±112

Rel

109.7±7.2

85.1±2.9

118.28±13.399

105±9

3790±451

140±13

Ctrl

106.9±7.6

28.6±1.4

0.29±0.045

1998±194

42±11

2002±151

Salt

103.3±6.3

19.6±0.5

0.16±0.013

1241±31

747±62

2897±43

Rel

103.4±11.7

69.6±5

60.52±12.693

66±10

2255±575

147±8

Abbreviations:
SD: stomatal density; SL: stomatal length; ECA: epidermal cell area; Na+: leaf Na+
concentration; K+: leaf K+ concentration
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Suppl. Table S5.1 The sequences of primers for real-time RT-qPCR
Primer name
CqSOS1
CqNHX
CqSKOR
CqGORK
CqEF-1a

Sequences
Forward: TTACTTGCCTCGTCTTTA
Reverse: TCATGAGCCATTATGTGA
Forward: GCATTTCTGTTGCTGTGA
Reverse: TGTGCCCTGACCTCGTAA
Forward: ACGCCGAAGAAAATGGTACG
Reverse: TCAAACAATCCCTCCCGACA
Forward: ATCCGGTTCTATGCAC
Reverse: AGAGATTGAGAAGACATTTG
Forward: GTACGCATGGGTGCTTGACAAACTC
Reverse: ATCAGCCTGGGAGGTACCAGTAAT
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Suppl. Table S6.1 Mean values of studied physiological characteristics of cultivated and
wild barley genotypes grown under control and saline (300 mM NaCl for 5 weeks)
conditions.
FW

DW

SPAD

Osm

Na

K

Ctrl

16.4±0.8

2.2±0.09

30.3±1.1

412±18

18.9±0.6

214±12

Salt

3±0.2

0.5±0.04

43.7±1.2

1173±10

296±7

298±4

Rel

18±2.5

23.2±2.2

144±9.2

285±15

1562±51

139±7

Ctrl

9±0.7

1.1±0.05

39.9±1.3

447±10

15.3±1

242±6

Salt

1.7±0

0.3±0.02

51.3±1.5

1177±12

232±8

287±16

Rel

19.5±2

28.8±2.4

128±5.6

263±5

1510±85

118±6

Ctrl

9.1±0.4

1.2±0.1

35.2±1

464±4

24.5±0.6

295±15

Salt

1.6±0.1

0.3±0.01

42.4±0.9

1514±82

351±19

232±14

Rel

17±0.9

25.6±1.6

120±5.5

326±19

1433±74

78.6±11

Ctrl

15.9±0.5

1.6±0.15

31.6±0.3

415±21

11.9±0.5

243±12

Salt

2.5±0.2

0.4±0.04

46.8±0.4

1177±40

226±4

240±20

Rel

15.5±1.2

27.1±5

148±2.7

284±19

1895±90

98.8±10

Ctrl

8.9±0.6

1.2±0.04

30.8±0.6

528±6

15.3±0.5

336±12

Salt

2.4±0.2

0.5±0.03

42.3±1.8

1147±41

306±10

324±5

Rel

27±3.5

39.4±3.8

138±7.9

217±9

1995±205

97±3

Ctrl

10.2±0.7

1.3±0.08

34.1±1

475±8

15.9±0.6

253±8

Salt

2.4±0.2

0.4±0.03

49.3±1.7

1144±28

284±11

236±17

Rel

23±1.4

30.5±2

144±5.6

241±4

1790±93

93.3±8

Ctrl

11.1±0.4

1.5±0.12

32.3±1.1

456±24

19.2±0.3

231±8

Salt

3±0.2

0.5±0.03

44.1±1.5

1084±12

185±11

311±11

Rel

26.8±1.9

36.4±5

137±5

238±11

965±43

135±6

Ctrl

11.3±0.7

1.7±0.09

40.7±1.3

486±31

16.2±0.3

356±11

Salt

2.9±0.2

0.6±0.02

44.6±1

999±48

285±11

351±19

Rel

26±2.3

32.5±2.4

110±3.6

205±20

1762±70

98.6±6

Ctrl

10.9±0.4

1.4±0.04

32.1±0.8

450±7

8.4±0.5

279±8

Salt

2.8±0.1

0.4±0.04

47.3±1.4

1052±28

171±10

195±12

Rel

26.1±1.5

31±2.5

147±6

234±9

2048±257

69±3

Ctrl

13.3±0.5

1.8±0.06

40.8±0.6

504±13

10.1±0.6

262±8

Salt

2.6±0.2

0.5±0.03

46.2±1.1

1071±18

188±8

268±6

Rel

19.3±1.8

27.3±2.2

113±4.1

212±6

1858±182

103±4

Cultivated genotypes

BRINDABELLA

Dash

FRANKLIN

GAIRDNER

GEBEINA

MACQUARIE

MUNDA

NUMAR

YERONG

YF374
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Ctrl

8.5±0.5

1.3±0.07

38.8±1.4

560±11

11±0.4

255±7

Salt

2.6±0.2

0.5±0.04

42.4±1.1

1083±5

294±18

340±14

Rel

32.4±0.9

41.3±2.2

109±2.4

227±5

2685±172

133±6

Ctrl

9.4±0.5

1.1±0.08

37.9±1.4

411±10

15.4±0.4

211±10

Salt

2.1±0.2

0.4±0.02

41.7±0.8

1061±42

158±9

292±14

Rel

22.2±1.7

34.8±1.2

110±3.6

258±9

1026±67

139±8

Ctrl

13.5±0.5

1.7±0.1

35.3±1

473±20

14.3±0.4

278±8

Salt

2.7±0.3

0.5±0.01

42.5±1.6

972±28

152±6

304±19

Rel

19.7±1.7

31.5±2

120±3.9

206±9

1060±119

111±20

LSD (5%) Salt & Ctrl

9.1

7.7

9.7

352

124

45.6

LSD (5%) Rel

6.4

6.8

16.3

37.5

495

25.9

Ctrl

9±0.3

1.1±0.1

33.6±1.5

528±19

22.3±0.7

231±8

Salt

3.3±0.13

0.69±0.02

40.5±1.5

1007±26

159±5

268±41

Rel

36.6±1.17

61.7±7.23

120±5.3

191±10

711±24

117±18

Ctrl

11.6±0.6

1.4±0.1

35.1±1.1

422±7

16.6±1.2

245±4

Salt

4.7±0.15

0.73±0.03

42.5±1.4

907±49

184±11

321±64

Rel

40.1±2.42

52.6±3.57

121±6.3

215±9

1114±136

132±27

Ctrl

12.4±0.7

1.5±0.1

30.4±0.6

405±12

9.2±1.4

215±9

Salt

3.5±0.02

0.57±0.02

44.1±1.2

987±45

204±11

273±13

Rel

28.6±1.42

39.3±2.04

145±5.7

244±8

2207±155

128±5

Ctrl

11.8±0.6

1.6±0.1

32±1

409±10

8.4±0.8

227±4

Salt

3.5±0.08

0.58±0.02

42.6±1.1

874±46

263±9

210±9

Rel

30±2

37±4.47

133±6.5

214±15

3127±406

93±5

Ctrl

11.5±0.8

1.3±0.1

28.2±0.4

388±6

35.1±1.6

196±6

Salt

3.7±0.13

0.51±0.02

38.7±1.5

1126±49

471±21

99±8

Rel

32±2.06

40.7±2.88

137±5.5

290±14

1340±123

50±4

Ctrl

13.1±1.1

1.6±0.1

27.8±1

431±9

13±0.5

259±7

Salt

4.4±0.1

0.77±0.03

36±1.1

896±55

154±3

383±78

Rel

33.4±3.42

47.5±3.21

129±4

208±14

1185±147

149±32

Ctrl

7.4±0.4

1.1±0.1

28.9±1.1

388±10

13±0.9

191±6

Salt

3.8±0.19

0.59±0.04

40.3±0.5

1066±18

166±8

272±8

Rel

50.7±4.19

54.5±1.64

139±4.5

275±11

1280±148

143±6

Ctrl

11.4±0.8

1.2±0

28.1±1.2

421±16

9±1

274±13

Salt

3.1±0.09

0.49±0.03

43.5±1.3

974±56

199±7

265±11

YSM1

ZUG293

ZUG95

Wild genotypes

CPI

X115

X117

X118

X120

X123

X13

X133
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Rel

27.3±1.38

39.9±2.71

155±7.7

231±24

2223±181

98±7

Ctrl

8.9±0.4

1.2±0.1

28.7±0.8

439±12

13.5±1.2

235±12

Salt

3.9±0.12

0.62±0.03

41.9±0.5

1025±56

230±8

237±12

Rel

44.1±2.99

52.2±3.44

146±4.3

234±10

1703±156

102±8

Ctrl

12.8±0.5

1.7±0.1

28.4±1.7

367±9

15.8±2.2

268±10

Salt

3.9±0.08

0.52±0.02

37.6±0.9

1243±18

752±37

174±29

Rel

30.7±1.14

30.1±1.55

132±8.9

338±12

4767±192

65±11

Ctrl

10.3±0.3

1.4±0

27.5±0.6

463±16

18.4±1

281±15

Salt

3.9±0.07

0.64±0.02

36.1±1.5

1247±32

264±12

341±15

Rel

37.4±1.22

46.6±2.16

131±6.6

269±11

1439±109

123±8

Ctrl

11.4±0.6

1.4±0.1

29.5±0.6

410±5

8.7±0.9

261±6

Salt

3.4±0.16

0.52±0.02

41.9±1.2

790±24

154±5

184±12

Rel

29.6±1.65

37±1.65

142±3.3

192±6

1769±125

71±5

Ctrl

15.5±0.7

1.7±0.1

36.5±1.1

401±6

25.7±0.8

331±13

Salt

5.6±0.17

0.83±0.03

41±0.7

837±87

169±9

299±47

Rel

36.2±2.14

50±2.26

122±3.1

208±21

658±53

89±10

LSD (5%) Salt & Ctrl

8.9

7.7

9.7

314

172

59.8

LSD (5%) Rel

6.9

9.2

11.5

44.7

1149

32.0

X151

X192

X30

X51

X97

Abbreviations: Ctrl - control conditions; Salt - 300 mM NaCl; Rel - relative value (%
control); DW - dry weight (g plant–1); FW - fresh weight (g plant–1); SPAD – chlorophyll
content (arb. values); Osm - leaf sap osmolality (mmol kg–1); Na+ - leaf Na+ concentration
(mmol l–1); K+ - leaf K+ concentration (mmol l–1)
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Suppl. Table S6.2 Mean values of studied anatomical characteristics
under control and 300 mM NaCl conditions of cultivated and wild barley
genotypes
SD

SAL

SI

Gs

Ctrl

34.1±2.6

46.6±1.6

0.17±0.01

47.9±0.7

Salt

34.1±1.4

45.8±1.2

0.18±0.01

12.2±1.6

Rel

72.6±4.5

98.5±2.9

106±10

25.4±2.9

Ctrl

44.8±2.1

48.4±1.3

0.15±0.01

82.2±1.8

Salt

44.8±2.5

47.1±0.8

0.17±0.01

20.5±1.5

Rel

118.7±8.3

97.7±3.5

120±2

25±2.1

Ctrl

38.2±2.3

45.9±1.1

0.16±0.01

71.6±2.5

Salt

38.2±2.6

43.5±0.6

0.14±0.01

18.5±1

Rel

82±6.2

94.8±3

92±12

25.8±1.9

Ctrl

43.1±2.6

48.3±1.5

0.16±0.01

79.4±1.8

Salt

43.1±1.5

43.4±1.4

0.17±0.01

12.6±1.3

Rel

111.7±10.4

90.3±5.1

106±9

15.9±2

Ctrl

40.3±2.3

48.1±0.8

0.17±0.01

51.8±2.7

Salt

40.3±2.1

45.7±1.1

0.16±0.01

11.3±1.2

Rel

76.3±6.7

95.2±3.5

94±1

21.8±2

Ctrl

39.7±1.8

45.9±1.7

0.17±0.01

47.1±3.7

Salt

39.7±2.2

44±1.1

0.16±0.01

22.4±0.5

Rel

98.9±8.1

96.3±4.5

92±3

47.6±3.7

Ctrl

34.7±2

48±1.2

0.16±0.01

59.9±1.6

Salt

34.7±1.7

46.4±1.6

0.18±0.01

15.3±1

Rel

71.2±4.6

97.2±5

111±8

25.5±1.1

Ctrl

31.3±2.8

46.6±1.5

0.18±0.01

56.4±2.7

Salt

31.3±2.2

47.8±1.1

0.15±0.01

25.5±1.2

Rel

65±5.2

102.8±3.3

88±8

45.2±2.2

Ctrl

40.3±2.3

42.1±0.7

0.2±0.01

95.7±1.9

Salt

40.3±1.8

43.3±1

0.17±0.01

18.5±1.5

Rel

75.7±3.5

102.9±3.2

83±3

19.3±2

Ctrl

46.6±2.6

43.6±0.8

0.2±0.01

57.1±2.1

Salt

46.6±2.2

41.8±1.4

0.18±0.01

18.6±0.6

Rel

73±3.4

96.2±3.8

90±5

32.5±1.2

Cultivated genotypes

BRINDABELLA

Dash

FRANKLIN

GAIRDNER

GEBEINA

MACQUARIE

MUNDA

NUMAR

YERONG

YF374
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Ctrl

36.4±2.7

51.1±1.4

0.14±0.01

64.3±3.1

Salt

36.4±2.1

45.6±1

0.15±0.01

34.8±1

Rel

89.9±13.5

89.6±3.6

104±10

54.1±4.1

Ctrl

39±2.5

47.1±1.5

0.18±0.01

77.8±3.7

Salt

39±1.6

46.3±0.8

0.14±0.01

7.6±0.4

Rel

94.8±6.7

92.6±5

81±6

9.7±0.7

Ctrl

34.9±2.7

50.5±2.4

0.18±0.01

80.1±4.3

Salt

34.9±2.3

45.8±0.1

0.16±0.01

15.8±0.8

Rel

61.8±5.3

97.7±3.5

93±5

19.8±1.2

LSD (5%) Salt & Ctrl

8.8

8.0

7.7

28.7

LSD (5%) Rel

18.7

5.8

12.5

14.1

Ctrl

45.1±2.1

46.7±0.8

0.17±0.01

57.4±3.2

Salt

40.3±2.1

43.8±0.8

0.15±0.01

24.3±1.1

Rel

89.5±5.4

93.9±1.8

88±7

42.3±2.9

Ctrl

47.2±2.1

46.7±0.5

0.18±0.01

75.2±2.9

Salt

40.5±1.6

45.9±1.4

0.17±0.01

21.3±1.7

Rel

85.8±5.1

98.5±4.1

96±7

28.4±1.7

Ctrl

44.6±1.2

46.1±1.2

0.17±0.01

57.8±1.1

Salt

42.7±1.8

44.1±0.8

0.17±0.01

12.9±0.7

Rel

95.7±5.6

96±2.8

101±4

22.2±1.1

Ctrl

49.4±2.4

44±1.4

0.16±0.01

46.2±3.7

Salt

36.4±1.5

46.5±0.7

0.17±0.01

11.2±0.6

Rel

73.7±4.9

106.2±3.8

102±8

24.3±3.4

Ctrl

28.9±1.6

55.2±1.7

0.14±0.01

36.3±2.8

Salt

32.3±1.7

47.5±0.9

0.14±0.01

18.1±0.7

Rel

111.9±8.3

86.4±3.1

104±9

107.4±5.9

Ctrl

52±2.7

43.1±0.9

0.17±0.01

61.3±3.2

Salt

39.2±1.1

44.4±0.7

0.18±0.01

18.6±1.4

Rel

75.5±3

103.2±3

106±11

30.4±1.3

Ctrl

34.4±1.1

49.6±1

0.16±0.01

47.4±4.1

Salt

34.9±1.1

46.2±1.4

0.17±0.01

14.2±1.5

Rel

101.7±6.4

93.1±1.3

109±6

30±5.3

Ctrl

32.6±1.3

52.6±0.9

0.16±0.01

31.7±3.7

Salt

42.5±2.5

42.1±1.7

0.16±0.01

18.5±1.4

YSM1

ZUG293

ZUG95

Wild genotypes

CPI

X115

X117

X118

X120

X123

X13

X133
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Rel

130.5±12

80±2.4

100±4

58.5±5.1

Ctrl

33.2±1.8

51.2±1.6

0.16±0.01

62.4±2.1

Salt

40.5±2.5

47.1±1.4

0.16±0.01

20±1.5

Rel

121.9±10.9

92.4±4.4

106±7

32±3.2

Ctrl

31.3±2.1

53.6±1.9

0.16±0.01

52.1±0.9

Salt

38.6±1.3

44.6±0.9

0.16±0.01

16±0.4

Rel

123.3±10.6

83.6±2.8

101±4

30.7±0.7

Ctrl

37.1±1.9

45.7±0.5

0.17±0.01

42.7±3.4

Salt

39±2.2

43.5±1.2

0.16±0.01

21.1±0.6

Rel

105.2±9.7

95.3±3.3

93±6

49.5±5.4

Ctrl

36±1.5

45.5±0.9

0.17±0.01

41.1±1.2

Salt

35.1±2.2

44.3±1

0.17±0.01

21±0.4

Rel

97.6±7.6

97.4±2.6

100±7

51.1±1.6

Ctrl

40.7±1.6

48.8±1.5

0.18±0.01

86.9±2.9

Salt

47.7±2.3

43.9±1.6

0.16±0.01

24.7±2

Rel

116.9±7.5

90.8±5.9

92±7

28.5±1.9

LSD (5%) Salt & Ctrl

9.7

8.4

7.7

22.5

LSD (5%) Rel

19.2

8.6

7.5

23.9

X151

X192

X30

X51

X97

Abbreviations:
Ctrl: control conditions; Salt: 300 mM NaCl; Rel: relative value of
characteristic; SD: stomatal density (cells mm–2); SAL stomatal
aperture length (µm); SI: stomatal index (number of stomata cells
divided by number of epidermal cells); Gs: stomatal conductance
(mmol m–2 s–1)
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